If there’s one thing Buddy Rich can’t take, it’s a drum that can’t take it. So the only drum he plays is Ludwig.

Play the drum that can’t be beaten.

**Ludwig**

**BUDDY vs LUDWIG**
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JUST DRUMS
Some time ago, I made mention that we'd be conducting another reader survey to focus in on the typical MD reader. Questionnaires were recently sent to 1000 randomly selected subscribers, and I’d like to take a moment to report on the results.

The typical MD reader? Well, he’s male, between the ages of twenty-one and thirty-five, married, with some college education. Our typical reader has been drumming between eleven and twenty years and categorizes himself as a semi-professional player. He plays drumset, tympani, Latin instruments and mallets, in that order. He reads music, and is most active in the areas of rock, jazz, commercial, r & b, studio, fusion and show drumming, also in that precise order.

Along with gathering basic demographic data, we also learned a great deal about how MD readers feel about the magazine. For example, when questioned on feature interviews, most felt that technique was the most important subject to discuss, followed by philosophy, equipment and biographical information.

We also asked our random sampling to rate MD’s column departments. Ask A Pro, It’s Questionable, Just Drums, Product Close-Up, Concepts, Industry Happenings and Staying In Tune proved to be among the most widely read. Club Scene, Shop Talk, Strictly Technique, Rock ‘n Jazz Clinic and Portraits were also highly rated. The survey also clearly red-flagged those departments which are not very popular.

Finally, we asked a series of questions to determine where more information was desired; your basic, “how can we be of more help to you” type question. Most of the responding group requested more information on fusion, basic reading, odd-time signatures, tips on improving technique and coordination, and developing an approach to the instrument. More product information was another area which many readers wanted to see beefed up. Though opinion varied widely, we were able to detect a pattern, and many of those exact requests are now in the works.

Perhaps you're wondering why we go to all this trouble. First off, the data we gather is used to supply our advertisers with a more complete picture of just who you are. They do ask about you. More importantly, however, is the area of editorial guidance. The information you supply enables the editors to keep a firm handle on the direction of the magazine. Reader feedback is the only way we can stay accurately attuned to your likes, dislikes, needs and wants.

In general, we were happy to find that the majority of the readers who responded were content with the current balance of the magazine. Many had some very complimentary remarks. Nonetheless, we feel it's essential to ask.

In future issues, I’ll be reporting on the alterations and additions we’ll be making as a result of our findings. Meantime, my personal thanks to all who took the time to respond to the questionnaire. We appreciate it. Hopefully, we'll pay our debt the only way we know: through an ever-improving Modern Drummer.
Premier will now be coming to you with all the range and value that's made us number one. In Britain. In Europe. And in the ears of people like Phil Collins, Carl Palmer and Harvey Mason.
I'd like to comment on the state of drumming today. Looking at the NAMM Section of MD sometimes makes me sick. Drum companies introducing electronic gadgets, double and triple bass drum setups, and drumsets with twelve to fifteen or more drums. What's going on anyway? It seems that most young drummers today don't take the time to look at some of the great drummers who made drum history using very small drumsets and very large creative concepts. Buddy Rich does it. So do Mel Lewis, Shelly Manne, Elvin Jones. Ed Blackwell and Art Blakey.

I only hope there are more drummers like me. No amount of drums, cymbals, gimmicks or whatever can change the way I feel about drumming. It must continue to flourish in its simplest form. The state of the art cannot be overlooked.

MARK RIEGERT
GRIFFITH, INDIANA

I'm very surprised and disappointed that MD has done little to expose the talents of drummer/percussionists who are truly "modernists." There's a lot to learn from Philly Joe Jones, Buddy Rich, Louis Bellson, Carmine Appice, Peter Criss, and Bill Bruford, but it's equally important to present the accomplishments of people like Ronald Shannon Jackson, Paul Motian, Sunny Murray, Jerome Cooper, Steve McCall, Denardo Coleman, Guilhermo Franco, Nana Vasconcelos, and Collin Walcott, who've digested the work of artists like Philly Joe and gone on to lead their own bands, compose their own tunes, and say something new.

I've always thought of your publication as academic in nature. I feel it's very important to present players who look at rhythm in a different light, who can encourage your readers to play like themselves and not merely imitate others.

GREGG BENDIAN
TEANECK, NEW JERSEY

Editor's Note: Your point is excellent. We've had interviews with Paul Motian and Collin Walcott in the past. Currently, an MD correspondent is working on an interview with Sunny Murray, and we'll continue to present the "modernists."

Your article on the Drum Computer was great! I don't think drummers should be afraid of this new technology. Instead, they should plunge right in, learn to operate them, and get listed in the Union Directory under Drum Computers.

On a recent tour, I picked up the Boss Dr. Rhythm and I use it all the time. I do all my practicing with it, and for the past year and a half, I've had it in the studio. It's nice to use in place of a click track. Your article left me with a good feeling about Drum Computers.

PAUL ANGERS
LAKE FOREST, CA

I feel compelled to respond after reading Rick Mattingly's interview with Philly Joe Jones. With all due respect to Philly Joe and the many other "Jazz Greats," whose interviews I've read, it seems that all too often I've noticed a "sour grapes" attitude toward rock musicians and specifically rock drummers. Some of the expressions I've heard are, "They hold their hands wrong"; "They use their whole body instead of their wrists"; "They look like they're playing but they're really not!"

This is not constructive criticism. It's a condescension. What usually follows afterwards is a remark about how much money rock musicians make.

I have been playing drums now for about eighteen years (I am twenty-eight). I have played almost every known style of music: from country swing to new wave and I am proud of it. I don't have any money (due to my own misjudgments in the music business), but I don't criticize people who are financially better off than I am by saying that I am a "real" artist and they are not.

Entertainment is an art in itself. It is for the enjoyment of other people. The more people who enjoy a particular performer, the more he is worth on the commercial market. That is the nature of the business. I feel that people who have experienced some degree of success should carry it with some dignity and be GRATEFUL for it.

Neither technical proficiency, nor musical style preference, reflects a person's talent or sincerity. If musicians of any style are concerned about big money, they should learn about business, finance, promotion or whatever it takes to make them happy, rather than putting down their fellow musicians who have done well for themselves. This business is tough for all of us. These celebrated musicians set an example for thousands of young people. It is a lot of responsibility.

KENNY GREENE
PEEKSKILL, NEW YORK

Thanks for the article on the Percussion Triumphvirate of Earth, Wind & Fire. I've been an E, W & F fan for four years and have been waiting patiently for MD to do an article on these guys. I would personally like to thank Robyn Flans for the fantastic interview. And to Freddie, Ralph, and Philip—keep up the good work! You guys truly are "winners."

TONY LEWIS
BRONX, NEW YORK

First, let me congratulate both Mr. Read and his assistant Ken Mezines on a splendid historical document, Evolution of the Drum Set, which was well written, informative, and held the reader's interest. I loved it so because I lived through several of the eras this story encompassed. Had I known I was living through eras, I would have paid more attention.

Ludwig Drum Co. did not manufacture the first all-metal snare drum as the author suggests. I have in the Ludwig museum and library, located at the factory, a beautiful single-tension brass shell all-metal snare drum made in 1879 by Richard Ludwig (no relation) in Dresden, Germany.

Ludwig & Ludwig, Inc. (Wm. F. Ludwig Sr. and his brother Theobald Ludwig—both drummers) was the first drum company to commence full-scale production of all-metal drums in 1912. Leedy Mfg. Co. of Indianapolis followed in 1920.

Regarding snare throw-off strainers: the world's first throw-off strainer (to my knowledge) was invented by Robert C. Danly, a brilliant engineer and brother-in-law of my father. This took place in 1911 as evidenced by the catalogs in the Ludwig library and drums in the museum.

And lastly: Slingerland did not introduce the "Ray McKinley tom-tom holder" as stated on page 29. This remarkable holder—the world's first shell mount tom-tom holder—was designed exclusively by Bill Mather in his base-...
LIBERTY AND FREEDOM

“I used to feel held back by most drum sets. The sound wasn’t expressive or powerful enough and the hardware just couldn’t place everything where I needed it. About five years ago I tried Tama. Ever since, I’ve known what freedom is all about.”

Liberty Devitto adds his own style of rhythm and power to Billy Joel’s music. Express your own style. Experience the freedom of Tama.

TAMA
The Strongest Name in Drums
NEIL PEART

Q. What is the significance of the logo on the front of your bass drums?  
K.L.  
Anaheim, California

A. The logo itself goes back to our 2112 album. The red star symbolizes the autocratic society that was projected into the future, where the giant computers controlled the whole society. The star was the symbol of their authority. In a way, it's an abstract symbol for all kinds of authoritarian governments of any kind, whether they be democratic, dictatorial, or whatever. The man against it, of course, is the individual against this organized state, or anything that's larger than life, whether it be religion, government, or a creed of any kind that's supposed to be more important than a human life. In other words, the individual's life is important.

BILL BRUFORD

Q. What kind of snare did you use on the latest King Crimson Tour? What kind of heads did you use on it?
Scott Bonshire  
Orland Park, Illinois

A. The snare drum was a Tama Bell Brass with Remo Ambassador heads.

JAKE HANNA

Q. Do you teach and do you still give drum clinics?
David Adessa  
St. Louis, Mo.

A. I'm starting to teach soon at Danny Pucillo's on Reseda Boulevard in the Tarzana area of California, by referral only. I won't be taking beginners. I'm not going to bother with reading or anything like that. I'll listen to a student play, and then I'll straighten out what needs straightening out. I've sort of given up on clinics. Now I just do them for drum shops. I shoot for a narrow field covering the tuning of drums, brush playing at very fast tempos, slow brush playing on the ride cymbal and hi-hat, and what not to do when playing with a big band.

MEL LEWIS

Q. What is the most difficult thing about being the leader of a big band?
Ira Weintraub  

A. Leading the band from behind the drums is much easier than one would think. However, that's in my particular band. The musicians are such good listeners, they make it easy for me. The biggest problems lie outside the band. For instance, booking the band. You must keep the band working, otherwise you will soon lose the personnel. We are fortunate to play at the Village Vanguard regularly. This helps to keep the band together.

JOE MORELLO

Q. What can I do to improve my endurance while playing fast tempos?
Sandy Filiponi  
Boston, Mass.

A. Stay on one thing for a while. Practice it slowly at first with a metronome and then build it up. Extended periods of practice is the key.

continued on page 103
ROGERS gives you Faster Stick Rebound.
Is that important?
Only if you want your drumming to be fun instead of work.
Playing a Dyna-Sonic drum is ‘just like power steering.’
You get added speed with half the effort.
Your sticks fly off the head—swiftly, naturally.
Your snare head feel is solid, never mushy.
This faster rebound makes it easy to stay up tempo.
You play for hours without tiring. You concentrate on your music instead of your drums.
WHY?
Because each component of each Rogers drum—shell, snare, heads—work together. The snare head responds freely to the batter head—perfectly.
You can quickly prove to yourself it’s all true. Take your drum to your dealers and set it next to a new Dyna-Sonic. Play them side by side. Then you tell us which is faster, which is more fun, which sounds better.

ROGERS DRUMS
The Sound The Pros Depend On.
Did you ever meet someone who speaks only when it matters? And who means everything he says? Aynsley Dunbar plays drums like that. Not content to fill a song with superfluous drum chatter, Aynsley strikes each note with the conviction that comes from knowing exactly what can and should be done at any given moment. At the same time, he maintains the freedom to respond to whatever is being played by the musicians around him. If one word was needed to describe Aynsley’s style, that word would be “eloquent.”

RM: How did you first get involved with music?
AD: I started playing violin when I was nine. I wanted to play violin when I was seven, but my parents wouldn’t buy me one because they thought I would just waste the time and money. They finally gave up and got me one, but by that time it was too late. If I had started two years earlier, I would have gone out and taken lessons, but by this time, I was too shy and I didn’t feel confident. So I decided to try and teach myself. I did manage to learn a lot about music by looking at it and trying to discern what was going on. Eventually I got bored with the screeching sound of the violin.

My sister started playing guitar at that time, and I didn’t want to be in competition with her, so I decided there must be something else I would like. I saw this English rock and roll program where they had three drummers sitting together doing a drum trio, and I got knocked out by what they were doing. It wasn’t anything special, but I thought it was neat. It was a different sound—sort of a power thing. So I decided to try drums.

I started out with tin cans actually, to see if I could develop anything, but I got bored trying to get a sound out of it so I finally got a drum and started practicing on that. For about six months, I worked with just a snare drum. Then I went out and got a bass drum and hi-hat and started playing with that. Next I got a small tom-tom, then two cymbals, then a large tom, and sort of built up the kit bit by bit. It worked out better because if I’d had the whole drum kit, it might have been too much all at one time to understand. By just having the snare drum first, I spent more time practicing the basics. Then when it came to the rest of the kit, I could get used to the sounds and the feel of the drums one at a time, and not be overpowered by the immensity of the whole situation.

RM: I noticed you using traditional grip at times.
AD: In my solo, yeah. I use traditional grip when I’m playing anything other than rock and roll, because rock and roll doesn’t call for a lot of notes. The matched grip keeps you simple enough to hit the drum that way. The traditional grip is more complicated, but it’s easier for me to play.

RM: Where did you learn traditional grip? Did you take lessons?
AD: I picked up a feel for it by watching
Aynsley Dunbar

by Rick Mattingly

Drummers, looking in books and practicing it.
RM: So you did buy drum books?
AD: Oh yes. Then I finally got lessons when I was about 13. By that time I was actually playing rudiments better than my teacher, so all he could do was help me read music and understand it. We’d sit down and play along with big-band charts. That was pretty interesting and he was a great help. But he didn’t really extend my feelings—he just helped me understand something I wanted to be doing, which was reading music.

When I was with Zappa, I wanted to learn to play vibes, and I wanted to be able to read faster, so I took some lessons from Mitchell Peters, who is with the L.A. Philharmonic. After being on the road, I’d spend a couple of months studying with him once or twice a week. Then we’d go out on the road again and when I’d get back, I would have to start over again because I wouldn’t have the chance to practice on the road. I got sick and tired of doing that because I wasn’t advancing. When I get involved in something I like to keep it going, day by day. I’ve still got a set of vibes at home that I play, but it’s not the same. Even now, I need a teacher to drive me so I practice and advance more. But I don’t think there are too many people in San Francisco that I want teaching me. Most of them are in L.A.

RM: How did your professional career develop?
AD: I left school when I was 15, and immediately formed a trio with a sax player and a keyboard player. We were just playing dance music, but because I had been practicing for a few years, I was able to play along with all of the people who were my heroes. I thought in my own mind that before you could even go out there and play, you had to be as good as the people you were listening to on records. So when I hit the scene in Liverpool, I started a lot of the drummers that were hanging around, because they hadn’t heard of me and all of a sudden I was getting gigs and playing all over the place. They sort of got uptight with me because I was much younger than they were. There was one guy who really gave me a hard time—taking apart everything I did. But when I went through Liverpool on a tour with Zappa in 1971, out of all the people I knew in Liverpool, he was the only one who actually turned up backstage to shake my hand and say how well I was playing.

RM: You started when?
AD: Early ’60s.
RM: What type of music was being played in Liverpool?
AD: R&B was happening, and traditional jazz.
RM: What exactly is traditional jazz in England?
AD: Dixieland, or sometimes more of a swing-type sound. I used to play with a group called the Merseysippi Jazz Band. All the other guys were about 40 and were married. They all worked in the daytime and they’d come together at night to play jazz. During one of my first gigs with them, they gave me a drum solo. So I’m up there playing away and I decided it was time I finished, and all of a sudden I look over at the bar, and they’re all sitting by the bar drinking! So my drum solo lasted about 20 minutes. Nowadays I get complaints about long drum solos, but in those days they wanted me to keep on going so they could go over to the bar and have a drink.

RM: Who were the drummers you were listening to then?
AD: Joe Morello, Bellson, Roach, Elvin Jones, everybody who was playing modern jazz.
RM: So you were into bop?
AD: I was into everything. I was interested in anything I could get ideas from. But there was only so much I could get. In England, at that time, American records were about four years behind. It was through the Beatles that they started moving records across the ocean faster. So the Beatles not only opened up new designs of music, but also faster distribution. But before that it was ridiculous. I would read in down beat that so and so’s new record was out, I’d go to the shop and never see it. Then one day a few years later it would finally turn up. So
everything was really out of date. It made it really hard to keep up with the jazz.

RM: In America, a musician usually has to go to New York or L.A., to make it. Is it that way in England? Did you have to go to London?

AD: Oh yeah. I was taken to London by the Mojos. They were one of the top bands in England at that time. I always had the idea in mind that you never go to a big town unless you go with a band. Never go as a musician because it doesn't work. So I just waited, knowing it was going to happen sometime. I had complete confidence in the whole process. Sure enough, I was playing a gig and they just popped in and said, "We're looking for a drummer and we'd like to know if you would like to move to London and join us." So fine—I couldn't have asked for a better opportunity. I spent 18 months with them, but they were going through a slow decline. So I left them and was out of work for two weeks, which was the longest I had ever been out of work.

Alexis Korner, the blues singer, invited me down to a club where he was playing. I went down there and sat in with him, and boy, it was horrible! He didn't have any idea of which side of the beat he was on half of the time. So I thought I'd go on down and listen to him. I sat in the balcony and he had Peter Green and John McVie with him. I was completely overawed by Peter Green's playing, but I didn't think the band was backing him properly. He was doing all these great solos, but the band was always playing the same level of intensity behind him. I wanted to play. So John said, "Well, we've got a gig tomorrow night. Be at my house at so-and-so, and have your drums there and we'll go up to the gig." So the first gig I did with him, I was just learning the songs. No rehearsal—just get on the stage and play. He'd just call out a song and tell me whether it was a shuffle or whatever, and give me a nod if there was a break. I just kept my eyes on him all evening. Then I did the A Hard Road album with him, and that helped me understand the songs a little better.

That only lasted for six months, because Mayall wanted me to stop playing as much as I was, and become more of a "blues drummer." I didn't want to do that, so I decided to leave. The next day, Jeff Beck called me and asked me if I'd like to join his band, with Rod Stewart and Ronnie Wood.

RM: This was the first Jeff Beck Group?

AD: Yeah. I did four months with Jeff, but he only liked to work about one day a month, which was not enough for me. I went from playing seven days a week with Mayall to one day a month with Beck. Your playing tends to diminish from lack of work, so I formed my own band and worked it like Mayall did his.

I had that group [The Aynsley Dunbar Retaliation] for about three years, and we built a following around the country. Then the band's ego got too much for me to cope with and I had to dump them. They couldn't see any further than where they were at. They thought that because we had got to the point where we were selling out everywhere and making quite a bit of money, that we had reached stardom. No way could I tell them that they had just reached the first step and we had a lot more steps to go. They were already acting like stars. So I decided it was time to get rid of that band and start another one. I started Blue Whale, which was an 8-piece band.

I had an offer to join the Yardbirds, with Jimmy Page, when they did their last tour, but I'd just started Retaliation. I couldn't leave the people in my band just to do some wandering around the country, although it would have led to the Led Zeppelin gig, which was offered to me as well.

I also played with Jimi Hendrix. Jimi would come down and sit in with Retaliation and we would have a ball. He offered me the gig with him at 20 pounds a week, which at that point, was like 60 bucks. But they went on to make a lot of money. He was great at the beginning—very wide awake and eager to play. Then
he started hitting the drugs, because I think he got bored, and he started becoming a space case. Every time I saw him he was more spaced out and blank.

I first met Zappa near the end of Retaliation, at a big rock and blues festival in Brussels. My band was there playing and Frank was on stage introducing the bands. I got a message that Frank wanted to sit in. So he sat in on two songs and then he came back and sat in my car and we started chatting about session work in Los Angeles and how much money could be made and how I could make a good living out of it if I moved over there. So I thought about it, you know, and I went back home.

Shortly after that, I disbanded Retaliation and formed Blue Whale, but I could never get the same brass section to stay in the band. They'd get a gig somewhere else paying a couple of pounds more, so they would send a substitute to play with me. The substitute would not know the charts, would not be able to solo or ad-lib or anything else.

RM: What kind of music was Blue Whale playing?
AD: It was sort of progressive rock. While all of that was going on, Zappa came to town and left a message for me to talk to him. So I went to this club and we chatted about me coming over and joining his band, but I couldn't give an answer because I wasn't sure if I wanted to disband my group. But a few more days of the hazards of what was going on made me decide that it was time to disband Blue Whale.

I didn't sign any contracts or anything else with Zappa—just moved out of England. He sent me the ticket the day before I left. I arrived in L.A. and his wife picked me up at the airport and took me to his house, where I lived for nine months. I played with him for nearly three years and had a great time.

RM: How much musical freedom does Zappa give his band?
AD: I never had any problem. If there was a certain part that he wanted me to play, he'd tell me. But most of the time I had a free hand.

RM: You did a lot of different styles of music during those three years. For instance, The Grand Wazoo was almost a jazz big-band record.
AD: I did eight albums with Frank, starting with Chunga's Revenge. Grand Wazoo was charts. Most of the drum parts on that were written down. Waka Jawaka was also a jazz album.

RM: Does Zappa know a lot about drums?
AD: He's a drummer by nature. He's great at all of the percussion things. But he is more of a marching-type rudimental drummer. On one song he gave me a chart that was all marching-type drumming—roll after roll, flams, drags, ruffs—and it was great. It was crazy, but it was great. I like doing that sort of thing because I've got the technique to play it. You forget about it if you don't play it, and most rock bands don't tend to play it. That's why I enjoy playing "White Rabbit" with the Starship. It has a lot of open rolls, 16th notes, 5-stroke rolls and triplets in nice little combinations. I like doing all of that.

RM: You also did the movie 200 Motels with Ringo and Keith Moon.
AD: A funny thing happened with that. Jeff Simmons was our bass player, but when he read the script of the movie, he told Frank he wouldn't do it and left. We were all sitting in a room and Frank said, "Whoever comes through that door next will play bass in the movie," and Martin [Lickert] walked in. He was Ringo's chauffeur and funny enough, he played bass. But some little old woman could have walked in. It was crazy.

RM: Ruth Underwood also played on 200 Motels. Did you enjoy working with another drummer?
AD: The only times we would actually play together was maybe when she would be playing vibes. I was playing in the band, and Ruth played drums with the orchestra. She's the most amazing reader—very disciplined. I'm not that disciplined. I don't like to have everything I do so organized that I spend all of my time reading every little note. That part she had was incredibly difficult, but she did an amazing job. We really couldn't hear them a lot of the time.

RM: What did you do when you left Zappa?
AD: I went out with Flo and Eddie and continued on page 36
ALEX ACUNA

Transcending All Influences

by Michael Rozek

At 37, L.A.-based Alex Acuna could honestly call himself—if he weren't so self-effacing—one of the world's most versatile drummer/percussionists. Though most people know his mid-Seventies work with the globe-hopping Weather Report, many are unaware of the depth of his Latin chops (schooled in Peru and Puerto Rico), his pit and show work (in Las Vegas and on the hotel strip in San Juan), his studio rep (now, in Los Angeles. He recently recorded with Chick Corea and Paco De Lucia), and even his rock-pop work (currently, with Lee Ritenour and Friendship). And fewer still have heard a new but sensational band Acuna helps fuel—Koinonia, a fixture in L.A. clubs for the last few years, and a group soon to record (also featuring bassist Abraham Laboriel, keyboardists Michael Omartian and Harlan Rogers, reedmen Justo Almario and John Phillips, guitarists Hadley Hocken-smith and Dean Parks, and drummer Bill Maxwell). For Acuna, as an expression of both his recent conversion to Christianity and a relaxed sense of musical satisfaction, it may be the high point of his career.

Point is, almost no one realizes that little Alejandro Neciosup Acuna has been playing the drums for over 20 years—and in the following interview, MD readers should begin to see that he's one singular musician.

MR: Where are you from originally, Alex?
AA: I grew up to the north of Lima, the capital of Peru, in a little town called Pativilca, by the Pacific Ocean. My mother is half Spanish, and I use her last name: Acuna. And my father is Greek, and his last name is Neciosup—that's the name you see on Black Market. I'm the eighth of nine children—six brothers and three sisters, and they all play music. My father is a music teacher, and he plays drums, piano, trumpet, saxophone, everything.

MR: People think of Peruvian music as Incan, but that can't be entirely correct, can it?
AA: It seems like people don't understand that though Peruvians are descended from Indians, Peru is mostly a Spanish-speaking country. I didn't really have any Incan background. Although sometimes my mother would take me to her birthplace in the mountains, to carnivals the Indians celebrated. It was a little town that disappeared in the earthquake in 1968—Yungay.

MR: The whole city? The people? Everything?
AA: Yeah, the mountain came over and covered the valley. Anyway, she used to dance, and they played the Incan music, which is a nice, beautiful groove. It's like
the Brazilian maracatu, like "maracatu, maracatu, maracatu..." a 4/4 with that accent. And then, in another town, my birthplace, Chancay, they had a Black Peruvian music, like Cuban music, and with clave and all that. They played boxes, congas, bongos, and cowbells and sounded very African. My ear caught all these grooves as I was growing up. But mostly, my brothers had a band, and they played Latin music, so I learned boleros, charangas, dansons, merengues, guarachas, mambos, and merecumbe from Colombia, which is what they call cumbia now. My brothers worked for dancing, and the name of the band was "Los Hermanos Neciosup y La Tropical Boys"—The Neciosup Brothers and the Tropical Boys.

MR: How did you get into jazz?
AA: I started listening to Duke Ellington when I was twelve years old. None of my family liked jazz, but I found some LPs on the street, like, a record of Nat Cole playing with Lester Young. It sounded different, so I bought it.

MR: And when did you start playing?
AA: My father started me out on trumpet, and I didn't like the things it did to my lips. But my first instrument was always drums. I was always banging on all the traps, bongos, congas, and maracas that my brothers had, when they finished rehearsing. So, I was really self-taught.

MR: When did you actually start your career?
AA: When I was 16, my brothers called me to come to Lima. They were becoming very big studio musicians there—actually, some of them still are today, twenty years later. They play in jazz clubs, too. Anyway, I got to town and started gigging around. I had, and still have, a very peculiar way of playing. On traps, I cover the bass and the conga pattern. So it got me a lot of work. Plus, I knew how to read, from taking trumpet and piano from my father. And in those days, only two other drummers in Lima knew how to read, so I was working 18-hour days: TV, radio, clubs, shows, when I was only 16. I bought a car when I was 17, but I didn't know how to drive, so I got a chauffeur. And then, when I was 19, Perez Prado came to Peru and hired me to come to the U.S. I was so young, my mother wouldn't sign the papers: my brothers had to. With Perez, I went to Vegas. We even made an album, for United Artists: Luces, Accion, Prado! It was Beatles tunes, movie tunes...

MR: It's incredible to think I could actually hear Alex Acuna on a record eighteen years ago.
AA: If you could find it now.
MR: Did you stay in the U.S. then?
AA: At the end of 1964, Perez was going to work in Mexico, and since the union there didn't allow foreigners to join, he left me in L.A. and I started playing in bowling alleys. Finally, in '65, I went back to Peru, and then in 1966, I went to Puerto Rico, where I stayed until 1974.
MR: Why Puerto Rico?
AA: I went over with a band from Peru—some Brazilians, Argentinians and Peruvians. We played a lounge in a hotel for three years, and then when the band broke up, I stayed there.
MR: This was an incredible life for a kid in his early twenties. How were you feeling during this period? Were you learning anything?
AA: Yeah, all the time. And, in Puerto Rico, I was one of the few trap drummers who liked jazz. I would buy Buddy Rich and Joe Morello records, and copy their techniques. I had the sense that I could tell how they did what they did, and so I just practiced. Then I heard Elvin Jones, and I liked his heart, so he was my favorite. And I also liked Tony Williams and Jack DeJohnette. But Elvin, he used the African rhythms—ones that I was very familiar with. He played the jazz with the right hand, but his left hand and right leg were playing African: triples, and 6/8's.

Then I bought Jim Chapin books, and even enrolled in a conservatory for two years, learning about mallets and tympani, just to know the right technique, which I'd never learned before. I had all this time on my hands, just working at night, so I decided to use it.

MR: So what happened after that lounge band broke up?
AA: I did sessions and TV shows, all kinds of jobs, just like in Peru. I backed singers like Iris Chacon, who has a TV show there, and then on the public TV station, I played jazz every week. There were a lot of timbale and conga players, but not that many trap drummers, so, again, I worked a lot. I even did show drumming—the Royal De Paris, in one of the hotels, for a year. Everything I was offered, I took, even if I hadn't done it before. I wanted to learn. I had big ears.

MR: Were you learning anything from specific players during this period? guys you worked with?
AA: Sure, from everybody. Especially from the trap drummers in the hotel shows. Acts like, say, Paul Ank, used to bring their drummers from Miami or Las Vegas, and so I'd go to rehearsals and talk to them. I met Sol Gubin that way. I didn't ask him anything specific—I just learned, from watching how relaxed he was. He didn't even look at his hands or feet. He just smoked a cigarette and played.

Then, there was Walfredo De Los Reyes, a great drummer from Cuba, who's in Vegas now. He'd studied in New York with Henry Adler. So he used to tell me, "Alex, this is what Joe Morello does with his fingers," and I paid attention. He got me some books on stick control, too.

MR: Did anybody tell you about, maybe, staying in clave?
AA: Absolutely. Even though I played Latin music in Peru, and with Perez Prado, when I went to Puerto Rico, I still sounded like a Peruvian Latin player. In Peru, we just listened to records and copied. We didn't know why things broke the way they did, for example. So, in Puerto Rico, I found another excellent drummer named Monchito Munoz, who played with Tito Rodriguez back in the Forties. He showed me clave, like, "When a tune starts a certain way, you automatically have to know which clave to use." For example, take "The Peanut Vendor." I used to start on three, and he said, "Start on two, which goes with the melody. The other way, it's like you and the melody are having a fight!" And I said, "Wow! I've been playing wrong all my life!" So, I started to find out. I don't want to say anything bad about them, but there are a lot of players here in L.A. now who don't play in clave, or play sambas correctly. I was lucky to meet Monchito.

MR: And during this whole period, were you also playing percussion?
AA: Everything. I never separated the two. Since I was a little kid, I'd always been told that even a guy on bongos played the drums. That one drum is a drum.

MR: Did you hang out with any great percussionists in Puerto Rico?
AA: Sure. On the streets, conga players got together every day, especially near the beach. And I was staying in a hotel near the ocean. So I listened, or I went down and played. The way you have to hit the congas there—the first time I played, I had blisters five minutes later, I was hitting so hard. But it's the right way to play. In Peru, I just played what I heard on record, soft stuff, on poorly made congas. In Puerto Rico, the congas had thick skins. You had to hit to be heard, and keep hitting. That's how I learned to play the guaguancó, and bembe. And then on bongos, I learned to get my strength into my fingers. I used to play just with my two index fingers,
"YOU LEARN ALL KINDS OF THINGS, AND THEN YOU JUST LET THEM GO, AND YOU'RE FREE. THAT'S HOW YOU PLAY IN WEATHER REPORT."

but Monchito told me to use my last two fingers on my left hand, and the three middle on my right. And then, to use some conga slaps—the whole hand.

MR: You mentioned earlier that a lot of people don't know clave here. Is it also true that a lot of non-Latinos can't really play Latin percussion correctly?

AA: Yes. Too many don't know the difference between the guaguanco of Puerto Rico, and the more sophisticated guaguanco of Cuba.

MR: You said you left Puerto Rico in 1974. Then what?

AA: There was a Cuban bass player I knew in Puerto Rico who could sight-read anything—Orlando Hernandez, or "Papito." I admired him, and we got to be good enough friends so that when he eventually started working in Las Vegas, he made it possible for me to come. I wanted to take the next step up from Puerto Rico. I never like to be the best, but I'm trying to be, so I can grow. In Las Vegas, I started playing in the house band at the Hilton. I might play percussion for The Temptations, who had their own drummer, or traps for Ann-Margret, who didn't bring a drummer, and for Olivia Newton-John, who was opening for Charlie Rich. I didn't even have to wait the standard six months to work, because of Papito's recommendations.

MR: A lot of drummers turn up their noses at show work. But I'll bet it taught you a lot.

AA: Absolutely. It really gave me the ability to drive a big band. I had to take them wherever I went, and I liked that. It was the first time I'd done that. I still had to play for the stage dancers, and yet be free to do splashes and breaks when they did choreography. It was a different kind of freedom than playing jazz; more of an organized freedom. And then, I tried to sound like the other show drummers—precise, yet powerful.

MR: How did you join Weather Report?

AA: Well, I played in Las Vegas through 1975. One day, Don Alias, who was in town playing percussion for Lou Rawls, found me; he'd seen me with The Temptations. I'd played traps on just the first tune, the big opening number. And then, I switched to congas, and this knocked him out. It turned out a lot of Puerto Rican players that he knew in New York knew me, too. So, Don asked if I'd like to play some music, and I said, "Yeah." Don told me [bassist] Miroslav Vitous was forming a band, and he wanted me to be in it, so he and I could switch traps and congas. So Miroslav came to town and we played in my house. Anyway, nothing happened with that group, but as a result, Don got me a brief gig in San Francisco with Dave Liebman, and I knocked Dave out. Dave recommended me to Joe Zawinul shortly after that. So I was home, with my family—no show job, no any job—and one afternoon, Joe called. Since Puerto Rico, I had been listening to Weather Report. I couldn't believe it.

MR: Didn't you audition?

AA: Oh, sure (laughs). That's a story right there. The band was leaving with a week for a tour in Europe, off Tale Spinnin'. The manager called with all the terms, and I immediately accepted. But I didn't fly to L.A. right away. Instead, Zawinul told me to stay in Las Vegas. He was going to fly in to see me, because he said he could tell by looking at me how I played. So, the next day, I went to Caesars Palace to meet him, and my car broke down. So I borrowed a friend's old, beat up station wagon, and I went in that. And when I met Zawinul, he just looked at me. He said, "What's your name?" I said, "Alejandro Neciosup." He said, "I like that name. Yeah, you can play." And then, when I took him to my car, he just looked at it and said, "Oh, you're poor." (laughter) Anyway, I didn't even know if I was gonna play drums or percussion. So then he asked me if I had any percussion instruments, and I had to say no. He said the band would rent them all: congas, bongos, timbales, tambora, guiro, maracas, cowbell, gongs, and cymbals. And when I went to L.A. the next day, I walked in to this rehearsal hall, and the band was playing, and there were six cases of stuff all waiting for me. Nobody said a word, so I just sat down and joined in. Chester Thompson was the drummer, and Al Johnson was on bass. An hour went by, and nobody still said anything. Finally, Wayne Shorter introduced himself, and said, "If I were ever a percussionist, I'd play like you." And I was in the band.

MR: So, then you toured.

AA: Yeah, New York and then Europe. Chester was incredible. So precise; his decisions of changing, to fit the music, were solid. He never made a mistake. And Al—his style was new to me too: his pedals, sounds, harmonics. This was all a level of music I had never heard before. The band just told me to be myself and fit in. And since the music was so new, I felt a little inhibited, and I started thinking, and that tied me all up. And finally, at the moment of the most confusion, when I didn't know what to do, and they still didn't tell me—I understood.

continued on page 61
When one thinks about the construction of a fine acoustic instrument, such as a violin or a guitar, the scene that comes to mind is one in which a craftsman carefully works with the wood by hand. Every step in the making of the instrument is carried out slowly and with a dedication to quality inspired by a true love of the instrument. This is not, however, the scene which comes to mind when one considers drum manufacturing. One is more likely to visualize a factory full of machines and assembly-line workers wearing safety goggles. Is it possible to make a drum with the same love and care that is used with other musical instruments? Joe MacSweeney, owner of Eames Drum Company, thinks that it is.

The Eames story began in 1950 when Ralph Eames purchased the tools and equipment that had been used by the Stone Drum Company of Boston. (Ralph Eames had been a student of George Lawrence Stone.) At the time, Eames was primarily interested in drum repair, and so he opened a "custom shop" in his basement. Because of the trend towards smaller bass drums, much of his early business involved cutting down larger bass drums to smaller sizes. One of Ralph's interests was in rope-tensioned drums, and he subsequently developed and began manufacturing his own design of Colonial-style drums.

Besides his drum business, Eames was an
The next step is the finishing of the shell, which is also done completely by hand.

Joe MacSweeney presents a finished shell to a customer.

The Eames "showroom." Shells can be fitted with whichever brand of hardware the customer desires.
MARTY MORRELL:
Beyond The Glory

by T. Bruce Wittet
The night before I was to interview Marty Morrell, long-time drummer with the late jazz pianist Bill Evans, I sat up late in a downtown Toronto highrise listening to albums recorded in New York and Tokyo; Marty trading fours with Evans and Eddie Gomez. Crisp singles and tasty brush-work.

The next day I drove north for an hour, and, with bug-splattered windshield, entered the Morrell corral. The instant I opened my door I was surrounded by hens, chickens, roosters, and cats looking for food as if it always arrived in a Volkswagen Beetle.

We started our conversation over coffee and bagels in his lovely farmhouse, and concluded in his studio/office located in one of the outbuildings. In one corner were his home-finished Singerlands, the ones he used with the Bill Evans trio. On the walls, above the piano and taping equipment, were some family shots and a post card from Evans congratulating Marty on the birth of his daughter.

TBW: I was surprised to find that you've been living in Canada.

MM: Yes, I was born in Manhattan and we lived in Queens until I was fifteen. Then my parents moved out to Long Island. When I was about nineteen I moved back into Manhattan and had my own apartment. I was more or less working, doing club dates and weddings.

TBW: Were you through school by that time?

MM: No, this was in conjunction with school but then I got a job to go on the road and I quit school. It was a gig with Robert Goulet when I was about twenty. The gig paid a whole lot of bread and I was getting restless: I wanted to get out and play, and the gig paid $400 a week and at that time that was a lot of money. So I grabbed it and saved a bit of bread and got a lot of experience. We travelled and played Vegas and all over the U.S. It was a regular big-band thing with strings. I got into jazz for a little fun, you know, because basically I started out as a commercial player. So after the stint with Robert Goulet, I travelled with Diahann Carroll. I did a lot of that, going out with singers.

TBW: When did you make your first recording?

MM: Well, with Goulet we did some albums with Don Costa.

TBW:Anonymous stuff?

MM: Yeah, just sessions out in L.A. with strings. The first jazz album was with Steve Kuhn and Gary MacFarland called October Suite on Impulse. That was in 1966. That was recorded at A & R studios in New York. Ron Carter was on bass. It's quite an interesting album.

TBW: Are we jumping the gun a little—1966?

MM: No, before that I was essentially a student and travelling with singers, and that was it. Just freelancing, doing gigs around town and playing in rehearsal bands, trying to get by and keep the rent paid.

MM: Bill never said anything to me about how I should play or when I should play. He didn't care if I laid out or took a walk. The only thing he said was that he enjoyed my playing, which was really nice. I had total freedom.

TBW: That's why you stayed six years.

MM: Yes. And the group evolved. Certain tunes we'd play a certain way and then decide, "Let's have a bass solo first tonight," or "Let's trade choruses with bass and drums," like on "My Romance." That's as far as the discussion went.

TBW: Charging the subject for a moment, you do a lot of percussion work alongside drum set players. Have you any comments about the way drummers play?

MM: The only difficulty I have is playing with a drummer who doesn't know that there's a percussionist there. Percussion and drums should work together to some degree. I think that the drums lead more and it's up to the percussionist to lock in to what the drummer is doing, but both should lock in on the basic time feel. I especially enjoy playing with drummers who aren't terribly busy and who let the music happen.

TBW: I guess with Bill Evans you built a style around that sort of thing, of not clouding the piano.

MM: The whole idea of the trio was a conversation between three musicians, and you had to listen. I mean, music is listening. Guys get too involved in themselves and it sounds that way out front.

TBW: What instruments do you play on percussion dates?

MM: Vibes, glock, xylophone, marimba. All the mallets. I might do a TV special that requires all the mallets and congas too, and Latin percussion.
"IN THE JAZZ SCENE, SOME CATS ARE VERY SELF-DESTRUCTIVE ... I'M NOT GOING TO COMPLAIN OR BE BITTER. TAKE THAT ENERGY AND PRACTICE, OR GO DO A COUPLE OF WEDDINGS. TAKE CARE OF BUSINESS. BE THANKFUL YOU'VE GOT A GIG."

hearing it back often. You make adjustments.

TBW: Is there a different approach to playing Latin instruments in the studios as opposed to live?

MM: Playing in the studio, you don't have to strike as hard. To be heard in a live situation you have to play stronger, whereas in the studio, the mic's there and you can go for more tone, rather than volume just to cut.

TBW: If you were to point someone toward one recording you're particularly pleased with, which one would it be?

MM: I'll tell you, I'm not terribly proud of anything I've recorded, because I always hear things I could have done better. Once you get a month away from it, you're playing differently, you've changed. Hopefully, you're always growing. I'm proud that I'm on a lot of records. I think that when I record my own album as a leader then that will be it. I've got the Latin group and I'll be playing vibes. Brian Leonard on drums who is a studio player, Dick Smith on congas, and Bob McLaren who is an excellent studio drummer, plays bass in the band, and Gary Williamson—superb piano player. If I can bring up Ramone I'll go into the studio. The kind of thing I enjoy doing is not earth shattering or world conquering. It's more or less middle-of-the-road, you know, like straightforward Latin.

TBW: Working in the studio often and under considerable constraint, you must get the urge to go out and just blow.

MM: Oh sure, once in a while. I'm approaching 40. When I was in my twenties and early thirties I had that energy, you know, "Let's play, let's play." But I think my creativity now is coming out more in a total context of playing vibes and writing. And also, I've never been one for super long drum solos—displays of technique—which is great, but I've never considered myself one of those drummers like Buddy Rich, Billy Cobham, or Jack DeJohnette who are all great soloists.

TBW: We talked a little outside about how dismal a life one can lead if it revolves around playing jazz. How do

playing drums. I enjoy my percussion work just as much as my drum work.

TBW: After playing jazz gigs and then coming here and doing session work, did you have to make a lot of adaptations?

MM: You mean as far as ego goes? Sure. Studio work requires almost a selfless attitude. But there is a lot of input required and creativity on a different level. But sure, you have to adapt if you're doing a jingle and they're paying you a lot of money for that hour. It's a matter of being courteous and a good worker, and you get more work from it too.

TBW: Had you any prior exposure to the studio logic of playing sparsely and tuning the drums differently? A lot of your recordings that people would know are really different from the type of thing you do now.

MM: Well, I didn't get into all that until coming up to Canada. I've never been one, quite frankly, for spending a lot of time tuning my drums. You know, put the head on, tighten it and try to get a decent sound and just play. But the studio thing requires more attention in that area, sure. It's a matter of studying, listening to what cats are doing, and observing it more closely.

TBW: Which I guess you get a chance to do playing percussion beside other drummers.

MM: Yes, and doing it yourself and
you feel about young guys coming up now who are sure they want to play jazz exclusively?

MM: Well, I think it's a good thing from the educational standpoint; certainly the rock thing came out of it. Originally rock had a swing kind of beat and it gradually changed through the years where the dotted eighth/sixteenth evened-out more and it turned into eighth-note music. I think it's a good study and understand what happened before, but not to be limited and close oneself off.

TBW: Jazz was good to you. Among drummers your name is still a household word. But you're saying that the pay is low and the recognition was not a sufficient reward?

MM: Exactly. There was a period when money didn’t matter. I had that energy and was, of course, single. I was on the road and having a ball, making a bit of bread, paying my rent at home and getting an education. If you're smart you can branch out to all kinds of music. Getting the jazz thing together is one of the harderforms of music, I think. But as time went on and priorities started changing (I wanted to start a family), being on the road all the time is tedious. I put in ten years on the road. You don't get a hell of a lot accomplished except the gig at night. It's tough, even to practice or to try other things, because you're in a hotel room. You go to the gig at night, you have a few tasters, you hang out afterwards, and you sleep all day and do the same thing over and over again. You might have had some exhilarating nights: "Wow, I played a couple of hot eights," but there's more to life than a pair of hot eights, man.

TBW: So you're definitely not devoted to the notion of the starving artist.

MM: No, no, I don't believe that. Nowadays is such a great time for musicians because a musician can earn a good living. In the studios and on the road you can go out in the morning, do some dates and be at home at night with the family. It doesn't have to stop you from being creative: you have time to write and do projects and do playing. After a while you want something more than the glory. For me the glory doesn't pay my bread, paying my rent at home and get- ting an education. If you're smart you

TBW: It seems that the musicians who get the good studio gigs are ones who've had years of road work.

MM: You have to go through it, man. And that's why it's good for young guys to play the be-bop thing. I don't think they'll ever really be able to play it, quite honestly, the way Philly Joe did or Charlie Parker did. Be-bop was an expression of the time. You can't really absorb the be-bop space—you might be able to study it on the outside—but you can never really get to the heart of it unless you've been there and grown through it.

TBW: Do you think there's anything of the stature of be-bop now which reflects our society?

MM: I think that right now the "thing" is everything. Pop, jazz, Latin, rock. I think guys should get into it as much as they can—all the styles.

TBW: Speaking of getting into styles, a friend once remarked that a problem with interviews is that the younger player is told simply to go out and do it, in the absence of tips about woodshedding and practice routines.

MM: I'll tell you, I've never been one to practice. The only things I practiced were things requiring a lot of technique, such as leg snare drum, like out of the Podemski book. But those who've said to go out and do it—I'm a believer in that also. I did a little teaching, but students would come to me and want to find out what the secret was. There's no secret, man. You either hear it or you don't. If you've got some technique behind you, you have the chops to do the jazz thing. Listen, go out and watch guys play, see how they get the sound. If you really feel it in your heart and hear it, then you should get it.

TBW: Okay. Did you listen to? MM: I listened to Max Roach, Roy Haynes, Philly Joe, Tony Williams, Elvin. How anybody would want to go out and try to play be-bop after hearing Philly Joe play. Little Joe and me. He said it all. In eight bars he defined be-bop.

TBW: In your (jazz) playing, I hear more Haynes than Elvin.

MM: Well, don't forget, it's the kind of music, too. You wouldn't want to approach the Bill Evans Trio like you would playing with Coltrane in a quartet. TBW: I don't know. Elvin recorded with Oregon—what a mixture!

MM: Actually, Elvin sat in with Bill once. It sounded great. Bill didn't dig it at all, but I loved it.

TBW: Let's talk about some drum stuff. You've used that Slingerland set for a while.

MM: I've had that Slingerland set for a while. I did a little teaching, but students would come to me and want to find out what the secret was. There's no secret, man. You either hear it or you don't. If you've got some technique behind you, you have the chops to do the jazz thing. Listen, go out and watch guys play, see how they get the sound. If you really feel it in your heart and hear it, then you should get it.

TBW: Where's the gig, what time is it at, and what do I have to wear?

TBW: Would you go back on the road now?

MM: No, I've had it. Maybe once every three or four years for a week. Some day I might enjoy taking my own band to Europe for some concerts, just for fun, but as a lifestyle, what you see here is it for me, man. I'm glad that I've got the studio work and I've got to do this. No matter how mundane people say the studios are, they require a very high level of musicianship. You never know what to expect on a date. You have to play in a lot of different styles. I draw on all my years and every situation I've been in.

TBW: It seems that the musicians who continued on page 73
Derek Hess plays drums with the Rossington Collins Band, a group made up of Lynyrd Skynyrd band members plus some new faces. Derek is one of those new faces, and we first met at a Rossington Collins concert in Holmdel, New Jersey on July 16, 1981. I'd arrived a few hours before showtime and began reading the concert program. "We've always been very determined people," Gary Rossington says. "The word 'defeat' is not in our dictionary. We never learned how to quit. We've got some great musicians, people who care as much as we do, and we're excited and proud of what we've put together." To which Allen Collins added, "We have a goal to be the best band in the world and we will not be defeated."

My first impression of Skynyrd was from a carpenter who used to blast "Free Bird" on a cassette machine while he hammered on the house across the street at 7:00 AM, after I'd just rolled in at 5:00 AM from a gig! So, I had closed my mind to what that band had to offer. But, I liked "Sweet Home, Alabama," and when I heard the tape of the first Rossington Collins album Anytime, Anyplace, Anywhere—I was impressed! Seeing them perform live was even more impressive because they are "a band" in the best sense. Team players who support each other so that the whole is greater than the parts.

Rossington Collins Band is not a remake of Lynyrd Skynyrd. The influence is there, to be sure, but this band is a whole different concept. Derek and I spoke after the concert and, later, over the phone. He's great to watch onstage, sitting behind his big kit of canary-yellow Slingerland drums, making every note mean something, and never overplaying.

During our phone interview we were fortunate to be able to discuss This Is The Way, the band's second album, and Derek was very candid throughout, giving excellent insight into the inner workings of the Rossington Collins Band.

SF: How did you get with the Rossington-Collins Band?
DH: A lot of people are probably wondering why I'm doing it and Artimus Pyle from Skynyrd isn't. I'm from Jacksonville. I've been here all my life. It's my home and likewise with Gary Rossington. Allen Collins and everybody that was in Lynyrd Skynyrd. I knew them back in the bar days. Me and Barry Harwood—the third guitarist in this band—had a real serious group going. People may have noticed that Barry did a couple of session things with Skynyrd on dobro and some other stuff. It was a matter of time. It seemed like the formula was waiting in line. Being from Jacksonville; knowing them for so long; I was kind of laying low when they were putting the group together.

Way back between the first and second Skynyrd albums, Ronnie and Gary approached me about joining the band. Bob Burns, their original drummer, did the first two albums and then they got Artimus. But me and Barry had a pretty serious group, something we believed in, and at the time Barry had a role in Atlanta doing session work and had some people interested in our music. So I thought it was looking up for us. If Gary and Ronnie had pressed me for an answer, I probably would've passed it up because they weren't really doing anything. In all honesty, they weren't one of my major idols in music or as a band. This was way before "Sweet Home, Alabama" caught my attention. Their albums progressed on and on until Street Survivor, and I think that was a great tribute to Lynyrd Skynyrd.

SF: What was Gary and Allen's concept for this band?
DH: They could've taken the easy way out and put a few more Skynyrd favorites in our repertoire. "Free Bird" came about really as a crowd pleaser. There was no denying they wanted to hear it and it was kind of owed to them. All in all, Gary and Allen really wanted to try something new and different. It was never discussed at any length, but from what
DEREK HESS:

Rossington Collins Band

I gather, the Skynyrd members were going to approach some studio players to do an album. I think they ended up on a project on which they were all doing various parts. Gary and Allen were the producers. Billy and Leon were playing on it too, so they decided, “What’s wrong with going with just what we’ve got?” They added to the four of them.

They had Barry pretty much already signed up. Dale Krantz came along and that was a story in itself. Any male, unless he was totally predominant, would be compared to Ronnie Van Zant. They figured they’d try something different, and they needed to polish it off with somebody playing drums.

SF: Is it true that you studied piano for several years?

DH: Yeah. I studied eight or nine years. I mess around on piano still. People go “God Almighty! You’re good!” It’s not that. I’ve got my favorite four licks. I can go on for about two minutes and then I’ve got to go on to the next one. That’s all I can do.

SF: Who were the drummers that influenced you?

DH: Well, a total group was usually more of an influence than just the drummers. I have to get into the whole feel of a group. Perhaps that’s from my music training outside of drumming. My drumming would be, in some instances, melodic. There’s a music approach going on besides pounding. I think I’ve really got an edge over a lot of drummers in a way, because I’m really aware of what’s going on in the whole unit: guitars, piano, or whatever. I really feel blessed with an ear for the music end of it as well as applying the percussion to it.

There have been drummers that I’ve given ear to. Mitch Mitchell was tremendous; especially the material he had to work with with a three-piece band. I consider him a busy player, but he had plenty of room. He didn’t overdo it. It was damn right. Mick Fleetwood’s another influence. Any good funk drummer. I can’t think of a lot of names. A couple of tunes Rufus turned out I loved. Just the feel. Mainly, I’m attracted to the whole feel of the music that I’m hearing and drummers have a lot to do with that.

One major influence was The Band. They were my Beatles.

SF: What did you like about The Band?

DH: It’s really hard to put my finger on. They never really infiltrated down South that much. There is only one out of ten people who know who I mean when I mention The Band. They think I’m saying a band. But I was coming out of Grand Funk Railroad and this rock and roll bash era, 67 to ’70, and I remember a friend turned me onto The Band. Their second album is the one that just ate me alive. They were a tremendous influence lyrically and musically. They just had a damn neat original approach all the way around.

SF: Do you think it had anything to do with them being together for so many years?

DH: Yeah, that’s just so obvious. They were older players and had such a mature approach. If I hadn’t had The Band to listen to I would’ve really been missing something. If I had to single out one group to meet, it would be them out of anybody.

SF: Did classical music influence you from your piano background?

DH: Some of it. When Tomita came out with Snowflakes Are Dancing, I really took to that. I probably took some of that music when I was into piano, but my mother always tended to influence the teacher to show me the boogie-woogie stuff or her favorites. But, I’ve got an ear for classical music. That Tomita album was Debussy’s music. He wrote some beautiful music. To me, it moved air a lot, if that makes any sense. I heard “weather” in it. Does that sound nuts? It was like the same feeling with an old song when you hear it years later. It rejuvenates like nostalgia. Debussy’s music was real nostalgic, but there was nothing for me to be nostalgic about! Like “Clare De Lune”—some of the
music in there sounds like wind. There's not one wind effect in it. I'm talking about the way the music rolls around; a force of nature-type effect.

I loved Glenn Miller, Jimmy Dorsey and that era of music, too. Melodic stuff.

SF: Obviously you can read music. You've never had formal drum lessons, but have you ever cracked open a drum book and studied it on your own?

DH: If you laid out a basic rudiment pattern, or a school book, I'd have no idea what was going on. I swear. I could not do it. Sometimes I feel ashamed for not knowing, but . . .

SF: Well, it hasn't affected your playing.

DH: I think I've got a real good consistency or feel for playing real good for a band. A band has got to have what we call that "battery." Playing with a bass player like Leon Wilkeson is hog heaven. Drums and bass have so much to do with one another. Leon is just one of the cylinders, really. He has such solidity. He's not a fancy bass player—he just has very moving patterns that make the songs feel good. He makes you play. It's a real inspiration to play with a good bass player or a good rhythm section, if you've got a real solid foundation. I don't care who you are—if the band is famous or if you're doing complicated or complex material, to real simple, basic straight-ahead stuff: Feel is really where it's at.

SF: Do you listen to a variety of music?

DH: When me and Barry first met in junior high school, he was playing clarinet and I played alto saxophone and piano. Saxophone was probably just a novelty or a whim that I went through for two years. I guess it kept my interest up. That was about when the Beatles came out. In the middle Sixties there were bands all over! The Yardbirds, Beau Brummels—they were just coming from everywhere. Now it seems like there's ten-thousand times more. But I was listening to Joan Baez when I was eight or nine years old. I just loved her. She was just straight folk music back there. With the Glenn Miller music—that was just some pretty music, the woodwinds and the melody in three-part harmony. That just had an effect on me.

I went through a jazz/rock phase for a while. I still like a lot of it. There's some incredible players out there. I actually got to where I probably disliked the run-of-the-mill, Southern rock and roll. Or, I had a resistance to this type of music when I went through the Stanley Clarke/Chick Corea phase. That music wasn't any major influence, but I went through it and I still listen to groups like that. I ventured into that and got my chops up, and developed the ability to be able to wander a little bit, from side to side of the straight-ahead rock and roll.

I'm a Stevie Wonder idiot/fanatic, and Earth, Wind, & Fire, and I frequently listen to bluegrass and reggae. I've also listened to Fleetwood Mac, John Mayall, Clapton, Beck, and blues stuff.

SF: What were you doing in Jacksonville when Lynyrd Skynyrd was making it big?

DH: I was working in a music store for what seemed like half my life. Eight years running the drum department! Everybody's thinking, "Oh, that's a happening job you got." I said, "The hell with that." It was as much a drag as anything could've been. I mean, it wasn't all bad, mainly because we had some real good guys working there that had a good time and got along real good.

SF: You were in Melanie's band for a while, weren't you?

DH: Yeah, I was. I tell you, she's still as potent as they come. We did a real short-lived gig about two summers ago. I had a jazz-rock group that did some demo tapes. Well, the piano player, myself, and the guitar player had a group and went out and did a little road thing in different States for a while, and it was terrible. It was just depressing. We weren't making any money, and it was awful! We could afford a sound man and that was it. The musicians were the roadies and the players. We had this
booking agent that would jack us from Pensacola, Florida to somewhere in Ten-nessee on a Sunday to Monday. That means packing up Sunday, driving all night, getting there, setting up and playing that next night. It would just tear you up!

We gave that up pretty quick. Ricky Medlock and Blackfoot were up in Ohio, and they had a show with Melanie. She had her own band and was striking out on an electric go around for a time. She had a pretty good band, but they were having some problems. Blackfoot turned Melanie onto us. At that time we were on break in this club in Gainesville, Florida. Our guitar player said, "Ricky's on the phone saying Melanie needs a band." I just came off the wall. We ended up with her, put a show together, and went out and did some of her new material, plus some of her old things.

The highlight was a big show at Lake Geneva in Switzerland. That was probably my first big superstar in front of a massive audience. There were about 12,000 the first night, and Melanie was headlining. It was like a miniature Woodstock. There were ethnic bands and some incredible music. Bands that had crazy-looking percussion instruments which I couldn't believe. A lot of different cultures of music. We were probably the only thing relevant to rock music on the bill.

We lasted with her about six or seven weeks. We were really into the whole thing as far as our feelings and our sincerity, but they were just having problems financially. They couldn't keep up salaries and I went into the hole real bad—and I've got a wife and two kids.

SF: How are you now?

DH: Thirty. I've got a daughter who's thirteen and a boy about six and a half. I came fresh out of high school and I was married at seventeen and had a kid at eighteen. That was all back in them band days. It was a struggle there for a while. Because of my overhead, I couldn't fool around for long, so I went into this God-awful job. A friend of the family had a ship-service place, and I drove this truck around delivering to big freighters and tankers that would come into port. Jacksonville's a major shipping port. It was miserable and depressing, probably my all-time low. I worked there through the hottest part of the summer into the coldest part of the winter in these awful trucks that didn't have any heat in them. It would be freezing cold and I'd go to work at eight in the morning. It was eighteen or nineteen degrees before the sun really got going. I'd walk down this half-a-mile pier for three or four months. I hated it. All this was happening at the end of 1979. There was nowhere for me to turn. Our local band wasn't doing anything. We were trying to get something together, and about three o'clock one morning the phone rang and it was Billy Powell, our piano player. I knew they were getting the Rossington Collins band together and intended to use Artimus as their drummer. Then Artimus tore up his leg real bad in a motorcycle accident, and there was internal conflict over material and direction. There was that morning phone call and Billy said, "You want a gig?"

SF: What did you think about when you were driving that truck?

DH: I thought about what I was going to do and about how miserable I was. Just nothing was happening.

SF: What did you want to do?

DH: I guess I really didn't know. I was so inhibited because my life was at such a down thing, with the exception of the band we were trying to put together with the players from Melanie. So, when Billy called me in the middle of the week, he said, "Artimus has quit and you're the natural choice. Would you be interested?" I'd already rolled off the bed by then. It was just like a rescue. Unbelievable. Then, after he pumps me up. Billy says, "It's not for sure. Don't count on anything. They might change their mind." I said, "Don't even bother me!"

I was rattling in the sheets because times were bad for me. In two or three days I was out there to rehearse. Allen's got a building out in back of his house set up like a studio. We all knew each other and they respected the way I played. We just had to see if I was going to work. There was a stipulation hanging that if I worked out, and Artimus got better, he might join back up. Nothing personal, but I just don't think I could function with a two-drummer band. A percussion player is one thing, but I don't think I could play with another drumset player because of the way I play. Another thing, they said that if I was playing okay and they could live with my playing, it would suffice until Artimus could play again—then they'd pay me off and see me down the road! But, within four rehearsals that was over with. I was going to be the one and only!

SF: That must have been tough trying to get the band rolling again.

DH: It's been hard all along. It hasn't got that much easier yet, I swear. It seems like it was easier putting it together than keeping it going. But, last year Allen commented that this was the most happening thing he'd ever done and he was the most content. That's a pretty bold statement. Aside from really trying to split off from what they'd done with Skynyrd . . . well, the only thing that's ever brought Skynyrd into the picture is when it's forced on us in the media or through promoters. Anything to publicize who they were and what we're doing now. That's the only time it's ever fed off of. The media guys will feed off that much more than Gary or Allen will.

I mean, we've got a female singer, the material is different, but there are things that do feed through. It's got to, because the majority of the players still play as they did with Skynyrd, but in a different set of gears. The three of us that weren't in Skynyrd definitely have got to affect what's different with this band. There's just no way around it. Any three different people would have to change it to a degree.

SF: How long did you get to rehearse before the band first started touring?

DH: They had about six or seven definite ideas for arrangements of tunes which made up six or seven tunes on the first album. It was a matter of me learning them and the band finishing them up. The third or fourth day in my involvement, we were offered this big Super-dome Show gig in New Orleans at the tail end of the Mardi Gras. It was The Dirt Band, Crystal Gayle, Jimmy Buffett, Willie Nelson, and us. Here I was four days into this group and we had three weeks to rehearse if we wanted to do it. I was in the band the last week in January. The show was February 18. We put together seven tunes and we smoked it pretty good. That was our first major showing. We got back, cut the album, and then put the regular tour out. Together we went on the road, off and on, probably three or four months.

SF: There were some dates on that tour that the band cancelled on, and I'm told that was primarily for musical reasons.

DH: Gary and Allen didn't want to go back and do something which was stale to them. I'd love to do "Sweet Home, Alabama." I love the song, but we just have never gotten near it. There are real touchy, detailed reasons for not doing that. There are people thinking that the band needs to do it. In my own opinion. Gary and Allen would probably rather not do "Free Bird." Then again, maybe they like to because it was such an anthem type wrap-up to the Lynyrd Skynyrd show. It's probably because people have just got to hear it. It was a monster. A real simple, basic song. It's something that just always hits home. An identifying thing.

SF: How is it different backing up Melanie as opposed to Dale?

DH: In a way, Melanie occupied herself more by playing guitar. She always had something to grasp. I can't imagine myself out there in front of people at the front of the stage with nothing to hold on to. Players and drummers always have something they can put their hands on. Melanie and Dale are the same in that they're real foot stomping and get-it-out there in their delivery, but there's something different about them and it's kind continuedonpage80
Your band has been playing for a couple of years now. The sound has come together, you have some original material, bookings are coming in steadily, everyone seems to like you, and yet, you don’t seem to be able to get past a certain point. Perhaps it is time to think about acquiring a personal manager—someone who can help the band move into the mainstream of the music business. Sounds great. But how do you find such a person? And once you have found a manager, what can you realistically expect him or her to do for you?

Before deciding whether or not to acquire a personal manager, it is important that you understand exactly what it is that a personal manager does. The following definition comes from a pamphlet put out by the Conference of Personal Managers, a professional association of managers from all fields of the entertainment industry: "A personal manager is one who is engaged in the occupation of advising and counseling talent in the theatrical, entertainment and literary professions. A personal manager cannot by law seek employment or engagements for artists and entertainers whom he represents. He is one who has special knowledge to guide, advise, advance and promote the careers of clients who retain his professional services to develop new talent and create opportunities for the clients whom he represents. A personal manager shall act as a liaison between the clients whom he represents. A personal manager shall act as a liaison between his clients and theatrical agents as well as all others in the field of entertainment."

"...artists are given valuable services by lawyers, accountants, publicity directors, choreographers, musical conductors, arrangers, recording supervisors—but the only person they rely on for overall guidance in all areas—the person who helps the artists create, the person who gives totally of himself—who nurtures, grooms, guides, friends, and at all times, is the force that is in front to break through the barriers of frustration and difficulty is the personal manager. It is he who believes in and keeps fighting for his clients when all others have given up."

Kiss manager, Bill Aucoin, elaborated on this and also explained the difference between a manager and an agent: "An agent's job is to find work. There are all kinds of agents, from those who book bands that are just beginning into local clubs, all the way to agents who book the top bands for tours around the world. Personal managers are responsible for guiding an artist's career; making decisions, like maybe deciding on which agents could best represent the artist; letting the artist know where the marketplace is today, and what kind of music is most applicable to the areas the artist wants to play in; some managers even back artists after they have reached a certain stage so they can go further and devote themselves totally to their career. But it's mainly concerned with the creative approach to an artist which will help that artist become a success."

Drummer Paul T. Riddle put it this way: "The management talks music to the heads of the record companies, the booking agency, the PR people, etc., and deals with them on a day to day basis."

There is no easy answer to the question, "How does one find a personal manager?" Each situation is unique. In some cases, it is the manager who finds the artist. In other cases, the artist works hard to attract the attention of a manager through audition tapes, phone calls, or whatever. In still other cases, someone who is personally close to the artist will become the personal manager. There are many situations in which an artist is represented by the person the artist is married to. Often, a new artist will sign with a booking agency, and when the artist's career looks as though it is beginning to take off, the agent will either become the artist's manager, or will help the artist hook up with a personal manager. (It should be noted that in most States, it is illegal for the same person to serve as both agent and manager, as this could constitute a conflict of interests. Even where it is not illegal, it is usually not a good idea.)

Although there is no rule for exactly how to go about finding a personal manager, there are a few guidelines which can be helpful in making a decision. Probably the most important thing is finding someone who is genuinely interested in your career. This would immediately rule out a manager who already handles a number of artists, as this person will not have the time to give you the individual attention that is needed. This would not, however, necessarily rule out one of the large management agencies. These agencies employ a number of personal managers and because of the many artists such an agency handles, they would have many contacts in the business. Dave Snowden, President of the International Theatrical Agencies Association, offered the following caution: "Be sure that such an agency assigns you a particular manager, and be sure that this manager is the only person you deal with. Do not be content to deal with secretaries."

The first point that everyone I spoke to mentioned was the importance of having a good lawyer. Bill Aucoin even has it written into the contract that the artists must have their own lawyer. He explains: "What you are really trying to do here is build a team. Probably the first thing an artist should do, once he decides he wants a manager, is to find a lawyer that he trusts and has a rapport with. It is also important that the lawyer and the manager work together well. Any time I negotiate something for an artist, I always make sure that the artist's lawyer knows what's happening at all times. It is good for the lawyer not only to understand it, but also to be able to help."

Equally important as finding a lawyer is finding the right lawyer. Dave Snowden stressed the importance of having a lawyer who knows and understands the music business. Even though a certain lawyer might be very successful when it comes to large corporations, small business, etc., if he has never dealt with a management contract before, he will be of little use to you. One should not make the mistake of thinking that any lawyer will do. As with a doctor, if you have a specialized problem you should go to a specialist.

It is not hard to find a competent lawyer, provided you look in the right places. If you want someone who is knowledgeable about the entertainment business, you should seek that person in
a place where a lot of that business is carried out. New York or L.A. would be reasonable places to look. Paul T. Riddle tells about the situation the Marshall Tucker Band encountered in their home state of South Carolina: "We had to go to New York to get good legal advice. He's an entertainment lawyer—someone who is well-versed in all of the different fields and knows exactly what is going on. Our trouble here at home was that we had good attorneys who were trying to help us, and although they were used to million-dollar corporations, they were not used to the type of cash flow that exists in the music business. It wasn't that they weren't good attorneys or accountants; they just weren't used to dealing with the music business. So now, as far as legal advice, everything is done for us in New York."

Once you have made the decision to try and find a lawyer, start asking questions. The Musician's Union is certainly in a position to recommend lawyers with music-business experience. You could also contact some of the large management agencies for their recommendations. The advice of fellow musicians who have worked with these lawyers would also be beneficial. After you have collected a few names, contact the lawyers themselves and meet with them. Do not sign with someone unless you have a good feeling about the future of the relationship. Your attorney has got to be as serious about what you hope to accomplish as you are. If you make a mistake about choosing your legal representative, you could end up paying for that mistake for years to come.

The lawyer should go over the management contract with you. Do not be afraid to say, "I do not understand this." That is why you are hiring an attorney in the first place. Your lawyer can help you understand exactly what the contract says, in terms of what your responsibilities are to the manager and what the manager's responsibilities are to you. Providing the lawyer has experience in dealing with management contracts, he will also be able to make sure that you are getting a fair deal.

Certainly, the contract is very important. But yet, it should not be viewed as something threatening. As Bill Aucoin explained: "It should be there in case there is ever a question in years to come. Both parties can look at it and know what they meant at the time. But generally, and this is true with almost all of the contracts I have ever signed, they have gone in the file and never been brought out again."

Regarding the details of the contract, every situation is unique and so, it is possible to give only the most general guidelines. The first area would probably be the length of time the contract covers. Generally, a contract will cover at least a two-year period. As Sid Bernstein commented: "It usually takes two years just to launch a career. It doesn’t happen overnight." He stated that most contracts probably fall within the three to five year range.

The next area of importance concerns how the manager will be paid for his services. The usual way is some sort of percentage deal. Bill Aucoin has seen percentages as low as 5% and as high as 50%, but suggests that an average is probably 20%. A lot of it will depend on what the manager is doing for the artist. Some managers handle only professional business for the artist while other managers will also handle some of the artist's personal business. Another consideration is what the manager is getting a percentage of. Is he getting a percentage of the artist's entire income, or only certain parts of it? In a recent MD interview (Oct. '81) drummer Tommy Aldridge spoke of a situation in which one of his early managers contended that because he had been important in developing Tommy's career, he was entitled to a percentage of Tommy's earnings for the rest of Tommy's life! That is certainly an extreme example, but it points out once again the importance of having a good lawyer.

From this point, the details of the contract will vary significantly from artist to artist, but, generally, the contract will cover the specific responsibilities of the artist and the manager. The artist must know exactly what the manager will be doing to advance the artist's career, and the manager must be assured of the freedom to make certain decisions. For instance, the artist needs assurance that the manager will strive to get bookings. The manager, in turn, needs assurance that the artist is willing to work enough to pay the bills.

When it comes to career moves, the personal manager and the artist should make important decisions together. A successful career in music is a combination of high artistic standards and good business knowledge. The musicians provide the art; the manager takes care of the business. It is very important that they each understand how these two aspects influence each other, and this is why communication between artist and manager is so very necessary. This is also why the artist and manager must get to know and trust each other before any agreement is signed. The artist must have absolute faith in the manager's ability to handle the business. The manager must have absolute faith in the artistry of the musicians.

When looking for a manager, ask a lot of questions. Try to talk to people who...
by Robyn Flans

Many drummers have cited Bobby Colomby as one of the driving forces behind a new sound during the '60s. As a founding member of Blood, Sweat & Tears, Colomby was indeed a significant contributor in the creation of that jazz rock fusion.

While his livelihood is no longer in playing the drums, Colomby is still instrumental in a portion of the music we hear today through his position in Capitol Records' A&R department.

In the following interview, which took place in his office, Colomby shares his accounts of the past in his usual articulate and humor-filled manner, as well as, speaking candidly about the present state of the music industry.

RF: When and why did you start playing the drums?
BC: I grew up in New York City, which is quite an advantage for someone who is interested in music. My two older brothers were involved in the business side of the jazz world, as they managed Thelonious Monk. They were involved in the careers of many jazz artists who frequented the apartment where I lived with my mother. She cooked for the likes of Miles Davis and a long list, and the only music I heard in my house when I was a young man was be-bop. Since I got so used to that sound, it became virtually impossible for me to understand why kids liked rock & roll of the '50s and very early '60s. Harmonically it seemed lame, and rhythmically it suffered and it was just not interesting. When I would hear records, I would find myself playing with a pair of brushes on the backs of albums and I would keep time with the records.

RF: How old were you?
BC: Ten, eleven, twelve; a little kid. It was just my way of being a participant in what was going on in my house. Aside from athletics, school at that early stage in my life was not the most interesting or exciting phase of my life, so I was fascinated by jazz. I almost automatically started playing the drums because there was no other instrument in the house that I could just pick up and be a part of. Being an impatient fellow, I didn't have to worry about the sound because there was an album jacket and brushes. January 20, 1960, my brother got me a set of Gretsch silver-sparkle drums with a handmade 18" bass drum, the first ever of that size, that had belonged to Max Roach. I didn't have cymbals yet. I had
to borrow $30 from my friend, Harold Bloomfield, so I could have a cymbal. Before I had the official set of drums, I was playing on an old snare drum with a jacket over it. What I had done after the brushes and album jacket, was, I had a little game which had two round, sort of like tambourines with heads but no jingles, with a birdie you would knock back and forth. I don't recall the exact name of the game, but I used those as tom-toms and I put the snare drum with the jacket over it on a floor-standing ash tray. (That became the recording technique of the '70s.) The vertical pole of a lamp was my cymbal. There was no high-hat or bass drum. I would play along with things, which now, I realize how complicated they were. There was a Tadd Dameron record on Prestige that was called "Philly J. J.," featuring Clifford Brown, a trumpet player, and the drumming of Philly Joe Jones and it was incredible. I learned all the solos, of course not with the same hand stroking technique, but kind of a sound-a-like style. And I would go from record to record like that, even "Topsy, Part II" which was relatively easy to play if you had gotten by the "Philly J. J." But it was a source of delight for my brother who would bring people in and say, "You've got to hear my little brother, who is 13 years old, play this music. He's close. I mean, it's not great, but damned close."

So then I got the set of drums and the cymbal, and two weeks into my having a set, and right about the time I was able to get a hi-hat, cymbals and a bass drum, I played with a band for a NYU fraternity party at the Broadway Central Hotel on New Year's Eve. I was 16 and there I was playing with a big jazz band. The upright bass player who was standing to my left while we were playing, and since it was New Year's, he vomited on my left shoulder, which is about the time I realized that I did not want to do this professionally. Absolutely true story. So then I found myself being a ringer for rock and roll bands. In other words, the drummers who were playing rock and roll at that time were a sorry lot. It was usually a bunch of kids in a neighborhood all playing the guitar and they would all turn to one and say, "Since you're the worst guitar player, why don't you learn to play the drums so we can have a drummer." That's how most rock and roll drummers, especially out of the folk scene and pop scene, got started. So I had quite a head start. I was listening to far more complicated music and I aspired to heights, not stardom heights, but prowess heights. I really wanted to know how to play that instrument. I really enjoyed it.

I never took formal lessons. Late in my career, after I'd achieved some notoriety, I had a lesson with a person whose name I won't mention, out of respect. For the first hour of the lesson, he told me what trouble I was in because everything I did was wrong and that I had a long way to go. After that, when I gave him my name and he recognized that I was the drummer in BS&T, he asked me how to play half the stuff on the record he had on hand. So from being a colossal mess, I became his idol in one name. It kind of made me feel okay about not having studied for a long time.

Studying is very important, though. I mean, you have to learn, but to my way of thinking, the best way to do it. Although many will disagree, is to learn to play yourself. If you maximize your basic talent and then study, it's great. You hear from people, "Yeah, but if you do that, you have to unlearn all these bad habits." I would sooner unlearn bad habits than realize that my basic musicality was never realized because I was simply imitating some teacher and that's all I've done and I've never gotten the chance to realize what it is in me, musically, that is special. Everybody who plays an instrument has a special feel and may never realize it because he's simply a clone of his teacher.

Drums to many people are simply a matter of athletics. Who is the fastest runner; who is the fastest drummer? That's what kids appreciate. Their values are pretty twisted, because they're kids. Their values are immature, obviously, so it really is the guy who can jump the highest, the longest or the fastest. That's fun too, but sometimes it gets overemphasized because the great drummers usually are great drummers, not because of a technical prowess. I had people ogle in awe, thinking I was an incredible technician. I'm not at all. I have all substitutions for things that are supposed to be played. I just have my own little tricks to make things sound exactly as they sound with the least amount of effort. I'm not a great technician. As the instructor did indicate to me, I play all wrong.

RF: Did you learn those little tricks just from yourself?

BC: Yeah, because I wanted to sound like Elvin Jones and Max Roach. I wanted to play like that, but you see, I was miked well. I was in the right place at the right time and people thought I was a genius. I wasn't. I was a very average jazz drummer. The secret to my success was simply a matter of being with a band that was perfect for me and typified what I could play best. It was a band that would take those jazz elements and convert them into a pop performance.

RF: How did you learn that? That was something that was new with BS&T.

BC: There was no way to learn it. There was no one playing that way.

RF: Exactly, but you said that is what you knew best.

BC: Because of the fact that I was one of the only people who enjoyed playing jazz who would "stoop," in quotes, to play rock and roll. It was the absolute sacrilegious thing if a jazz drummer was caught playing with a rock band. I frankly didn't give a shit because I had fun playing, and if it meant I was a ringer in a rock and roll band, cool. If it meant that I was going to play at a Bar Mitzvah, cool. No
problem. I loved music, so it didn't really matter. If I was playing with some people and someone said to play a mer- enge, great. That's some of the hippest stuff in the world, or to play in a Latin band. To me, you're an idiot if you stick with one type of style forever, because you're limiting yourself. You should be in a situation where for a week of your life, you actually play as a lefty, because if you do that, you'll be a different person. You'll start hearing completely different licks. You won't get bored of your own licks, which is what happens to a lot of musicians, not just drummers. You should find a way to really give yourself a kick in the ass so you can grow. Once you stop growing, go get another gig. Find something else to do. That's why I stopped playing the drums. I got real bored with my playing. I was just doing the same thing too long, I could be enticed into playing again. There are certain groups and styles, names with- held, that I would certainly love playing with on an occasion, but not for employ- ment or on a permanent basis, because I'd get bored with that eventually.

When you go to a concert and hear a great drummer, you don't know how much more he can do than what you've heard. You also don't know how long it took him to get to even play one of those things. You also don't know that there's a good possibility that he's played every lick exactly the same, with the same expression, every night that week, or every day that year. The problem is that kids idolize so damn easily. Learn to idolize yourself, not that you have to go into massive ego erection, but you should give yourself a little credit and understand that everyone has magic. Everyone has his own little magic that no one can duplicate. Here's the most im- portant thing I'm going to say today, I think. When you imitate somebody, the best you're going to do is be almost as good as what you're imitating. It is im- possible to be as good as something you're imitating. Theoretically, it's im- possible. So the best you do is that you're almost as good as that thing you're imitating. Is that worth it? Take your influences, gather them, throw them in a big pot and then find out who you are. Those are your influences simply because they were the ones you were drawn to, so it's the closest to what you instinctively feel.

RF: How did BS&T come about?
BC: I was in graduate school and I was playing with some different people. I had stumbled upon a scene in Greenwich Village in New York City where there's a million types of music and people to play with and there weren't any drum- mers who were saying anything. So I became a genius because I knew how to roll. That was a miracle to these people. They had never dealt with a drummer who had even the slightest idea of what the instrument could do.

RF: What were you studying in school at the time?
BC: Psychology. I was playing with dif- ferent people and I was very friendly with a fellow named Steve Katz, who was in a band called the Blues Project, that was nearing its demise. Since Steve and I were so close, we thought we would continue together and come up with something. Al Kooper was also in that band and quit before its demise and he decided he was going to go to England to be a record producer. To get enough money to go, he was going to do one last performance at Cafe Au Go Go on Bleeker Street in the Village. He had asked me to play with him and I had said, "sure enough." He had a bass player by the name of Jimmy Fielder and I suggest- ed that since Al and Steve had had a real angry parting of the ways, it would be nice if they played together again on this day. I was confident that Steve would, in fact; come and play this date for him. It was all gratis from our standpoint. Join- ing us on the bill, to help get people into this club which held 250, were Judy Collins and Paul Simon and we didn't have enough people there to draw flies. So the four of us played this date and I loved the tunes.

A lot of the tunes were Al's and I said, "Ya know, Steve and I are going to start this band and those tunes are great. It's going to be a jazzy feel and we're going to have horns in it." And Al said, "Yeah, I always wanted to start a band with horns in it." And that was that. And all of a sudden, I found out later, that not only had Steve asked Al for the tunes, but he invited Al to be in the band. Al not only had decided not to go to England, but he decided to be in the band and take over the band, which was just a bit much and in the long run, it didn't work out. After six months, after he realized the band was a failure, he quit. He quit because there was a mutual problem and it became a mutual decision for him to leave. He'd really had it anyway, but he kind of insisted that he was forced out. He was, in a sense, but he had been leaving anyway. The fact is, there were people in the band who felt, not that he should leave, but that we should get another singer who would have the strength to carry over the horns. Al didn't want another singer, so he left and we got David Clayton-Thomas.
RF: Let's back up for a second. You're on Al's last gig and you're saying that you had this conception in your mind of a jazzy/pop feel. Where did this conception come from, since it was something that had never been done?
BC: Out of a complete hedonistic approach to music. I could not stand rock and roll. Rock and roll has changed since. I loved the Beatles and stuff like that, but didn't like most of the rest. So I found myself wanting to combine jazz with some of the elements of pop. I liked the rhythmic strength that emphasized things less subtly, having a vocalist who sang decent songs and having a youthful presentation, which were the pop things. On the jazz side, I wanted chords that were voiced much richer, a horn section so you're doing other things than just a rhythm guitar part, and saxophone and trumpet solos rather than guitar solos all night long.
RF: Where were these tunes going to come from?
BC: Most of the material of the band, not at that point, but when we were successful, came from outside the band. We would find tunes on records that we knew we could arrange our way and make it sound palatable and fun for us to play. The Eric Satie tune obviously was written a long time before, and "God Bless the Child" was obviously written by Billie Holiday and Al Hertzog years before. "When I Die" was a contemporary piece by Laura Nyro, which was on her first album, so it was more in the arranging and the approach than in the songwriting. Although "Spinning Wheel" was penned by David Clayton-Thomas, those chord structures have obviously appeared more than once, and it's a cute little ditty, but I don't think it's going to turn music around. It was the arrangement of that song. It was really intended to be comedic. When it was being put together, it was supposed to be funny. Why would you put a horn line, which I can't sing in an interview, in a song like that? The horn lines are absurd for that song. It was comedic, but we were so hot that everyone took every damn thing we did, seriously. Why put a jazz be-bop solo right smack in the middle of that song? I mean, it was a little pop song and all of a sudden it went into a be-bop thing and back to the other. It was a joke. It was fun.
RF: But it sounded so good.
BC: Yeah, and everyone loved it because it was a relief from the crap they were hearing. Don't get me wrong. I am a firm believer in the theory of right place, right time, when it comes to most success stories.
RF: How much input did each member have at that point?
BC: It was not quite as democratic as we wanted people to feel. There were people who were more pushy than others and I was one of the very pushy people.
RF: So in what year was the group actually formed?
RF: And you stayed until?
BC: 1976 or 1977. I didn't participate as a drummer up until the end, but I produced and was involved in the business part of the band.
RF: When did you stop playing?
BC: I officially stopped playing in 1975.
RF: You were into production. Where did that come from?
BC: I was as fascinated with the recording aspect of music as I was with the music itself, from day one. I was always playing and tinkering with tape recorders, editing and trying crazy things. I was very much into audio as well, more than just needing to have the best hi-fi set on the block. I loved it. I was a consultant to some rather large companies in fact.
RF: So when did you start producing?
BC: 1970. I did a lot of the BS&T albums. And every time I would produce an album I played on, everyone complained that they couldn't hear the drums. It was always the case, because I knew what I was playing, so I knew it already and would make it softer and softer until there was nothing left.
RF: You said you got bored with the music.
BC: Yeah, playing the same music, but I couldn't disassociate myself from the band because it was still my love, so I just got involved in other aspects.
RF: Did you lose your love for your instrument?
BC: Absolutely. There was just not enough to be said, or that I could say, on that particular instrument, and I found that the art of recording could allow me more latitude. The horizons were expanded to an unlimited height, as opposed to being what I had found to be very limiting in the drums. Again, as strange as it may sound, I had very little confidence in my drumming. I didn't think of myself as very good and I thought of myself as having been at the right place at the right time. I never really gave a lot of credence to my ability as a drummer. I think I was more an inventor than a drummer. I also found that more interesting. If I was concerned with my talent as a drummer, I would have practiced more than five minutes in my entire career. I never, ever did. I never cared about that. It came very
Electronic Percussion on Stage

I'm a great believer in variety. I think the more sounds one can achieve on a drum set, the more creative one can be. And so, when electronic percussion came on the market a few years ago, I was very excited. I purchased a pair of Synare 3 synthesizers and put them on my set. This was at the height of the disco phase in California, so I immediately set up the classic disco "swoop" sounds.

But then I started to hear different effects being used on records in other styles of music. The Eagles opened "Heartache Tonight" with a clap sound created on Synares using white noise. Some rock groups used synthesizers to make super-deep tom effects. I heard bell and chime sounds, and what appeared to be repeater effects apparently created with some sort of delay. I joyfully went to work on my Synares to duplicate these effects on stage. I was generally successful, except for one maddening limitation. I had mounted my Synares above and behind my rack toms over my bass drum. In this position, they were easy to strike with my sticks and very convenient to play. But because the control knobs were on the units themselves, rather than on a separate console, the knobs were hard to see and even harder to reach. This made changing settings very awkward.

The difficulty lay in the difference between using a synthesizer in a studio, versus live performance. Whereas the musicians on the original recordings had plenty of time to set up the effects they wanted, on stage I had only seconds between tunes to make adjustments. I was faced with a choice: 1) Select a single setting for each unit and stick with it all night, though that seemed to defeat the purpose for which I had purchased the synthesizers in the first place. 2) Buy a different Synare for each effect I wanted (economically impossible). 3) Find a way to make setting adjustments more rapid and convenient.

I liked the playing position of the Synares over the toms, and I didn't have anywhere else to put them anyway, so moving them to a place more easily within reach was not a viable solution. I knew that some synthesizer units, such as the Pollard Syndrum, used remote-control consoles and had the sensor devices in the playing pads themselves. But the Syndrum had been too expensive at the time I was shopping for synthesizers, and that's why I went for the Synares in the first place.

I realized I needed a way to make the controls of my Synares more accessible so I could make changes for the next tune during the one I was currently playing, the same as a keyboard player would pre-set his multiple synthesizers. I use a console on my left to mount the controls for our stage lighting system, which I run from the drums. I figured this would be the logical place to put my Synare controls, since I could adjust them with my left hand while playing with my right, and set up quickly for the next song. What I needed to do was remove the electronics from the Synare 3 units, leaving only the sensor pad in the metal case, and then place the electronics in a small box which would fit on my light console within easy reach.

While I was considering the solution, I also thought about another problem of using synthesizers live: how to hear what you've set up ahead of time without actually playing the effect through the system. It seemed silly to create a special effect and then have to play it before the song starts to make sure it's correct. The special quality is blown before you get a chance to incorporate it into the song. I wanted to be able to control the volume of both units in such a way as to softly monitor the effect on stage, but not play it loud enough to make the audience aware of it. Naturally, each Synare unit has its own volume control. But each unit is very individual, with unique response and characteristics, so the volume controls don't necessarily equate. I wanted to combine the two units under one master volume control, so I could balance the two individual volumes and bring them up or down together with only one control. This meant combining the pre-amp signals from each Synare unit into one without each affecting the other.

I am not an electronics wizard. But my friend Mike Hoover, of Second Unit Productions in San Diego, is. I went to him with my concept, and he didn't think it would be too difficult to remove the circuitry from the Synare units and replace it into a remote box. He also came up with the idea of "piggybacking" the signal from the first unit across to the second, and then using a four-conductor cable to carry both signals from the second unit to the remote box. This little added improvement eliminated the need for two separate cables to carry the two Synare signals. From the control box, the combined signals would go to the amp via one cable.

The circuit board in a Synare 3 is semi-circular, with the potentiometers arranged around the outside of the half-circle. What Mike did was to disconnect all the pots, and place them in a new configuration in the remote box. He then arranged a cable harness to re-connect the circuitry to the pots. He did not change the actual hookup scheme in any way. He added a fairly simple op-amp active combiner to provide a master volume control with no interaction between the individual units.

We also attempted to add an AC-power conversion unit within the box, since the Synare 3's originally were battery-powered. We had a problem with picking up AC hum, which was amplified along with whatever effect was set up, so Mike re-installed the batteries. However, even with the batteries, we still had a noise problem which we couldn't seem to eliminate. The situation was infuriating. We had successfully created the physical arrangement that I wanted; the synthesizer electronics worked fine; but we now had some foreign noise source that we couldn't isolate. Thus the system was unusable.

It was at this point we decided to go to the ultimate authority on Synare units. I contacted Bill Katoski, chief engineer and designer for Star Instruments. I explained what we were trying to achieve, along with our problems. He graciously offered to examine the system we had created and see if he could help. We sent Bill the whole system, and he made the
following improvements:
1) He removed our AC power supply circuit and replaced it with a familiar AC adaptor using a transformer which plugs into the AC power source and connects to the control box with a mini-plug. This prevented actually bringing AC into the box circuitry at all.
2) He replaced our output mixer (master volume control) with a simpler circuit, incorporating resistors of smaller value, to reduce clip and foreign signal pickup.
3) He explained that the oscillator hum occurred because the chip that produces the effects created by two of the Synare's oscillators (along with the associated wires and controls) acts as a little radio station, sending out lots of electromagnetic energy. Wires in general tend to act like antennas picking up energy of this sort, and the closer they are to the source of the energy, and the longer they are, the more sensitive they are going to be in picking up this energy. In the setup we had created, we had lots of wires to act like antennas. Worse yet, they were all neatly tied very close together in our cable harness, which travelled directly over those components which created the energy in the first place. To correct this, Bill and his assistant Linda Drouin, separated the volume wires from the harness (using coaxial cable to minimize pickup) and made these wires as short as possible. They also grounded the metal panel that the pots and switches were connected to (on top of the console box itself) and moved all the wires around to find their best position for the least leak of oscillator noise. This solution reduced the oscillator hum to tolerable levels. When those particular oscillators aren't being used to create the desired special effect, Bill recommended they be turned down to their lowest point, because the lower frequencies pick up to a lesser degree than the high.

Bill left me with a cautionary word: in general, Star doesn't suggest people try this type of "home brew" arrangement because they invariably run into trouble similar to mine. But in the same breath, he offered to help anyone who still wants to try it. He does suggest that they call the manufacturer first for suggestions. He also has some general technical tips:
1) Keep all wires as short as possible, and use coaxial cable to reduce pickup.
2) Keep volume and output wires away from interference sources (transformers, oscillators, white noise) meaning both circuitry and associated wires.
3) Try not to use resistors that are too high in value. 10K-50K is good. 1M is too high.

The end result is that I now have both the playing units and the control box precisely where I want them. The box contains all the individual controls for each Synare, and the master volume output control for the combined signal of both. Both units are powered by the single AC adaptor, and the combined output connects to the amplifier by means of a standard, shielded guitar cable. I now have the ability to use the Synares with an infinite variety of settings, without disrupting the pace of my band's performance.
Questions, Questions, Questions, and a Few Answers

Each year, young drummers ask themselves, and others, the same questions. Anyone who has had the opportunity to do clinics or to teach, soon notices that the same questions are asked over and over.

Some professionals, not accustomed to teaching or working with young people, occasionally become irritated at having to repeatedly answer these questions. More experienced clinicians and teachers accept this as part of the learning process. After all, the question may be an old one but it may be new to the young person asking it.

I've made a list of some of the most asked questions on clinics, including some of the more bizarre ones, and included my answers.

Q: Who is the world's greatest drummer?
A: This one is asked continually. For what style of playing? Rock, big band, country, symphony, studio, jazz, funk, rudimental, percussion ensemble?

There are many great players in each and every style. No one drummer plays every style better than everyone else. Just enjoy each great player for what he does best. Keep an open mind and learn from everyone.

Q: Should I learn to read or should I remain a "natural" drummer?
A: Learning to read will not make you an "un-natural" drummer. It is just another skill that is part of music. Learning to read does not require any special talent. Just practice your reading everyday and it will continue to improve. A good teacher is a must.

Q: How long will it take me to become a really good drummer?
A: This is an easy one. All your life!

Q: How many hours should I practice?
A: Whatever it takes! More important than the number of hours is the consistency. One or two hours, everyday without fail, will yield better results than a fanatic practice schedule which often results in a "burn-out"! The important thing is to concentrate. Make every second of your practice time count. After all, it is how much and how well you learn, not how long it takes, that is important.

Q: Can I develop a faster foot by tightening the spring on my bass drum pedal?
A: No, but you can hurt your foot. The myth that a tighter spring comes back faster and improves speed is only a myth. It is also important to consider how the pedal is adjusted. The type of beater (wood, acrylic or felt); the length of the beater rod; your foot relative to the size of the footboard; and how the bass drum is tuned and muffled will affect how the pedal performs.

Most good players have the spring tension just "medium." "Medium" will depend on your age, physical strength and the length of time you have been playing. Just avoid extremes.

Q: Should I take lessons or should I develop my own style?
A: Why not do both? A good drum teacher gives you information, support and the benefit of his experience. He can't teach you how to play. You learn how to play by playing. You acquire information by studying. Your style is the result of everything you have experienced. The more experience, the richer the style.

Q: Why aren't cymbals and drum heads guaranteed?
A: For the same reason that drumsticks are not guaranteed. If a Karate expert can break a brick with his bare hand, any untrained person can break a cymbal or a drum head with a big drumstick. If you are breaking lots of cymbals and drum heads, you might benefit from lessons. The manner in which you strike a cymbal or a drum is just as critical as how hard you strike it. Skill makes the difference.

Q: Which sticks are the fastest?
A: Easy. Any sticks used by a really fast drummer. The only sticks that are really difficult to play fast with are unusually small and thin ones. Rudimental drummers play with pretty large sticks and some of them are very fast. Of course, they are used to the sticks they use and they are suited to the size of the drums on which they play.

Any stick from a 5A on up is okay, depending upon the style of music being played.

Q: If I practice with metal drumsticks will I have more endurance?
A: Not really. You will get tired fast and run the risk of a bone bruise, irritated skin or worse. I recommend practicing with the same sticks you play with. Most drummers lack control, not strength.

Q: If I practice on a pillow will it improve my technique?
A: Not really, unless you intend to play on a pillow. Horn players don't stuff a pillow into their horns to make them harder to blow. They just practice consistently on their instrument. Your instrument is the drum, not a pillow.

Q: How do I get the big break in the music business?
A: Usually, you get a series of small breaks on which a career is built. There is no certain formula for success. There is one for failure however. Don't practice! Don't study! Don't listen! Guaranteed to fail.
If you have talent and you apply yourself, you will usually attract breaks. How do you attract breaks? The answer is by playing well. If you do, other people hear it, they recommend you and you are on your way. And with a little luck you will get your share of breaks in the long run.

PLANNING FOR SUCCESS

1) Make a list of your daily activities and realistically estimate the time needed for each activity. In most instances, even if you have a busy schedule, you will be surprised at how much time you waste each day. It is easy to find the time to practice if you really want to.

2) Set a reasonable pace for yourself. Consistent practice, over a long period of time, yields the best results. Decide where you want to be in a few years and work toward that goal.

3) There are no shortcuts. You can't force yourself to learn any faster than you are capable of. However, remember that "haste makes waste."

It's like reading a book. If you go too fast you miss a lot. Thorough learning is much better in the long run than fast learning.

4) Avoid either/or questions in your own mind. Such questions as "should I stay in school or should I quit and practice the drumset" are good examples of this kind of thinking.

My answer is always, "Why not do both?" You usually can find the time if you are really sincere.

5) Avoid extremes. Weird theories, strange exercises and strange people won't help you. They may be interesting but you must remember this: You are the only one who can determine how much you want to learn.

A little planning, some patience and some hard work can do wonders in the long run. It's all up to you.

by Roy Burns

---

**PRACTICE CAN BE DANGEROUS TO THE HEALTH OF YOUR DRUMMING TALENT!**

I'm Stanley Spector and my students are among the most successful drummers throughout America and the Free World. But I would like to talk about you.

You say you have an idea you'd like to express. You say you're unable to accomplish it because you lack technique. You say you practice technique every day expecting that with effort and time it will help you to express that idea. Is such an expectation justified?

First, please tell me what you mean by an idea? I understand an idea to be an aspect of knowledge. Since knowledge is always of the past, an idea must also be of the past. If I'm happy with my drumming it is because I'm happy now in the present. I don't need an idea about either my drumming or my being happy. But if I'm not happy, I may think back to the past when I was happy about my drumming, and when I do that I do have an idea about my drumming and being happy with it. Unfortunately the idea can in no way help me to play the drums happily now. The more I attempt to practice and capture the ideas of past memories, the more I remain welded to the past.

Second, tell me what you mean by a technique? Yes, technique is the means of expressing an idea. But can technique ever be your technique? Is not technique either a copy of another drummer along with his idea, or is it something that is alleged to be a technique that you learn out of a method book? In either case it will be something you repeat endlessly. That being the case, is not technique itself always something of the past?

Do you remember your goal? Your goal was to produce a performance that was better than the performance last night. But yet you are approaching it through technique, ideas, and techniques which are entirely and totally of the past. If you were not already so far down this path of confusion and frustration, the situation would be hilarious.

What many consider to be a solution to this uncertainty, puzzlement, and confusion is actually when you perform the past and pretend it is the present. When you are already up to your nostrils and about to go down for the third time it is a small matter that your solution violates fact, reality, and logic. If you continue following such a path your practice and study is based upon nothing but pretense and ignorance.

Fear is the reason you have practiced yourself into such a corner. You are nobody today but want to be somebody tomorrow. You like music and drumming. Others have become somebody through it. Perhaps you too may become somebody through it. The inside information has always been: study long, practice hard and you'll eventually become somebody. The reason for practice is the fear that today you are nobody. And the amazing thing above all else is that you have or are now actually paying a private teacher or a college of music to perpetuate the confusion and the fear.

Practice, technique, and ideas are not things which you thought up or discovered by yourself. They have been imposed on you through conformity, cultural conditioning, and brainwashing. In fact, they are so cleverly imposed that you eventually came to believe that practice, technique, and ideas are things that you actually did think up for your own good.

My home study course on cassettes is designed to help the drummer with natural ability to stay in contact with his talent, or to help him get back to it if he has been misdirected. Further, it will help the individual drummer to see through the cultural brainwashing, so he may free himself from it.

The most talented, creative, and ambitious drummers throughout America and the Free World are learning an entirely new way and attitude in their daily study at the drum set. The astonishing news is that such an electrified study through our drum set home study course on cassettes is more personal than sitting in the same room with a conventional teacher. How can you qualify? Fill out the enclosed coupon.

---

Dear Mr. Spector:

I wish to receive your introductory package of a one hour instructional cassette, a 20 minute recording with proof of success, and an extensive 24 page discussion. Enclosed you will find my check for ten dollars ($10) which covers all costs. (Drummers in foreign countries should add two dollars and fifty cents ($2.50) for all mail postage.)

Please send payment to:

STANLEY SPECTOR SCHOOL OF DRUMMING
200 West 56th Street, Dept. MD-32
New York, N.Y. 10019

Satisfaction or money back within 30 days.

City State Zip

Country

Drummers within the Greater New York area wishing to qualify for drum set instruction at the school may call (212) 240-5661

Intensive programs from two to ten weeks at a time are available in New York for drummers throughout America and abroad. (Subject to availability of time.) If you are considering the possibility for the future, we would encourage you to establish an instructional relationship with us now through the home study course as the most appropriate way of qualifying for our instruction in New York.
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played around the world with them. I stayed with them for about six months, just to help them out because there wasn't really any band around that I could join that could take over from Zappa. I had to cool out a little bit. It was like getting over some kind of love affair, you know. I had to spend some time doing something which didn't take too much mental thought—something I could just have fun with. So I went out with Flo and Eddie, working as the opening act for Alice Cooper.

Then I got a call from Bob Ezrin, the producer, and he asked me if I would do an album with Lou Reed. So I went to Toronto and looked at the charts, and then went to London to work on Lou Reed’s Berlin album. While I was doing that, David Bowie called and invited me to one of his gigs. Lou had called a day off, so I was going to go, but when Lou found out about it, he called a recording session for that night. I think he disliked Bowie so he was giving him a hard time, but I was going to go. I ended up going to Bowie’s Toronto and looked at the charts, and also did Nils Lofgren’s first solo album.

Then I had trouble with Bowie’s management. The manager sent me a piece of legal paper with about ten different things on it, written out by hand, and said, “Sign it.” I told him I never sign contracts that are one-sided. So he said, “Well, if that’s the case, I guess we don’t need you in our organization.” I said, “That’s okay with me. Bye.”

I left London and went to San Francisco to check out Journey, because they had been calling me up ever since I had been with Bowie. I thought what they were doing was interesting, but what I didn’t realize was that what they tend to do is copy themselves. There was no ad-lib with them. The guitar solos are note for note just like the album. They wanted me to play note for note behind them, and I wouldn’t do it. So they put up with it for about 4 1/2 years before they told me to get out. So I have a lawsuit against them. It was a pretty heavy situation.

Everyone thought I would move back to L.A., but the Starship required a drummer at that time so I joined them. After being with them for 3 years, I’m still having a good time. The band is getting better and better, and with every-one writing, I have more opportunities to play different feelings on songs.

RM: I was listening to your Starship recordings, and then I listened to the records you did with Zappa ten years ago, and I noticed that you played a lot more notes with Zappa. Would you say that your style has changed over the years, or is it just the difference in the music you are playing?

AD: It’s the difference that’s required by the song. Now, I’m not playing with the idea of filling in a lot, but if I were to go back and play with Zappa, I’d play as much now as I did then because Frank’s music creates more freedom. When I’m playing rock and roll with the Starship, if I’m in a situation where I can fill in all over the place, it would sound messy. I’ve decided in my own head what sells records and what doesn’t. What doesn’t is a scrappy rhythm backing. If you want to make a song a hit record, it’s got to be clean, crisp, and to the point. You can’t have million-note fills all over the place because people can’t hear them, they can’t understand it, and so they won’t want to buy it. It might appeal to all of the drummers in the world, but we only have so many other people out there who want to hear something.

You can play as much as you want when it comes to solos, but when you’re playing behind vocals, you don’t want to be scratching around all over the place. You want to leave it so you’re backing them, rather than leading them. When there’s a soloist happening out front, I can push him along, and then when it comes to my solo, I can do whatever the hell I want. Which is basically the way I like to do it.

RM: Do you structure your solos any particular way?

AD: Completely ad-lib. Sometimes I like to come out of a song, explode into life, and then create a dynamic situation. Other times, I might just powerhouse it right through, depending on the time I have, what the audience is like, and what’s going on. It’s easy to keep going at a high level of intensity for a four-minute solo, and just go through fast and end it. A lot of times, that goes down a lot better than sitting there being a technician. Only certain people understand the technique parts. Most of them get bored by it. Speed is what most people see. The idea of playing tunes on drums is beyond most people. They don’t understand it.

Sometimes in the paper they’ll write, “He played a boring, 20-minute drum solo,” and I know perfectly well the guy just doesn’t like drum solos, because I never play anything that long. The only time in my life I ever did was that time I was forced into it when the rest of the band was at the bar drinking. But I didn’t want to play that long. I think anything beyond a 5 or 6-minute solo is a waste of time. There is only so much you can do
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SYNDRUMS

11300 Rush St., South El Monte, California 91733
before it bores everybody to death. To have write ups like that, I know the guy just doesn’t like drum solos. I look at it like this: as long as the solo went down well—that’s fine. Reviewers can curse about them and reconstruct their ideas about them or give you a lousy write up, but as long as the solo went down well that night, you can’t believe anything a critic says. A lot of them are criticizing you because they are frustrated musicians. They like to criticize you note for note as though they have higher ideas about what should be happening up there.

RM: It looks as though you are singing to yourself while you solo.

AD: I am. I sing with myself all the time I’m playing.

RM: Are there any particular drummers whose solos you like?

AD: I’ve always liked Max Roach. His solos are always very musical and he always has something new to say. But I recently heard another famous jazz drummer, and I got very bored. Every song the band did lasted about 25 minutes, and they were all the same structure—head; solos; head. Every guy in the band would take about a 10-chorus solo on each tune. You can only repeat the same structure over and over so many times before it gets monotonous. It wasn’t like, “Well, I’ve played everything I want to play, so now I’ll give it up.” It was more like, “I got this far. I’ll keep going and see if I can get anything else out of it.” But nothing really got any hotter. It was self-indulgent music.

RM: Of all the albums you’ve played on, which ones stand out in your mind?

AD: I like the albums I’ve done with the Starship, of course. Before that, it’s hard for me to remember which would be the most interesting. The Waka/Jawaka album was an interesting session, just because it was completely off the wall and Zappa let me do whatever I wanted to with it, so I played like a frustrated drummer. I could play a million notes a minute and get away with it. It was actually overkill for me, but it was interesting because it was so different.

I suppose the first Journey album was interesting as well. I had a lot of double kicking happening and it almost sounds like there were two bass drums being used. On the third Journey album, I started using double bass drums. I never had much chance to practice them at home—I practically learned to play them like there were two bass drums being kicking happening and it almost sounds interesting as well. I had a lot of double bass drums. I never used. On the third Journey album, I testing because it was so different. It was more like, “I got this far. I’ll keep going and see if I can get anything else out of it.” But nothing really got any hotter. It was self-indulgent music.

AD: Yes, less overtones and more solid “thump,” which is what I’m after. The bigger the drum, the more damping you put inside it, and so you’re playing on less area anyway. So why bother having it? With the smaller drum, I can get a more solid, compact sound, which is better for the audience out front to hear. And the bigger drum doesn’t give you any more sound on stage. By the time you damp a larger drum, you’ll end up with a 20” head anyway.

RM: Not too many rock drummers use 20” bass drums. Do you find that the smaller drums give more “punch”?

AD: No, just tune them and that’s about it.

RM: Do you do all of your own tuning, or is your roadie able to do some of it?

AD: I tune them. But I’ve taught Scotty Ross how to do it as well, and he’s quite good at it. If he has to replace a head for me in the middle of a set, he’ll tune it so it’s comparable to me. He’s been with me since about 1976, so he’s really got it down.
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THE WORLD'S BEST DEAL ON SYNDRUMS IS RIGHT HERE ON THIS PAGE.

Syndrums are now available to you at wholesale prices.
Here's why: Our Factory Cash Plan is a new marketing approach which slashes your music dealer's overhead by eliminating warehouse storage, store displays and inventory financing. And reduced retail overhead means reduced prices for you.

On the coupon, just indicate which models you want. Also, fill in the name and address of your favorite dealer. After you send in your payment, you'll get a call from the dealer you chose, and you can pick up your Syndrums from him.

It's as simple as that. The best deals always are.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<th>Quantity</th>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<td></td>
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<td>2</td>
<td>349.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quad Model 478</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>829.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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(Calif. residents add 0% sales tax)

Total (Prices above include freight)

Name _____________________________ Phone _____________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

I'll pick up my Syndrums at:
Dealer Name ________________________
Address ____________________________
City __________________ State ______ Zip ______

Send payment and coupon to: Syndrum Factory Cash Plan
Dept. MD
11300 Rush Street
South El Monte, CA 91733

Please allow four weeks for delivery. Send check or money order only. No cash please. This offer good through 7/31/82.
RM: What do you demand from a drum?
AD: Tone quality, more than anything else. At certain times, I’ve had a drum lose its tone because it has been dropped and the shell has cracked, or something has gone wrong and it’s deader than the other drums and I’ve had to replace it. But a lot of times it’s the head. Ludwig has these cast hoops that fit perfectly. Even if you get a loose tension rod, it will still keep the tone of the drum because it’s so well cast that the rods on either side of the loose one will keep the head seated perfectly. With most rims, if they get dented a little bit, the head will never seat right and you’ll never be able to tune the drum. I found that out with my 14″ drum. I could never tune it properly, but then I put one of the cast rims on it and it made such a big difference, it’s unbelievable.

RM: I presume you could have your choice of drum companies.
AD: Yeah, but I’ve always like Ludwig.

RM: Have you experimented with any electronic percussion?
AD: No, I haven’t. It’s something I was thinking about, but it is to the point where it sounds like everybody’s done it all with what’s there. I was on an ELP tour, and Carl Palmer was using a sequencer, so he had that happening. Then I listened to Billy Cobham on the Spectrum album, and I like what he was doing. But I don’t feel I want to jump on that particular bandwagon. I’ll just leave it a while and see what else develops, and then I’ll get something. I’d like to sit at home and work on that sort of stuff.

RM: You’re not opposed to electronic percussion in principle?
AD: Oh no. Not at all. They’re bringing out electronic drum kits now, that you can play on stage. Everything’s electronic. The only thing is, it doesn’t look like a drum kit. I like the idea of a drum kit, meaning that when you hit something, you have a percussive feel. I’d most likely end up breaking the pickups if I played them, because I don’t like to play lightly. I want to play so there’s something to look at. If you’re playing nice and relaxed in front of 20,000 people, they’re not going to pick up any energy from that. You can play quietly in a small area and it doesn’t matter, but in big areas, people have to see movement on stage. Electronically, you have to be careful with that because you’ve got electronic components in there that are going to get smashed if you hit them too hard.

RM: Do you do anything to stay in shape so that you can play as hard as you do night after night?
AD: I used to do a lot of push-ups, sit-ups, and all that to keep myself feeling healthy, but I was still getting drained. For about 5 years, every day I’d get out
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As a rock drummer I need the power to cut through the other instruments in the band. My cymbals have to deliver when I want that power crash or cutting ping. My sticks have to be extensions of my hands, strong, but also absorbent for the punishment that they're about to take. Drums are a key part of our music. If I can't be heard, there's no point in being there. That's why I use Camber.

Alice Cooper Band

Camber Cymbals & Sticks

101 Horton Ave., P.O. Box 807, Lynbrook, N.Y. 11563

See us at NAAM Anaheim Booth #231
of bed and do exercises, and then I'd do one arm push-ups to pump blood into my arms before I went on stage. But I would always come off stage at the end of a set feeling totally and utterly exhausted, and I was always getting sick on the road because I would be so run down from pushing myself to the limit all of the time. It was getting annoying.

We came off the road for several months to work in the studio, and I thought maybe I should try some other way to keep myself feeling fit, because I was feeling tired and weird all of the time. David Frieberg, our bass and keyboard player, had been going to Nautilus for about a year, so I decided to go along and try it and see what it was like. I went down there and found it to be great. It's an hour-long workout, in which you push yourself to the maximum. They have machines for all the different muscles in your body. At first, I was scared about really doing it, because I thought, "What would it be like to be muscle-bound and go on stage? It would really slow me down." But then we started playing again and I couldn't believe it! I came off stage feeling perfectly happy and wonderful, whereas I used to come off stage being on the very edge. If somebody said anything to me, I'd blow up, because my nerves were shattered from being in a complete state of exhaustion. Now, I come off stage feeling great, happy, and everything else. On our third gig, we played two, 2-hour sets, one after the other. After not having played on stage for several months, that was a lot of strain, but afterwards, I felt like I could have gone on and played some more. That, to me, is completely amazing. I would suggest that anybody who feels tired and worn out on stage, check out the nearest Nautilus center and go into a program.

RM: How often do you go?
AD: Three days a week. There are different ways you can work it. I work hard the first day, then take one day off; then sort of a lighter workout on the middle day, with a day off; and then tough on the third day, with two days off afterward. The idea is not to go in there and try to be Mr. America; the idea is to help yourself. A lot of people go in there and try to blast their way through everything, and then they don't want to come back because they've pushed themselves too hard.

Another thing: I used to race bicycles when I was a kid, so I know about second-wind and going into overdrive. I used to always push for that when I was playing on stage. I would go into overdrive on certain things. But that can make you perspire too much and you can get cramps from the lack of salt. I find that now, though, even when I push myself, I don't have to go into overdrive. If I did, I might start breaking drums. I still perspire a lot, but it's just my body working. I don't feel I'm perspiring my energy away, like I used to. I feel in control of the situation.

RM: What kind of practicing are you able to do on the road?
AD: I work out for about an hour before I play, going through a lot of rudiments and practicing coordination between my hands and feet. That way, when I go on stage, there's no sloppiness. Of course, there are days when no matter how much warming up you've done, your mind still doesn't want to do anything.

RM: Do you have a set of pads in your dressing room?
AD: I have a snare drum with a vacuum pad over it—the old Gladstone pad. I just work out on that and tap my feet on the floor.

At home, I've got a drum kit, but the trouble with a drum kit at home is that it's so damn loud, it blows your hearing. So I'm setting up a situation now where I'm going to be wearing headphones and have a live mic' in the room, and also have a click track. I like having a click track to work with, but I don't just play along with it for hours. I use it to find out how I'm playing—where I rush or where I slow down.

RM: How did you decide on your particular style?
AD: I basically understood what I should be doing by common sense. For instance, a recording studio is one of the best places to teach somebody what they should be doing and what they shouldn't. Whenever I do a session, I'll usually play a million different feels on the first take. It worries the hell out of everybody else because I'm changing things all over the place and it almost sounds like a drum solo. They'll tell me, "I think you should simplify it." But the reason I do that is so I can listen back to all the things I played and pick out the parts that worked and sounded good. On the next take, I know what should be happening. After you've been around a while, you understand that you can't play everything you've ever wanted to play. But it's hard to teach kids that. It's something you learn through understanding what your job is and what it should sound like as a finished product. Less means more to the average person. The less you play, the more they hear. The more you play, the less they hear. That's basically what it's all about. That's how I look at rock and roll drums, or drumming as a whole, actually. The more accurately you play something and make it more defined, the better it can be used as music. We can all play crush rolls around the drum kit, and play every note possible in a drum fill, but it will just sound like mush to the average person. If you were to play maybe 8th notes at that
point, people could hear it and understand it.
RM: You seem to have definite ideas about these things. Have you considered doing any teaching?
AD: No, but Ludwig wants me to start doing clinics. I'm definitely thinking about doing it, but I want to have a plan of approach. I still feel like I'm learning to play. I don't want to do it like some of the clinics I've seen where the guy will come out and say, "This is how it is and this is the God's truth and believe me, this is the way you should do it." The way I play is based on feeling—not on something I've been told to do.
RM: Let's talk about the Jefferson Starship. How do you go about working up new material?
AD: When Craig writes a song, he will actually make a demo tape with a drum track on it, which is great because it gives me ideas. But he puts the drum track together one drum at a time, so it can sometimes be very abstract. But it's always interesting because he is a very good musician.

Pete writes these big, off the wall, sort of English rock songs, with big dramatic openings and classical-type things. He will just come in with an idea of what he wants to hear, and we'll all work it out. Pete is a good guy to jam with because he's a good bass player and he is capable of hearing things and moving right into them from what he was doing.

Paul comes in with the basic song. He plays rhythm guitar and sings it for a while and we just add our parts to it.

On stage, Craig is the person I react to the most because solo-wise, he's the one who is always doing something new. He is the major soloist in the band. Craig hears drums more so than anybody else because he has a drum kit at home and he likes to fool around with it. So he and I interact the most on stage. Pete also has a lot of input when he's playing bass. He will sort of jump out and start putting ideas down which I often jump on. We amalgamate our ideas and that usually gets Craig going.

RM: I noticed you and Craig looking at each other a lot.
AD: When he's soloing, I tend to try and watch him because it's not only hearing—it's also eye contact. But sometimes I can just close my eyes and let him ride out a while. Then I'll jump in and push him a little bit into other areas.
RM: And he, in turn, will take you to different places.
AD: Exactly.
RM: This all ties in with what you were telling me the other night about how you base most of what you do on listening to the melody.
AD: When I started off listening to music as a child, I always followed the lead
The new Pearl X-1.
"I never leave home without it."
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As one of the most sought after drummers in the L.A. recording studios, Mark Stevens has performed with the best. From Bacharach to Streisand to Zappa. He needs the best equipment he can get...and he's got it! Pearl.
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instrument. Then I was playing lead lines on the violin. So I got a basic instinct for listening to leads, whether it be a guitar solo or the lyric.

**RM:** Do you ever write out charts for yourself?

**AD:** Sometimes I'll write out something just to remind myself at rehearsal, but I'll usually just remember it. Hearing the music rather than counting it is always the best way. As soon as you get stuck into counting, you forget what is happening out front. You spend more time counting out the bars than you do listening to the music and understanding it. So I find it better to listen to what is being played on the top and then react to that. Once I lock into a song, the rest of the band comes together fast, so I've decided that it's my job to learn the arrangement and then just play it.

**RM:** The Starship rhythm section is really solid.

**AD:** The guys in the Starship know how to lock in and play as a band. Anybody who plays in a group must realize that everybody in the group must always be aware of everybody else. There are other people playing with you and there's a courtesy involved—you can't be trekking on each other's toes.

It's a situation that you have to grow into. It took years for me. When you're first starting out, you have to make a name for yourself, and you don't make a name for yourself by being hidden under the name of something else. Once you've made your name, you can go into a band, say the Jefferson Starship, and people will say, "There's Aynsley Dunbar. He's with the Starship." But if you don't have a name, then you'll always be "the Starship's drummer." There are a lot of good musicians out there whose names come even with some of the top bands. When I did the "Stable of Stars" ad for Ludwig, I was talking to a lot of people I didn't know, and they were the drummers for certain bands.

**RM:** Earlier, you mentioned that you don't like playing songs note for note the same every time. How do you draw the line between playing freely enough for yourself and at the same time, being consistent enough that the rest of the band knows what you're doing?

**AD:** On "Freedom at Point Zero," I play a 16-bar drum opening, and it has to be the same, basically. It might change a little bit in the middle, but there's a definite lead-off and a definite end. Otherwise, the band would never know where the hell I was. So, there are certain parts of the song which have to be played the same because they are part of the music. Drums become a lead instrument at that point. I agree to that, but I don't agree that every time you have a fill, you have to play exactly the same thing that's on the record. If the fill is part of the song, fine. But if you're backing up a soloist, the fill you played on the record might not fit behind what he's doing on stage at that particular moment, because he's doing something different. So you can't rehash what you did before if somebody else is playing something new.

**RM:** You've done quite a bit of recording. Would you ever be interested in doing "regular" studio work, such as commercials?

**AD:** I stay away from commercials. I have to price myself above that sort of stuff. See, if you price yourself as an average session man, you get every Tom, Dick and Harry calling you up for sessions, and I'm not into doing just anybody's session. I like to do studio work for people who want me—where they respect what I'm doing and why.

I find studio work less fulfilling, actually. I like to do it when I'm not on the road. It's fun while you're there, especially if you're building something you want to build—like a song that you will be performing on stage. For a while, I was doing too many studio gigs, and I couldn't wait to get on the road. In the studio, the only appreciation you get is from the guy you're doing the session for, or the producer. That's self-indulgent as far as I'm concerned. I like to play on stage and have that good feeling that comes from the people. But then, the grass is always greener.

**RM:** You've had your own groups in the past. Do you think you'll have your own group again sometime?

**AD:** There's always the chance. I know I'm going to do an album sometime. I've been collecting material for it. At this point, it seems that it will be a rock and roll album.

**RM:** Will you sing?

**AD:** "Sink" would be the word. No, I'll leave that to somebody who can do it professionally. I only sing in the shower.
Eighth Notes

To understand fully how rhythms are written and played we must become familiar with note Durations. The thing to remember is: the duration of any note depends on the tempo. Many musical arrangements have (usually at the top left-hand corner) what is known as a Metronome Marking (M.M.). The M.M. marking includes the note value and the number of those notes per minute. For example: \( \cdot = 60 \text{m.m.} \)

If the time signature is 4/4 and the quarter note equals 60, the eighth note would equal 120, exactly twice the number of quarter notes, because one eighth note is half the value (duration) of a quarter.

In example #1 we see one measure of quarter notes followed immediately by one measure of eighth notes. Notice that the bass drum is played on the numbers only. The word "an" or the "+" sign is used to locate the exact center (time-wise) between the numbers. It is suggested that you count out loud as shown. Play the two measures repeatedly, until hand and mind can move from quarters to eighths to quarters effortlessly.

(In a future lesson, the principles of Jazz/Swing interpretation in which the "an" is modified will be discussed. However, in rock, Latin and concert music, the "an" is almost always dead center.)

DYNAMICS

One of the most important, and least understood, aspects of music is the meaning and correct use of dynamics. For all musicians it is vital to artistic achievement that dynamics be used in a thoughtful, musical manner. Drummers especially have much to gain from the skillful control of volume.

Refer to the following chart, which describes the most often used dynamic markings.

**The Accent:**

When you see (>) or (^) placed over or under the note it means that the note is played with special emphasis; a bit louder.

**Script Letters** (f) (mf) (p) are used to denote volume levels. They are Italian words, which I will define for you. There are markings that go to further extremes, but for now, practice the three most common:

- "f" Stands for the word *Forte*, which means strong. (But not ear shattering.)
- "mf" Stands for the words *Mezzo Forte*, which means half the volume of forte.
- "p" Stands for the word *Piano*, which means soft.

When any of the above letters appear, it is understood (unless there is a change) that the music is maintained at that volume level until another marking is used.

A very dramatic effect can be achieved with the use of a *Crescendo* (abbreviated "Cresc.") and/or *Decrescendo* (abbreviated "Decr." or "Dim."—which actually means Diminuendo.) The "Cresc." < indicates to the player that any notes (or measures) that are located just above are to be subject to a gradual increase in volume. The reverse is true for the "Decr." > which many players find more difficult.

When the "Cresc./Decr." signs are used in conjunction with the lettered markings, the player can tell exactly how loud or soft to begin or end each cresc. or decr. i.e.

```
p  f  mf
soft - to - loud - to - medium loud
```

Practice each line of Example #2 repeatedly until you are able to accurately project each volume. Remember to maintain the level of each mark until another appears.
SNARE DRUM READING

Remember: Count out loud. Keep a steady tempo. Alternate strokes. Play the bass drum “in 4” (numbers only; even on the rests.) You may also try using the hi-hats, on 2 and 4.

DRUM SET EXERCISES

In example #3 we have three, eight-bar phrases. Play each repeatedly until you obtain a smooth flow of arm/wrist/sound, before moving on to the next. Students may need to practice each bar separately, before an attempt is made at the complete phrase.
Notice the way this solo is presented. It has a beginning, which may be called the "statement"; it has a middle, which may be called the "development"; and it has an ending which complements the beginning statement. This is a very practical and musical form to utilize any time a solo (of some length) is called for.
When Miking Drums
Use The Mikes Designed For Drums...

...And Use The Stands
Designed For Drum Miking

Drums are unlike any other instrument. They create their own special problems for the soundman. That's where Ibanez Tech 1 Mikes come in. The Ibanez IM70, IM76 and IM80 were designed specifically for drums and percussion. The IM70 has superior transient response, so the sharp attack of your snare and tom won't be lost. The IM76 gives extra drive to low frequencies, so the floor toms and bass will punch through, and the IM80 condenser handles cymbals, gongs and other high frequency percussion like the champ it is.

Mike it right with Ibanez. Most mike stands weren't designed for miking drums. Extended boom positions and heavy mikes don't mix with traditional designs, so Tama incorporated its best drum hardware ideas into the most stable mike stands you can use—Tama Strong arm Stands.

See them both at your dealer today.
Stand out from the crowd, both sonically and visually, with North.

Sound that projects.
Our “horn-loaded” drums concentrate your sound and project it out to the audience, as compared to the general dispersion patterns of conventional drums. For a full color catalog and poster featuring an in-depth look at the North design, contact: North Drums, a division of Music Technology Inc., 105 Fifth Ave., Garden City Park, NY 11040.

Looks that command.
16th-Note Triplets: Variations

Rock drumming, in its most advanced forms, is a fascinating, complex and highly sophisticated part of contemporary percussion. The mastery of many of today's advanced rock rhythms requires both diligent study and dedicated practice.

One highly effective method of embellishing a basic rock pattern involves the use of 16th-note triplets. By using different fragments of the triplet and varying these fragments from hand-to-hand, hand-to-foot, etc., many interesting combinations can be achieved.

Here are some basic exercises to master before proceeding to the 4/4 rock beats listed below:

Below are several rock beats utilizing 16th-note triplets. After mastering these, it would be advisable for each drummer to create his or her own patterns.
AND THE UNBEATABLES GO ON...

Between Charlie Watts and Tony Williams, there's about 40 years of sets, from laid-back to blistering... all of them on Gretsch. Both Watts and Williams have brought their own unique styles and brands of improvisation to music we've grown up with, and it looks as though their inventiveness and consistently inspired playing is going to surprise and delight us for a long time to come.

In a business where the competition is fierce and the turnover incredible, the fact that they've stuck with Gretsch from the start is a pretty eloquent statement. We rest our case, and the unbeatables go on... and on... and on.

THE UNBEATABLY SOUND INVESTMENT
THANK YOU!

The response to rollers usa American Handmade Hickory Drumsticks has been more than gratifying. In fact it's been overwhelming! We sincerely and deeply appreciate the many letters and comments from musicians and dealers on the quality of rollers usa Drumsticks. We apologize for any delay in supplying your dealer as we are gearing up to meet the demand. After all, Quality Takes Time.

rollers usa
AMERICAN HANDMADE HICKORY DRUMSTICKS

M.M.S. INC., P.O. BOX 424 LAKE GENEVA, WI USA 414/248-9031
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NEIL PEARL
Dynamic Drumming RUSH-
Artist of

is GIVING AWAY HIS DRUMS...

and YOU Could Be The Winner!

See opposite page for the details on this exciting MD Contest!
WIN	

NEIL PEART'S DRUMS

Here’s what you’ll win!!

THE WINNER WILL RECEIVE:

A Tama Superstar Drumset with a custom Rosewood finish and brass plated hardware. All drumshells are vibrafibbed by The Percussion Center of Fort Wayne, Indiana. The drumset includes: Four concert toms: 6", 8", 10", 12". Three tom-toms: 12", 13", 15". One floor tom: 18". Two bass drums: 24". Two gong bass drums: 20" and 22". Two timbales: 13" and 14". One Tama snare drum: 14". All mounting and attaching hardware will be included. Also included: A. Zildjian hi-hats: 13". Ride Cymbal: 22". Medium Crash cymbals: 16", 18", 20". Splash cymbal: 10". Two Camco footpedals. Cases will be included.

CONTEST RULES: Contestants are to write an essay of one-hundred (100) words or less entitled: Why I Would Like To Win Neil Peart's Drums. Essays over one hundred (100) word will not be considered eligible for the contest. All essays must be printed or typewritten. Contestants should also enclose a typed and signed entry slip with their essay. The essays will be read and selected by Neil Peart and the contest judges. The winner will be notified by Modern Drummer Magazine. Be sure to include your name, address and telephone number so you can be notified if you win. The winner will be announced in the October 1982 issue of Modern Drummer Magazine.
In Performance and Price

The new CB700 MARK SERIES parallel-lay snare drums sell for less than $200! They have every tuning adjustment imaginable without the problem of being too delicate. If you want to improve the sound of your set-up, compare them to any brand of high-performance snare drum ... you'll be amazed.
RUSH...
Powered by Neil Peart and Tama.

Hear Rush’s Permanent Wave or better yet see Rush live and experience the power of Neil Peart and his Tama drums. Then see your authorized Tama dealer and feel what it’s like to be Tama powered yourself.

“'The Strongest Name In Drums”
_send $2.00 for a full-color Tama drum catalog to: TAMA Dept. M.D.
P.O. Box 469, Bensalem, PA 19020;
327 Broadway, Idaho Falls, ID 83401;
In Canada: 6355 Park Ave., Montreal, P.O. H2V5H5
They never said a word. They got it from Miles, which is where Wayne and Joe came from of course. And when I left the band, I had that strong, quiet feeling, too.

**MR:** When did you start to really find your identity in Weather Report?

**AA:** Well, a lot of the tunes on *Black Market* I’d have to say, were based on my playing with the group. For example, I used to take a hotel room next to Joe’s, and play my Latin tapes. I had taped them from my stereo at home, using a cord mic, and you could hear my kids talking in the background. So that’s what the babbling on *Black Market* was based on. Everything Joe listens to, he makes a picture of it.

And then, I started to play drums in the band. Every now and then, I’d practice, alone. One day, Joe came in and heard me. So we played together, more and more. And finally, rehearsing for *Black Market*. I played traps. Joe ordered me a hi-hat, snare, a bass drum, my congas on the side, my gong on the left, and so Chester and I were the two drummers. I used to ask Chester if I was the band. Every now and then, I’d practice percussionists. And we hired Al Johnson’s record. I’m all over the set and he’s the drummer. I used to ask Chester if I was the band.

**MR:** What was it like, playing traps with a guy who liked to sing, and scream, with a lot of energy. And then we went out on tour again.

**AA:** Right off, I had to copy a lot of Chester’s playing, because that was the way for me to get to a new place. And then, he’d established a lot of obligate parts. But gradually, I developed my own style. It was more responsibility for me, being a drummer. As a percussionist, you get in and get out, anytime. As a drummer you have to keep the music together, and yet be fresh. And in Weather Report, I think, a drummer has to keep very open ears to Joe, Jaco, and Wayne. They play so much music on stage. And whoever makes the first move, you always have to follow. In fact, most of the band’s music is created live; when they listen back to tapes, that’s when they start writing tunes. In fact, every time we played one of our old songs, we’d play it differently—harmonically; rhythmically.

**MR:** So, what were the technical demands that you faced?

**AA:** Perfect time, of course, and they like to play on top of the beat. There’s no pushing—it’s light, floating. You reach and then stay there. Jumping music—a lot like Latin energy.

And then, on a tune like “Gibraltar,” I had to play so hard. There’s a long vamp; sometimes we’d play it for 15 or 20 minutes, and I’d be on top the whole time, all over the drums yet keeping the beat, answering Joe, going with Jaco’s groove, backing up Wayne, all at the same time, on only a two-chord vamp. It was like a chess game. In fact, Zawinul used to tell me, “In this band, you don’t play backbeat.” I didn’t know what he meant at first, but then I realized that he just didn’t want the band to sound like everybody else.

Weather Report music is so many different kinds of music. Wayne, for example, showed me on the drums, about post-Miles Davis, 1970s jazz. He’d take one stick and play real loud, and strong, with a lot of decision; just imitating Elvin and Tony, the way they play.

**MR:** What is it like to play with each of the forces in the band? Zawinul, for starters?

**AA:** From my experience, it was funny, at first. I thought he didn’t have good time. But then, I realized it was the opposite. He knows rhythms inside out. It’s just that his approach of time is in his mind. And he’d play polyrhythms, inside, outside, long notes in these tempos, and instead of waiting for the next measure to apply the next note, he’d just drop it in somewhere else. So, you have to get out of your head to play with him, and just feel time, because you never know where the beat is going to fall. He’s great, man.

**MR:** And Jaco?

**AA:** He used to help me keep things together. Since he also plays drums, he’d find the figure that I played, and he’d do it on the bass. We’d follow each other. And then he might follow Joe, harmonically. So, I’d do a lot with colors, on the cymbals, to respond. And with the snare and toms—kind of a legit approach.

**MR:** What kind of drummer is Jaco, by the way?

**AA:** He studied a few years, he’d be at the same level on drums as he is on bass. He has good facility. His father is a drummer. He likes to play very strong, with good time, and musically, he’s like Tony Williams or Jack DeJohnette.

**MR:** And Wayne Shorter—what did he bring out of you?

**AA:** For me, he’s my favorite musician. He’s the truest jazz player I’ve ever seen. Every time we played, even in rehearsals, he played different. He didn’t plan it; that’s just the way he is. I mean, he has no ruts or patterns he falls back on. Every time he plays, the music is totally new and fresh. We used to play a duet, live, on “Elegant People” or “Black Market.” The band would give it to us, after 15 minutes or so. It was kind of a Latin thing: I’d play the tom-toms, cowbells and cymbals, and be very Latin for Wayne. Wayne would just follow—he’s like a Cuban! And that’s very rare, because the clave we had was only in our minds—not heard. We just knew. For him to know where I was—whew! I continued on next page
mean, in moments like that I lose my mind, my eyes roll back in my head, and go white. And what I can't believe is that Wayne's do, too! And we're both just spirit. And all the things I am—the little Peruvian boy who went to see his mother dance, the Elvin Jones fan, and timba—come out.

MR: You were probably touching the same primal source that Latin music touches.

AA: Exactly. You learn all kinds of things, and then you just let them go, and you're free. That's how you play in Weather Report.

MR: Okay, so, then you left the group after three years, right? Why?

AA: Right, in 1978. They wanted a different approach. Jaco and the engineer began to tune my drums; they wanted to know how many drums I was going to record with; they told me what beats to follow the click track. It was just impossible for me to adjust to anything. I think that with Weather Report, I had to get to an incredibly creative level. But I did it so fast, I bypassed myself, and that really screwed me up. Except, Abraham Laboriel knew my heart. And he knew that when he and I were together, we played fantastically. And he stuck with me. But I needed a big help to get myself together. And then, finally, talking to Abraham, I found out about the Lord.

MR: And backbeat, right?

AA: Right (laughs). Abe and saxophonist Ernie Watts got me into Lee Ritenour's group. Everyone in the band knew I could play, but it was the first time I even considered playing solid and steady behind a group. Lee got me all these sessions I played, it was a disaster. With Weather Report, I changed the groove—but I couldn't. Or, I couldn't follow the click track. It was just impossible for me to adjust to anything. I think that with Weather Report, I had to get to an incredibly creative level. But I did it so fast, I bypassed myself, and that really screwed me up. Except, Abraham Laboriel knew my heart. And he knew that when he and I were together, we played fantastically. And he stuck with me. But I needed a big help to get myself together. And then, finally, talking to Abraham, I found out about the Lord.

MR: How do you feel about working with the drum machine?

AA: I'm not the greatest when it comes to learning about machines. Harvey Mason programs it for Lee.

MR: How would you feel if you were forced to use it?

AA: Well, I don't know about this particular machine. But I hear someone is working on another one—I don't know the name—that anticipates the feel and the touch of a drummer. It costs $450,000 to build, so far, and only one engineer even knows how to work it. See, I'm not crazy about machines because I play so funny a style. It can't reproduce my sound. And meantime, I'm very secure about the music and tunes that I play, and I know I'm going to be playing until the Lord takes me. I play congas, timbales, drums, and percussion. Other drummers who just play grooves, maybe they need to worry.

MR: Fair enough. Now, there's also your own group. How do you pronounce it?

AA: Koinonia—coi-o-nee-ah. It's a Greek word that means fellowship and communication. But, there is no leader. We're all the leader; we're all equals; the same caliber of musicians, and friends, and brothers in the Lord.

MR: And the fact that you're all Christians will keep one of you from getting a lawyer and suing the others or getting egotistical.

AA: Exactly. We discuss everything as a group. In fact, we should do an album soon. Abraham is in Japan with Larry Carlton, and he's looking into a deal for us there.

MR: Okay, let's talk about equipment. What do you play?

AA: I'm still putting together a body of equipment that really serves me—a set of everything I play, all together. When I go with Lee, I use the Yamaha 9DR recording-type drums, which I endorse. And I use Paiste and A. and K. Zildjian cymbals, all together. The hi-hats are 14": the bottom is Paiste, the top is an A. Zildjian. I use a 16" for my left first cymbal and then an 18", both A's. Then, I use a 20" right, a K., and a China-type to listen to. And then, Friendship also grew out of Lee's group.

MR: What's the drummer's chair like in Friendship, and in Lee's group?

AA: I like the music. It's new for me, and I'm open to learning. For records, I use less drums, and tune differently—lower on the bass drum, kind of mid-range on the snare, for a pop sound. On the road, I still use a smaller kit, but I tune more the way I always have. And Lee never wants me to play too much, but just keep that nice groove. And he likes consistency, of course. That's why he's using the Linn, too.

MR: How do you feel about working with the drum machine?

AA: I'm not the greatest when it comes to learning about machines. Harvey Mason programs it for Lee.

MR: How would you feel if you were forced to use it?

AA: Well, I don't know about this particular machine. But I hear someone is working on another one—I don't know the name—that anticipates the feel and the touch of a drummer. It costs $450,000 to build, so far, and only one engineer even knows how to work it. See, I'm not crazy about machines because I play so funny a style. It can't reproduce my sound. And meantime, I'm very secure about the music and tunes that I play, and I know I'm going to be playing until the Lord takes me. I play congas, timbales, drums, and percussion. Other drummers who just play grooves, maybe they need to worry.

MR: Fair enough. Now, there's also your own group. How do you pronounce it?

AA: Koinonia—coi-o-nee-ah. It's a Greek word that means fellowship and communication. But, there is no leader. We're all the leader; we're all equals; the same caliber of musicians, and friends, and brothers in the Lord.
“This could change the way drums are made for the next 25 years...”

“You are looking at the product of an entirely new technology... one that, I believe, could have an impact on the evolution of drum making equal to our introduction of the first successful plastic drum head 25 years ago. I am holding a pre-tuned drum head which requires no tuning or adjustment of any kind, yet it offers a truly superior drum sound that will please virtually any performer. It is part of our new Remo Pre-Tuned System (PTS) – which includes not only pre-tuned drum heads and drumsets, but also pre-tuned tambourines, ethnic drums and educational percussion. We will be introducing these exciting new Remo products in the very near future. When you see and hear them, I believe you will be amazed!”

Remo D. Belli

REMO USA

Better Products for Better Percussion

REMO, INC. 12804 Raymer Street, North Hollywood, CA, USA 91605
PRO-MARK Division of Remo, Inc. 10706 Craighead, Houston, TX, USA 77025
MR: Let's talk about bass players for a minute. I get the feeling that Abraham Laboriel is your favorite.
AA: Yes, Obviously, I work with a lot of bass players. But on bass, Abraham is like Paulinho is on percussion—anything he plays is right on. He's happy, and rhythmic, and he bends harmonically to any guitarist or piano player. And, he knows every kind of music. When we play, he puts all his heart into it, even into a single note. So many others maybe put everything in only now and then.

But I like a lot of players. Stanley Clarke, who I did a movie date with. We'd never met, and we just matched. His time, his approach, and his musicality are so mature. And Jaco, of course. And a lot of others.

MR: How about drummers?
AA: Like I said before, drummers, to me, are whoever hits a drum. So I like the Papines Brothers from Cuba. I also like Bill Maxwell, in Koinonia. We’ve done Andreac Crouch, and The Archers, and a lot of Christian albums together.

He's Andrae's musical director. He can play all kinds of music. I also like Larrie London. He did The Archers’ date. He came out here to do it and became ill, so I took over for him. Perfect time, solid—first time he approaches a tune, it sounds like he's been playing it forever. And he can keep his energy up for hours at a time.

MR: How would you characterize yourself as a drummer?
AA: I used to think of myself more in terms of my influences. Because in Peru, you had to look abroad. But now, I feel more like an American drummer. And I think that I can play more my own style—the way I play on Heavy Weather is 75% of it. Like, on the second side, there are four tunes. On the first one, I'm on traps, with a Latin beat, mixed with a little Elvin. The third one is a semi-classical thing, and I play some Peruvian beats with some legit snare, and some more Tony Williams bass drum and hi-hat. And the very last tune is Latin-jazz-rock-fusion.

MR: And the other 25% is your grooving—like with Lee Ritenour.
AA: That's it. That's me.

AA: Always. I don't like the sound of a plastic tip on the cymbals.

MR: Have you always used wood tips?
AA: Yes. Obviously, I work with a lot of bass players. But on bass, Abraham is like Paulinho is on percussion—anything he plays is right on. He's happy, and rhythmic, and he bends harmonically to any guitarist or piano player. And, he knows every kind of music. When we play, he puts all his heart into it, even into a single note. So many others maybe put everything in only now and then.

But I like a lot of players. Stanley Clarke, who I did a movie date with. We’d never met, and we just matched. His time, his approach, and his musicality are so mature. And Jaco, of course. And a lot of others.

MR: How about drummers?
AA: Like I said before, drummers, to me, are whoever hits a drum. So I like the Papines Brothers from Cuba. I also like Bill Maxwell, in Koinonia. We’ve done Andreac Crouch, and The Archers, and a lot of Christian albums together.

He's Andrae's musical director. He can play all kinds of music. I also like Larrie London. He did The Archers’ date. He came out here to do it and became ill, so I took over for him. Perfect time, solid—first time he approaches a tune, it sounds like he's been playing it forever. And he can keep his energy up for hours at a time.

MR: How would you characterize yourself as a drummer?
AA: I used to think of myself more in terms of my influences. Because in Peru, you had to look abroad. But now, I feel more like an American drummer. And I think that I can play more my own style—the way I play on Heavy Weather is 75% of it. Like, on the second side, there are four tunes. On the first one, I'm on traps, with a Latin beat, mixed with a little Elvin. The third one is a semi-classical thing, and I play some Peruvian beats with some legit snare, and some more Tony Williams bass drum and hi-hat. And the very last tune is Latin-jazz-rock-fusion.

MR: And the other 25% is your grooving—like with Lee Ritenour.
AA: That's it. That's me.
EXPERIENCE THE WIDE SPECTRUM OF SOUND COLORS AT THE NEW PAISTE SOUND CENTERS.

This is what you'll find at our new Paiste Sound Centers. We've put together a special selection from our full range to demonstrate the different sound colors you can achieve.

Whatever sound YOU want, you'll find it with Paiste. Creating sounds is all we do, and we do it thoroughly, and we do it well. We at Paiste are spending a lifetime listening to the needs of working drummers and refining our products with one goal in mind... “The creation of a range of the unique sounds to enhance the art of drumming.”

With the introduction of our new Sound Centers, the efforts of those labors are on permanent display. At any Paiste Sound Center you can get advice on your choice of cymbals, but more important, you can play and judge before you buy.

You'll find the address of your nearest sound center on the opposite page. Check it out! In addition, for further information, clip the coupon and mail it to us (including $3 for postage and handling) and we'll send you a fascinating book with profiles of hundreds of pro drummers using Paiste, together with our sixty-page cymbal manual.

Paiste Sound Centers all carry a range of Paiste 2002, Formula 602, Sound Creation, Paist 505 and 404 models. Many of the Sound Centers are already displaying the new Rude cymbals. You'll find that Paiste speaks your language, LOUD and CLEAR.
In Part I (April '82 MD), I defined linear coordination and demonstrated its importance as a drumming concept through systematic pattern combinations applied to the entire drumset. Linear coordination is a tasteful learning concept and the groundwork for dexterous coordination and good counterrhythm playing. Continuing the pattern combinations introduced in Part I, two sixteenth notes are now systematically eliminated from a grouping of four notes providing for uniformly displaced sound and thematic playing, that is, keeping the basic pattern in mind from drum to drum and cymbal to cymbal, while playing the patterns.

Review of Basic Pattern

Combinations: The following pattern combinations have been written with the preceding basic pattern in mind, yet provide for four-way coordination around the drums. Series A eliminates the last two sixteenth notes from each grouping, series B, the second and third sixteenth notes, series C, the first and second, series D, the first and last. For each series I have written seven patterns so that the linear coordination will be played on each part of the drumset.

Method of Study: Play the patterns as written with metronome marking. M.M. = 60, then progress to 80.
Example 1: An extra note was added on the "and" of four, making a quadruplet (polyrhythm) in the third group for more interesting playing. M.M. J = 96

Example 2: The left hand rhythm is displaced around the drum set on the snare drum, small tom and floor tom-tom for a Latin-funk flavor. M.M. J = 110

The following rhythms are developed by practicing linear coordination in a reggae feel.

*Funk-Reggae in a Half-time Feel: M.M. J = 76*

For more reggae emphasis convert half-time *Funk-Reggae into a Shuffle Half-time Feel: M.M. J = 70*

For some variation with linear coordination in a triple feel, take four bars of jazz time and go into four bars of *Afro-Cuban Rhythm: M.M. J = 120*

In columns 2, 4, and 7 be sure to play the open hi-hat, practicing a *sustained* control on the sizzle with the hand and foot. For column 3, the hi-hat can be played with your left foot on quarter notes, eighths and on the "and" of each beat, while
Playing the hi-hat hand pattern on the ride cymbal. To facilitate playing in columns 5 and 6, play as indicated and then play the right hand hi-hat part on the ride cymbal, keeping the hi-hat on fours or eighths with the left foot. Some patterns may require more practice than others and may not be played in a musical context, but they are excellent for improved ease in your normal playing.

After you feel comfortable with the patterns, play them with the following suggestions:

Suggestion 1: Taken from A7. Added bass drum to be played with the open hi-hat.

Suggestion 2: Taken from D4. This will really make your left foot work. Play the hi-hat part with the leading hand on the bell of the cymbal (or other cymbal sources) while the splashing hi-hat is sustained by the left foot.

Play the right hand on the bell of cymbal (or other cymbal sources) at the same time splashing with the left foot on the hi-hat on the open note. The bass drum is added to reinforce the open hi-hat.

In conclusion, the drummer can work with linear coordination the same way composers build songs around their basic melody. Practice to build tasteful rhythms, odd times, and soloing ability. There are, literally, millions of combinations that can be developed with linear coordination. Quite a few have been discussed in the two parts of this article. However, it should be mentioned that there are two more combinations that can be developed by eliminating two notes for additional foot emphasis (Pattern E would eliminate the third and first notes, and Pattern F would eliminate the fourth and second notes) and there are four combinations when three notes are eliminated. If you would like more practice with linear foot independence, experiment with writing down the pattern combinations.

For any additional information regarding these patterns or the patterns written in the article please write to: Sal Sofia, 6 Avenue J, Brooklyn, New York 11230
MD Celebrates Its 5th Anniversary
with a Special Bound Reprint of the First Four Issues....

"THE FIRST YEAR":
VOLUME 1:
NO's 1-4

You asked for it, and now it's here! If you missed out on any issue or all of MODERN DRUMMER MAGAZINE's first four issues, now you can own the entire Volume in one, handy bound reprint!

A few highlights from "THE FIRST YEAR"

- Buddy Rich
- Carmine Appice
- Louie Bellson
- Ed Shaughnessy
- Billy Cobham
- Alan Dawson
- Lenny White
- Duffy Jackson
- Badal Roy
- Butch Miles
- Roy Burns
- Ed Soph
- Chick Webb
- Phil Ehart
- Drum Set Shoppers Guide
- Custom Designing Your Set
- and much, much more!

Rope Tensioned Drum Making
Introduction to Drum Corp
A Study In Rock Styles
Brazilian Drumming
Understanding Rhythm
Swiss Rudiments
Roy Haynes, Joe Morello,
Max Roach solo transcriptions...

This is a LIMITED EDITION, so send for your copy TODAY!

Yes, I'd like my own copy of MD's FIRST YEAR reprint at $7.50 including P & H.
Enclosed is $______ check or m.o. payable to MODERN DRUMMER MAGAZINE.
NAME:
STREET:
CITY: ________ STATE: ________ ZIP:

Mail To: MODERN DRUMMER
Book Division
1000 Clifton Avenue
Clifton, NJ 07013
The set turned out fine, and from that point, Joe decided to make an entire set for him with the thicker shells. Again, Macsweeney concentrated on thickness rather than number of plies. He found that a half-inch shell was better suited for bass and toms, and so the shells ended up being 12 ply. The set turned out fine, and from that point, Macsweeney also decided to make a drum with less mass. This allowed the drum to sound "tubby" because it didn't have a lot of wood. But since the bevelling edge of the shell was thicker than it would be on a thinner shell, the head is still vibrating. The mass of the shell allows that vibration to project.

One of the first drummers to try out the new snare shell was Michael Dawe, and he liked it so much that he asked Joe to make an entire set for him with the thicker shells. Again, Macsweeney concentrated on the price list and offered snare drum, bass drum and tom-tom shells in a variety of sizes. Joe added, "Since we cut the wood ourselves, in addition to the sizes listed, we can make any size in between.

The first step in making an Eames drum shell is the selection of the wood, based on the finish chosen by the customer. The wood is then cut to general size and checked over for any imperfections. From these pieces, the outside veneer, called the "face" of the shell, is chosen and marked. The wood is then steam bent in a secret process developed by Ralph Eames. After drying for 48 hours, the face of the shell is glued to the specific diameter. The rest of the plies are then laminated, working from the outside in. Each gluing step is allowed to dry for a full 24 hours, even though the glue, according to the manufacturer, is set up in 45 minutes. After the laminating process is complete, the shell is cut true on each end with a table saw.

The next step is the bevelling of the edge of the shell. The shell is mounted on the wheel where the edge is put on with a combination of enising and sandpaper. This step is controlled entirely by eye and by touch, and the skill of the drum maker is very evident here. The shell is then sanded on the outside to remove any marks or glue which might have gotten on the shell during one of the previous steps. The shell is then removed from the wheel and sanded on the inside. If the shell is to be stained, one of twelve available finishes, it is done immediately after the sanding. The shell is then sealed, inside and out, with polyurethane. After drying for 48 hours, a second coat is applied, and after another 24 hours, the third coat. The customer has a choice of low luster or high gloss finish. Unfinished shells are also available for those who want to do the job themselves. If the customer desires it, Joe will do the drilling, again, all done by hand. They don't use any presses because each job is different.

The mass of the shell allows that vibration to project. It is not easy to find people who have the interest or the skill to hand make a drum, so for this reason, the Eames operation consists of only two people: Joe Macsweeney and Jim Standish. Joe does all of the cutting and bending, and glues up the face of the shell. Jim laminates the plies into the face, and does the bevelling and sanding. They both work on the finishing and drilling. Actually, there is a third person involved. Ralph Eames still maintains an active interest in the company and helps out with the business end.

A question often asked of MacSweeney concerns the use of birch rather than maple. He explained: "Birch is not as hard as maple and therefore the fibers are a little more flexible. That makes it better for a workman's standpoint as far as bending, sanding, etc. Maple is harder, but because of that, it is a little more brittle and more subject to cracking. A lot of the old Stone drums have cracks, just because of the hardness of the wood. Birch has proved to be quite durable, mainly because of its flexibility. It also has a more descriptive grain. Each piece has its own individual characteristics, whereas maple all tends to look the same.

After the good response to the 12 and 15-ply shells, a few players requested a lighter drum. Macsweeney complied by developing a 9-ply shell which was 3/8 inch thick. He was then able to offer a shell for less money but which was constructed with the same rigidity, and the same hand-craftsmanship.

One area the Eames Drum Company is not involved in is hardware, preferring to work hand in hand with local retailers. "By not selling those items that are available in retail outlets, we can work along with them," Macsweeney stated. "We have no quantity minimums, so any shop is welcome to check out our shells." This allows the customer the option of using whatever hardware he feels is best for his own situation. The price of an Eames shell is much less than one might expect. According to MacSweeney, "We keep in mind that the customer does have to add hardware in order to make the drum complete. Also, we don't use high-budget marketing techniques. When you buy our shell, you're just paying for materials and labor. There's not a lot of overhead for advertising."

The Eames Drum Company does not maintain an inventory. As Joe MacSweeney explains, "We have fifty different sizes, plus we can cut in between any of the given depths. So it's impossible to anticipate what people will be ordering. This way, each instrument is made specifically for the person who orders it." In this age of mass production, it is refreshing to find drums not being made mechanically as though they were pieces of furniture, but being hand crafted as the fine musical instruments that they are. As Joe commented, "We're not just doing this as a business; we're also doing this for love of the instrument."
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Pinstripes.

TBW: Do you get away with rimshots on a Slingerland—wide but wood. The wood one gets a darker sound and the metal is brighter.

TBW: What snare drums do you use besides the blue Vistalite in the other room?

MM: Yeah, and on the oil heads too. You really have to dig to get a sound. You don't get much response.

TBW: What snare drums do you use with the cartage service to various studios that you leave them tuned up and rely on the depth?

MM: They're down. Pretty sloppy too. But sometimes I'll tighten them up. It depends on the material. If I'm playing live I'll tighten them up a bit more.

TBW: Do you get away with rimshots on back beats?

MM: No, right in the center. Most of my snare drums have a big welt right in the center and I leave it there because it's a good place to aim-right in the pocket all the time.

TBW: What do you look for in a cymbal?

MM: I love the Paistes. They're a super cymbal. My collection of cymbals includes just about everything, crash to 13" hi-hats with a band cymbal on top which I use in the studio and live. I've got a couple of good ride cymbals, a Dark ping, sizzles—you know, it depends on the gig. For the studio I like bright-sounding cymbals.

TBW: Thinner, perhaps?

MM: Well, for crash cymbals, but for ride I like heavier for definition. There's nothing like a good, old Zildjian cymbal if you can find one. I think drummers should have a variety of cymbals to suit the situation. I mean, there are some guys that use the same cymbals for every situation, and that's fine because it suits their playing. When I do a small group thing, I might use a flat ride, whereas in a big band I'd use a heavy ride cymbal and also a 20" Chinese cymbal for playing behind saxes, you know, to get that airy, roaring sound.

TBW: Ever tried K's?

MM: Yeah, I've got K's. One is a really nice 18" crash with sizzles. But I don't know, I was so sick and tired of hearing drummers with the K-sound—Tony Williams all over again. Everybody was just going after that sound, so I went the other way. Paiste did a lot of research. They've got a super variety of sounds.

TBW: And in mallet instruments what do you look for? This is a nice Musser vibraphone behind us.

MM: Yes, for me that's pretty much it. I've always wanted one of those and I got it last year. Deagan xylophones are great, and I have an older set of Deagan orchestral bells which are nice, but for vibes it's Musser. I have a Pro-Musser at the warehouse, a portable one. This one I use for my own enjoyment and for jazz gigs on vibes. I love vibes.

TBW: You've got great facility on vibes. Did that come since you moved to Canada?

MM: Well, I played in college, but I didn't play jazz vibes. Since I've been in Canada, not being on the road and being able to come home, I've been able to work on them. So the last four or five years I've been getting that together.

TBW: You've always played matched grip, as I remember it.

MM: No, I played mostly traditional, but since I've been doing studio work I've played matched. Just to get the sound I think it is easier and a lot more even to hit the center of the drum using the butt end of the stick using matched grip. Especially when you have an array of toms—it's easier reaching, and you don't get the power with traditional. I don't care what guys say, I mean, Gadd plays traditional but he plays a contained little set. If you play a big studio set with five or six toms, I can't see how you can get a sound with traditional, and it's awkward with the left hand reaching. And of course, playing congas, vibes and tymps—I thought I would stay with one approach. But when I do a military date or something that requires finesse or delicate rolls, I'll switch to traditional because I can't get the sensitivity with matched grip.

TBW: For military—that's interesting, because I always felt that matched grip lends itself more to that straight-eight military playing, and I can't get that triplet feel like I can with traditional.

MM: Yeah, for a jazz gig I do the same, and if I'm doing a brush gig I'll play them traditional. But if I want power with the left hand I'll play matched. I was used to both playing Latin. The thing is to get
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both together so if one fails, the other is there. With traditional I found that some of the tom fills would be weaker: you would hear the right hand louder. Also, with matched grip it's easier to crash with the left hand. With the rock thing you don't necessarily want that extra sensitivity—you want sort of a robot thing around the toms. And it makes it in that kind of music.

TBW: That's nice you can say that; you've really adapted, or changed, so completely.

MM: Well, I'll tell you something. One of the things about being born and raised in New York City is that competition for survival is really keen. You get it together to survive. You either go for it, or say, "Okay, I'll take a pass on it," or just go and play some free jazz somewhere.

TBW: Have you found great differences between New York and Toronto in the quality of young musicians?

MM: It's getting more competitive in Toronto now. It's been like that in New York for years. The guys in New York have to outplay Gadd. It's really tough but it makes good players. It keeps the level very high. Now the standard in Toronto is getting higher and that's good. Before, where there was maybe one drummer in town who'd get the gigs, there now are maybe ten guys who can do it. So the best one gets the gig.

TBW: Do you see good things coming out of the colleges such as Humber?

MM: Yeah. Nowadays there aren't too many places where you can go to get experience. At Humber they have big band ensembles, rhythm section ensembles—actually playing with a group, rather than just an individual in a little studio with his teacher playing on a drum pad. You can only go so far that way. While I was growing up I used to play in show bands in the Catskill Mountains and I learned how to read. The more I did it the better I became. And I've used all that show technique in the last five years since I've been into studio work, TV shows, and show drumming.

TBW: Is the reading difficult in your work, in general?

MM: No, you use your ears too, and that's where the creativity comes in. You have to interpret a part. There are certain writers who write every single note out for a drummer; it's like Jim Chapin, Exercise 22. I have so much trouble doing that because I'll always hear something of my own because I have so many years of using my ears and reading a skeleton chart. In fact, I don't get hired by guys that write that way. I get used by leaders who are more sketchy. I don't care for the other kind of writing.

Certain writers just do a sketchy chart and then get the right musicians for the right feel and it sounds great. The other writer must go through more trouble just to get what the first one gets by using the right guys. The track will sound more relaxed.

TBW: Were you nervous for your first studio gig in Toronto?

MM: Oh yeah. When I first came to town I hadn't done a jingle. So my first date was with a click track, which I'd never played to before, and I didn't really have the right drum sound. I went in there and did the best I could. It turned out okay, but I think word got around that I didn't have my studio thing together. I was a good jazz player and I sounded good at Bourbon Street, but in the studio I was weak. So I had to accept this. Just because you have done one thing that people might consider great doesn't mean you can go somewhere else and be great there too. I had to start at the ground level and try and get that together.

TBW: By woodshedding?

MM: By listening carefully; talking to guys. By learning how to get the right sound. I had to deal with this. I might have done two sessions in a year and a half. Then I had an opportunity once—a really important situation. Just by process of elimination certain guys were out of town; certain guys were sick, who would have gotten first call. Terry Clarke was sick in this particular case and I was the only one who was left. And luckily, one of the production people up from Texas knew of me from Bill Evans and said, "Get Marty." By then I had done some more research and had a little more understanding of the situation. I went in with the attitude that "I'll do the best I can," and I wasn't nervous anymore. Maybe I just wasn't cut out for the studios, you know. Terry (Clarke) was beautiful. I went to his place and asked where I could get a big set of rock drums, and he said just to take his drums. They were tuned perfect, just ready to go. And I played right out. I didn't care, man; I just did my best. And they dug me, and we wound up working the rest of the week and I made two thousand dollars. We did about fifty tracks. And then they overdubbed the brass and strings and everybody from town was in because it was a really big session. From doing that I started getting more and more dates and more experience. I did do, and still do, a lot of theatre work. I did Chorus Line for ten weeks, which is a super drum book, and They're Playing Our Song. It's good employment; it can get a little boring, but there's a certain amount of discipline involved in getting it just so. I did Dancin' last year which is a super show with all kinds of percussion and percussion ensembles. That was fun, but even that got boring after three or four weeks, eight shows a week. That's another area of the business. It's a shame...
that the theatre scene here isn’t as abun-
dant as it is in New York City where
there are, say, fifteen or twenty theatres
going all the time with big orchestras.
That supplies a lot of work. That’s an-
other area where percussion came in
handy. And also, you get a nice pay
check: basic scale is around four and a
half, and if you have some doubles,
usually it’s up fifty percent. So that’s
over $675, and you get that on percus-
sion. It’s no sacrilege to go play music
and make some money. Professionalism
is not taken away; if anything, it’s en-
hanced since you have to be more of a
professional to go and play these gigs
properly. These are areas of the business
that are available to anybody. You just
have to work toward it, be available for
it, and don’t write any of it off.

TBW: I interviewed Jack DeJohnette a
few years ago and he pointed-out that
jazz isn’t really appreciated in the States.
How do you feel about that?

MM: You hear so many records that are
antagonistic. And artists wonder why
they are not selling. It’s because they
alienate the audience! You go into clubs
and guys are playing this stuff called
"art" and wondering why the people are
talking and not listening, and they’re
saying, you know, "The audience isn’t
hip." Meanwhile, the audience is paying
their salary. You don’t treat people like
that, man; not that you should play mun-
dane shit. Rut a lot of this self-involved
music is depressing and there’s enough
depression in the world today without
listening to it on the stand.

I’ve seen Bill Evans turn the most
common layman right around, just by
playing. And I’ve seen him quiet an
audience just by playing three notes. It’s
the spirit he projects.

TBW: He wasn’t always right inside ei-
ther.

MM: Yeah, Bill got outside but with a lot
of basic structure always present. I want
to hear something beautiful, interesting,
or something fun. You rarely see guys up
there just having fun. Often they’re there
just coping an attitude. There’s such a
range of emotions that can be expressed
in music. Why just the dark ones?

I think at this stage in my life I’ve
come to understand what I really do
appreciate. I know how I feel. With
stability, now I can form opinions and
not have to worry about what others
think. When I was coming up in the
business there were certain things, types
of music, that I didn’t understand or like,
but I didn’t want to say I didn’t because
people would say I wasn’t very hip. You
want to belong, you know. It’s funny,
when I go back and think about what led
me to play jazz—it was more of a peer-
recognition thing, because I was a com-
cmercial player before. I began to feel "I
belong" in jazz.

TBW: But you did belong, though, and
that’s maybe part of the difference. A lot
of people, drum students anyway,
choose to play jazz out of a sort of
snobbery which purports some form of
be-bop to be the only acceptable alterna-
tive for drummers.

MM: Yeah, exactly. Great music is an
expression of a social situation. It kills
me to see young musicians playing older
music when they could be doing some-
thing original and with depth.

TBW: You still hear "Straight, No Chas-
er."

MM: Yeah. You hear the same tunes.
Although, I play with some groups which
play the older tunes and they go right
outside. But trying to play in the old
styles—it seems that’s going backwards.

TBW: Are you worried that with masses
of young players choosing to play very
simple music, the standard of musician-
ship will suffer?

MM: No, I don’t think it is suffering. I
think it is growing. People were saying
that rock music was the creation of medi-
ocracy in music. I don’t really believe
that. It has taken us to a really nice
place.

TBW: And I guess when you were grow-
ning up there was plenty of sub-standard
stuff being played, just as in any era.

MM: Sure. For instance, Steve Gadd
originally was kind of a be-bop player.
He heard rock and roll and took it to
another level, even though what he
heard may have been mediocre. But the
stuff he plays—he’s as much of an inno-
ator, or more so, than Tony Williams or Philly Joe. For studio drumming he's an all-time innovator. He's beautiful. But I don't know whether I'd dig his life style—getting up in the morning, going out and playing all day, catch some sleep, and the same thing the next day, forever. Some people, that's their karma. But those people are few and far between: like Miles, Coltrane, Philly Joe. I put Steve Gadd up there with those people. That's his karma. But for the next person down, you have to really know where you're at in relation to that peak. You have to strike a balance and go with that. I think you have to admit to yourself, "Well, I'm not Miles Davis, or Coltrane, or Steve Gadd. I'm so-and-so," and get it together at your level. I've never considered that I was innovative to the level of Bill Evans or Steve Gadd. I'm a well-studied, varied musician and it's great that I can earn a living playing music. What a treat that is! Sure beats the hell out of going to the office. I've done some composing and made a fair bit of bread with some of my tunes recorded. That's another area you can tap into. It's fun, it's creative and you can produce and orchestrate. Your chances of doing that and of having a hit are greater than playing the lottery. Rely on yourself. Nowadays is a great time. Open your ears and look around, and not only in music. Music is a great part of my life but my life does not revolve around it. There are other things that I really enjoy in my spare time—the farm, the family—things that are meaningful and make me feel good. And when I go to music I feel better about what I'm doing and the dark moods stay away. I had enough of that on the road living the life of the jazz musician.
Over a century ago, Dresden tympani appeared with an extended-head principle that produced more volume and resonance. Pearl has now applied that concept to a drum kit.

The new Extender Series utilizes the extended-collar design on the toms and snare drum. The batter head is one inch larger than the shell diameter, and slopes down to an oversized rim.

The components in the kit tested are: 14 x 22 bass drum, 8 x 12/13 tom-tom, 9 x 13/14 tom-tom, 15 x 15/16 floor tom, 8 x 14/15 snare drum, and 900 Series hardware. All the drums have 8-ply maple shells, and are built in the USA.

The bass drum is conventional, having 20 lugs with T-style rods, cast claws and maple hoops. The wooden hoops come standard with wood-finished bass drums only. Unfortunately, some makes of drum pedals do not fit on the hoop comfortably; their linkage strap rubs against the batter head. Pearl should consider widening the batter hoop a little bit. A felt strip damper is installed behind the batter head. Each bass drum spur plate is notched in two places: to lock the spurs flush to the drum for packing; and for set-up, to lock them at a slight forward angle. The spur tube contains an inner leg which telescopes for height. At the end of each leg is a rubber tip which can be threaded up to expose a steel spike tip. The spurs hold the bass drum in place very well with no forward "skating."

This drum has two ventholes—one at the top and one at the bottom. Fitted with coated Ambassador heads, the drum had nice resonance and ample volume. Single-headed, it produced good punch for that "modern" sound. For rock playing though, a Pinstripe or an Evans Hydraulic might make for a more contained sound.

Pearl's 7/7 Vari-Set tom-tom holder is mounted on the bass drum. A large chromed block is mounted towards the front of the shell. The receiver holes in the base block are split in half with a half-section indirect clamp—drum-key operated on one side, a T-bolt on the other. The tom-tom arms are tubular steel with cast circular boss joints. Angle adjustment on the arms is similar to Pearl's cymbal tilter concept: no ratchet teeth, but an inner "drum" locked by a single square-head screw atop each arm. Each tom-tom arm passes through its own hole in the base block, and has a memory lock ring for securing height, as well as a memory ring on the other end for locking drum distance/lateral angle. Almost every conceivable angle can be selected with the Vari-Set holder, and nothing will move once the locks are in place.

Two 903 cymbal stands are included with this kit. They have sturdy tripod bases and two adjustable height stages. Like the Vari-Set holder, the tiers are secured by indirect clamping, but without the memory locks. The tillers operate on the rotating "drum" principle. Any angle is obtainable in a 175° radius. Atop the tilter is a "cymbal stabilizer." This replaces all of the usual washers and sleeves. The base piece is nylon, disc-shaped with a molded-in sleeve. A nylon donut fits tight on top of the sleeve to keep the cymbal from moving about excessively. All 900 Series stands will take Pearl's AX-3 adaptors, allowing one to add on cymbal booms, tom-tom arms, etc.

The 900 hi-hat has a sandblasted two-piece footboard and double parallel springs. Action is a double-pull system with spring tension conveniently adjusted at the top of each external spring tube. Linkage is done with a fat piece of nylon. The stand has a single tripod base, fitted with a Vari-Set memory lock on the height tube. Pearl incorporates a unique spur system on the 900. Connected to each leg is a rotating tip; one end with rubber, the other with a metal point. A drum-key-operated screw holds the tip assembly, and, when loosened, allows the tip to be changed from rubber to spike. The 900 remains very stable. It has a quiet, easy action and different tensions are available with a minimum of turns.

A special snare stand is made to accommodate the 8" drum. The 906D has a single-braced tripod base, swivel wing-bolt angle adjustment, and a threaded tightening nut. To set the deep snare drum at a comfortable playing level, the...
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The basket has been adapted in reverse. The main connector is at the top of the basket, rather than the bottom. It works on the same principle as all other stands with this type of clamping. The 906D has the split Vari-Set tier clamp, but no memory lock. It holds the drum secure, and is ideal for deep snare drums.

Pearl's 910 pedal has been re-introduced into their line. It is available as an option with kits, or can be bought separately. The 910 has a sandblasted two-piece footboard with an adjustable/removable toe stop (as does the hi-hat). The footboard may be positioned in any of three lengths away from the framework via rod arms locating into holes at the base. Underneath the heel is a piece of ribbed rubber to help combat skidding. Linkage is a flexible strap with two pieces of soft leather with a nylon layer in between. Encased at the top right of the frame is a compression spring, extending upward. A knurled knob atop the casing adjusts tension, and an adjustment scale is cut into the casing for use as a reference point. The pedal has two knurled knob springs at its base, and clamps to the drum hoop using a one-touch cam clamp lever. When the stick-shift-type lever is pulled towards the player, the clamp plate falls to the hoop, locking the pedal down. To compensate for different hoop thicknesses, the clamp plate has a knob screw that lowers a cast block to “fatten” the plate.

The toms were all fitted with Remo transparent Ambassadors, top and bottom. Pearl's claim that the new Extenders have increased resonance, pitch clarity and volume is true. The design allows for a low pitch with a tighter head tension than normal. With both heads tensioned the same, resonance is at its fullest. By changing the tension of the bottom head, the resonance can be dampened. Due to the extended hoop, external clip-on mufflers will not work. Perhaps Pearl will devise a muffler for the advocates of external dampening.

The 8 x 14 snare drum has 20 separate lugs, an internal muffler, and two vent-holes, both located at the bottom. The batter side was fitted with a 15" coated Ambassador, while the bottom has a standard 14" head. This drum came with Pearl's S-015 center-throw strainer. I would like to see it with the new X-l parallel strainer, since the X-l gives more even response. The drum sounded full, with perhaps a bit too much ring. Pearl's internal mufflers just don't seem to work well. On this drum, the muffler was tightened all the way and seemed to bind up, without muffling the drum. The Extender concept works on the snare, but maybe not as well as on the tom-toms.

The kit was finished in Pearl's new Natural Maple wood, a genuine veneer. All the drums look great and there are no finish defects anywhere. Pearl offers a total of 16 finishes: four woods, and twelve plastic coverings. All logo badges now include serial numbers.

Extender toms are currently available in nine sizes, including "power tom" sizes, all double or single-headed.

The drums list separately at $1352; the hardware at $545, making the entire kit retail at $1897, or less with 800 Series hardware and the 8IOS pedal. If it’s volume, depth, clarity, and good construction you’re after, you owe it to yourself to seriously check out the Extenders.
of hard to put it in words. I think Melanie tried to be dependant on herself only when she was a solo act. She really played the role of producer with the band in getting her material worked out, which was fine with me.

SF: So Melanie would give you direction as to what she wanted to hear from the drums?

DH: Yeah, She'd come from the producer's angle as well as the singer's.

SF: What's the general songwriting/arranging procedure with the Rossington Collins Band?

DH: It varies quite a bit. We've been off a week since our last tour. We'll probably sit around for another month, and then me and Leon will get out there and start plugging away. Just the two of us rehearsing. That's usually how we'll get somewhere with it. Then maybe myself, Leon, Barry and Billy will wind up at the studio, and when there's an idea hit on, the rest of the song was written around that. I think Barry's intro is really appropriate. The idea had been there anyway and he was just waiting for something to attach it to. Not forced on, but I think it was real fitting. Barry wrote lyrics for it and sang it. Dale wanted to sing it. I like what Barry did, but it seemed more fitting for Dale, and the song might've gotten more attention if he was singing it. A lot of people thought it was a real snappy track.

SF: Barry didn't sing at all on the first album.

DH: Well, he shared vocals on "Don't Misunderstand," but he really got some lead vocal slots on the second album that was basically his called "This Ride's On Me." It was a great song! Anybody that heard it unfinished was looking for that song on the second album.

SF: Who decides what songs are going to be on the albums?

DH: Well, the last word is probably between Gary, Allen and Barry. The only reason that particular song probably didn't get on is because it was undecided. I hope we'll jump back on it for the third album.

SF: Is it hard for the band to make records?

DH: Well, I think it's only as hard as it's made to be. I just like to get down to business and most everybody in the band does. Without pointing fingers, last time, making the second album, I felt it wasn't taken seriously enough. It was at first, but then the remaining four months of nonsense really put a hurting on things financially and morally.

SF: Does your drum set differ in the studio and in concert?

DH: Yeah. I'm tempted to use the same drums in concert that I have in the studio. It's a lot of fun to have the same sound you have made in the studio. I use one less floor tom and one less front tom. That's about the only difference. Like when I had double bass drums, it felt crowded. One time I did a club gig with my four-piece set. I realized how much more open and free I felt, so that was the end of the double bass routine.

SF: I noticed in concert you're using Pinstripe heads on the toms and a white batter head on your snare.

DH: I've been going with a new snare I got from Slingerland. It's a wood shell with chrome wrap on it, twelve lugs. It's the first snare drum that I've ever used with chrome wrap on it. It's a ten-lug drum because we got a nice sound out of them. Pinstripes tend to have more resonance. It's the first snare drum that I've ever used with chrome wrap on it. Twelve lugs. It's the first snare drum that I've ever used with chrome wrap on it. Twelve lugs. It's the first snare drum that I've ever used with chrome wrap on it. Twelve lugs.
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it's our history.

After more than 100 years of the finest European craftsmanship, Sonor drums have proven themselves to be without competition. Today, our family continues to carry on the tradition of producing professional percussion instruments of the highest quality.

Sonor drums are constructed from the very best available materials. They have full vibrating 9-ply beechwood shells with 45 degree bevel sound edge in a choice of several veneers including elegant rosewood. The massive shells need no extra reinforcing hoops, and are built from the outside in with staggered seams for extra strength and clearer resonance.

Sonor also offers you patented snap locks that prevent drum heads from loosening up, with tension rods that stay locked in place even after heavy sessions. All pedals have pressure cast steel foot boards with adjustments for beater height, length of action and distance of throw.

... if being the best is as important to you as it is to Don, Phil, Eli, Tommy, Mark and thousands of other people, including us ... write for our free catalog and the name of your nearest Sonor dealer. You might just end up making a little history of your own.
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Charles Alden Music Co., Inc., P.O. Box 231, Walpole Industrial Park, 4 Industrial Rd., Walpole, MA 02081
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what your drums are going to sound like on record?
DH: Well, that's a sore spot with me. I have a lot of control over the sound of my drums when the basic tracks are being recorded. On this second album it sounds like they took a lot of horsepower out of the drums with the mix.
SF: Didn't you have a chance to hear a test pressing?
DH: I did, but ... we changed horses in the middle of the stream. The engineer that was on basic tracks, about half-way through, got up and went! We had to get another engineer to finish up. I was just ready to throw my arms up and say, "Let's get the damned thing finished and out!" rather than go down there and pick on them. I wasn't there for the final mix. But, while the tracks were being put down, we spent a lot of time getting drum sounds. On the record it's like just half the meat they had. I had as good a drum sound as you could probably get in the beginning. The kick drum was just tremendous and moving. I didn't like the meat of the whole sound. The album was pressed like two or three db's less than the norm. If you had your stereo on volume four and put an album on after ours, it would sound like you just turned up the volume three digits.

There's no question that the kick and the snare are playing a drastic part in humping the whole sound. The kick lost a lot of meat. It got a lot of depth but the wrong kind. It doesn't have any top either—the slap that I like!

I came in on the first album mix right around "Get Away" and I was there for "Don't Misunderstand Me." To me, they sound the most solid. The kick sounds a little livelier than on the rest of the album. It was snappy sounding.
SF: Are you aware of what kind of mic's are used to record your drums?
DH: I did, but ... we changed horses in the middle of the stream. The engineer that was on basic tracks, about half-way through, got up and went! We had to get another engineer to finish up. I was just ready to throw my arms up and say, "Let's get the damned thing finished and out!" rather than go down there and pick on them. I wasn't there for the final mix. But, while the tracks were being put down, we spent a lot of time getting drum sounds. On the record it's like just half the meat they had. I had as good a drum sound as you could probably get in the beginning. The kick drum was just tremendous and moving. I didn't like the meat of the whole sound. The album was pressed like two or three db's less than the norm. If you had your stereo on volume four and put an album on after ours, it would sound like you just turned up the volume three digits.

There's no question that the kick and the snare are playing a drastic part in humping the whole sound. The kick lost a lot of meat. It got a lot of depth but the wrong kind. It doesn't have any top either—the slap that I like!

I came in on the first album mix right around "Get Away" and I was there for "Don't Misunderstand Me." To me, they sound the most solid. The kick sounds a little livelier than on the rest of the album. It was snappy sounding.
SF: Are you aware of what kind of mic's are used to record your drums?
DH: I am. I used different mic's on the toms this time. I can't remember the model we used for the first album, but they were real teeny AKG mic's. Real small, black and gold, about the size of a Chap Stik. We used a couple of those on the high toms this time and I think we used some kind of Sennheisers and they sounded better. Each drum was so defined, it was great. It probably would've helped if I'd had been down there for the mixing. The only communication I had with the engineer was that I gave him a ring a couple of times, long distance. I gave him some suggestions and ideas about what I wanted, which went in one ear and right out the other apparently. But, it's history and it's there from now on. They ain't heard me quit griping about this album yet. They walk away when they see me coming!
SF: I read that The Rolling Stones asked the Rossington Collins Band to open for them and either Gary or Allen said, "No way. We own Florida. Let the Stones open for us."
DH: That was just the Good Ol' Southern boy obnoxiousness, I guess. I'm sure in certain ways they meant it and then in another way they didn't. I remember Gary telling me about it. It was one of our more festive moments. He said, "You hear we're doing some Stoney gigs?" I said, "Yeah, that's great. We really need it." The money was just real poor, but so what? In the end, there's no question that we would've benefitted. People that would maybe not ordinarily have been pinching us might have grabbed some fans onto our wagon. No question about it. Seeing us live and hearing our album are two different things, as it is with any group, especially when we're better or more exciting live. That was such an ignorant move and ridiculous—and I told them that.

SF: Who's the last word in the band?
DH: I guess Gary and Allen. I would kind of support Allen in regards to the Stones shows, in that it might've been classier for not doing it and not jumping on the opportunity just like anybody else would. That's how we look at it. Not knowing what I know now, and getting over the ethics of it, on paper it would have really come in handy.
SF: You were saying that you were impressed by Debussy's music because it evoked sounds like air and weather. Do you try to create similar sounds on the drumset?
DH: No, I've never really been conscious of that. I think in a lot of my fills I'll cater to what would be a missing music fill. A drum lick might replace a keyboard lick. I'll never have the attitude that I couldn't get better. I know there's a bunch of drummers out there that could probably spin me dizzy, and I feel that I've plenty of room to grow.
SF: So, you're thinking melodically when you're playing drums and fills?
DH: Yeah. I guess unintentionally. It might be subconsciously coming out. Then there are times when I'll play with a banging effect—just strictly drums. Most of my best work is usually spontaneous.
SF: Do you practice?
DH: Not much. I know I should but a lot of the things I'll work out new will be right at a soundcheck before a show. I might hear something in my head right at that moment and try to capture it. I've captured a little extra chops for one bass drum sound. People think there's two kicks going only for a split second and there ain't. Like in the beginning of "Don't Stop Me." There's as much footwork going on as there is hand work. It's all single stroke, but it's doublekick stuff and it's a combination of hand patterns, that I transferred over. The kick's doing continued on page 84
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normally what I would do with my right hand. I broke it down so that the hands are doing less and the foot's making up for it.

SF: Do you have a drumset at home?
DH: My old Gretsch set is sitting right here, less a couple of pieces of hardware. It just seems like I'm so damn swamped in trivial daily chores that I can't get out there and get some pieces. I'm missing the footpedal and I think the snare's funky on it. That's a poor excuse—but it's set up. I just need to get down and crack them.

SF: Are you using Paiste cymbals?
DH: Just the hi-hats. The rest of them are A. Zildjian Brilliant. I've got one ride and four crash. My ride is a 21" medium weight. They're real pingy sounding. They don't swell up and roar while you're doing a ride. I like a lot of close-to-the-bell playing anyway. So it's really pingy like a San Francisco trolley car! The crashes are 15", 16" and two 17". I like that explosive, real quick bash that quiets right down. That's what smaller cymbals are good for. I've got a 15" pair of Sound-Edge hi-hats but I'm probably going to have to use something else. They're too top-endy for me. I like a fatter sounding hi-hat.

SF: What do you look for in choosing cymbals?
DH: I think the only time you're going to hear any contrast between cymbals is in the studio, because live it isn't going to make much difference. Under all the volume and miking you might hear a little pitch difference, but a cymbal's a cymbal when you're running live, outside of a Pang cymbal or something special. There's no way I could be convinced otherwise. I just mainly go for small sizes that have maybe a two-step difference in pitch. Nothing fancy.

SF: Why are you playing Slingerland drums?
DH: When I sold drums at the music store, I always thought Slingerland toms sounded good. Real resonant and easy to tune. I think they were ready to jump on a half-endorsement deal. I pretty much made my drums like I wanted them. The company was real cooperative. There's nothing special to look at on them other than the yellow color; nothing that really looks any different from what's in a Slingerland catalog. I've got a longer kick drum and the power toms are longer. I've got a 16 x 24 kick which sounds great. The toms are equal in depth. My 12" and 13" are both ten inches deep. The 14" and 15" are twelve inches deep. The floor toms are standard size and the cutaway toms are catalog items, except that I got them in chrome. My only dissatisfaction is that I'm having some hardware problems.

SF: You're using Aquarian Cymbal-Springs aren't you?
DH: Yeah. When you hit the cymbals they come back and get in place quick enough so that you can get it again. The whole concept is real clever. I like the way they protect the cymbals.

SF: You were married at seventeen, had your first child at eighteen. Now you're still married with two children. How did you hold your marriage together?
DH: It was rough for a long time. I wasn't out of town on the road a lot, but I was playing a lot at night back then. I'll have to give my wife more of the credit for keeping it together than myself. She comes from a Lebanese family, and they've got a big family here. They're real close, and her parents live about five miles from us and they're crazy about the kids. They're just real warm people and my wife has real close family ties. I think that backbone is what got her through it.

SF: So, your wife's not a musician?
DH: No. She listens to a lot of stuff and she has a good ear. She definitely needs music around. She's extremely level-headed.

SF: It sounds like your wife might have a
strong spiritual background.

DH: Yeah, that's true. I wouldn't trade my home life for anything.

SF: When I was playing bars it used to get to me that I was very serious about my instrument and yet I was playing to a crowd of drunks. It seems that at many concerts the audience becomes an extension of that bar scene. How do you feel when you're onstage and you see some young kid who just spent fifteen dollars on a ticket and can't even stand up?

DH: I know what you mean. You've hit it on the head. I just kind of wonder what in the world has driven the kids to that. You always hear the innuendos about rock music mesmerizing and programming these kids to be out of control—which has to be true to some degree, I guess. They come there and they act just downright crazy and may not realize they've missed a good show. Once, we played at the Garden State Arts Center, and people were getting nuts like somebody was really going to get hurt bad up at the front. People were getting mashed and had to shimmy over the barricade just to stay alive! Then some guy got crazy and jumped onstage and wanted to fight Craig, our road guy. It looked hairy and everybody in the band could tell, and felt kind of delirious. I wondered, "Well, what if something really bad happened?" I think of the Stones at Altamont where that guy got stabbed to death. I think, "God, how would that feel?" I wondered if Mick Jagger ever thinks of that. Does he consider that the guy might be alive today had they not played there?

SF: When a crowd does get out of hand—or even before that happens—I wonder why guys in the band don't have more of a control over the audience to keep that from happening?

DH: Usually Allen will go up to the mic' and try to control them and it does come together. We'll have a battle sometimes with the security. They will get the people all bent out of shape sometimes by making them sit down, drag them out because they stepped on their foot in the aisle—dumb things like that. We've actually stopped in the middle of songs to tell the security to leave them alone. I'm not saying the crowd doesn't need to be controlled, but they're not doing anything really outrageous at that point but they will if they keep getting picked on. Like if a fight breaks out the band will say, "Hey! You want to fight? Come up here!" But, it does concern me and I'm thankful nobody's ever got hurt at our concerts.

SF: Tell me about your New Year's Eve date with The Charlie Daniels Band.

DH: Well, my whole family was there. That band just delivered! They got up there and just chewed gum—it was that much effort. Not saying they didn't put it out—they're just tight! I love that big-band sound. They have backup girls and the horns just pumping! I was stomping a hole in the floor I loved it so much. At midnight, we went out and shook hands with the band and Charlie went up to the mic' and they broke into "Sweet Home, Alabama." As the twelve o'clock countdown was going on, the crew was slapping amps around and adding amps and bringing guitars out and putting them on our guys and I was fit to be tied. I was thinking, "I gotta play. I can't stand this." Charlie has two drummers and I went up to one of them and said, "Get off!" He jumped right off smiling and handing me sticks. So our whole band was up there with them. It got picture-taken to death and the crowd just went ape.

SF: What are you looking forward to for yourself and the band?

DH: Keeping my sanity and ambition. As variable as things run, I keep a real short outlook on things. We're back and we've got to start working up some new material for the studio. That's the next major confrontation. Hopefully, we'll come out with pop music, folks, that you're going to love! We're preparing this week to do a benefit for the Heart Fund. We cherish our fans and we'll be back.
Drummer's Form

Form in music is like the frame of a house or the skeleton of a body. It is very important because it provides the players in a band with a common road map for a particular tune that they are playing. It is each player's responsibility to know the form of the tune being played, and drummers should be no exception to this rule. There are two ways to approach learning forms and both are valuable tools for the young drummer. The first way is to learn the form by ear. If the tune you're dealing with is a standard, get a record of it and listen to it over and over. Try to learn the melody (so you can sing it correctly to yourself), the sound of the chord changes (so you can hear your way through the improvised solos), and the structure (length of each chorus, phrases within each chorus). The second way is to sit down at the piano and, to the best of your ability, play the melody and chord changes of the tune. Both ways are valuable and doing one helps you do the other. If you've never done this before you'll be amazed at how knowing the structure of a tune can make your playing more musical and complementary to what's going on around it.

The form of a tune repeats many times in a jazz performance, each repetition being a chorus. Typically, each player will take several choruses on a tune. It is the rhythm section's job to rhythmically and harmonically lay the form out, chorus after chorus, as a foundation for the soloist to build his lines on. Again, the drummer should be no exception to this and should play a strong role in delineating the form of the tune to both support and guide the soloist.

There are many different types of forms which you will encounter in your career as a jazz drummer but space does not allow me to talk about them all. So, I would like to focus in on one of the most basic and widely used forms in jazz and use it as a guide to dealing with form in general. The form is the 32-bar song form, AABA, where each A and B are eight-bar phrases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three A's are similar melodically and harmonically and the B in the middle (called the bridge) is different; a contrast. There are countless tunes in the jazz repertoire with this type of form and if you go back and examine the tunes you've been listening to on records and playing with groups, I'm sure you'll come across this form.

As drummers, what do we look for in this form? As I said before, try and get a recording of the tune and/or a sheet on it (out of a fake book or from one of the other players). To the best of your ability, try to learn the melody and chord changes of the tune. During the improvised solos of the tune your goal should be to know where you are at all times in the form. This is not to say that you should know the exact chord change that is being played, or the bass note at a particular point (though it wouldn't hurt if you do), but that you should know which of the four eight-bar phrases you're in, where you are in that phrase, etc.

Listen to the melody of the tune and determine if there are any spots where you should be kicking the band or somehow supporting the rhythm of the melody. Listen to the rhythm section textures. Some examples of this are:

A) Straight ahead four/four throughout.
B) Two or "broken" feel on the A sections contrasted with four/four swing on the bridge.
C) Latin feel on the A sections, four/four on the bridge. Or the other way around, four/four on the A sections and Latin on the bridge.
D) Change of time signature within the form—three/four on the A sections and four/four on the bridge, or the other way around.

The possibilities with this type of thing are limited only by the imagination of the composer/arranger of the tune. Bear in mind when analyzing textures that there may be a certain format for the head (opening and closing choruses) that does or does not hold for the blowing choruses. For example, a tune may go from a Latin feel to a swing on the bridge, and in the head the solo choruses remain in four/four all the way through. The alternative to this is that the pattern set up on the head remains throughout the improvising.

When you are first learning a tune, allow the form to sink in by playing simply and keeping your ears wide open. If you have a chart or drum part to the tune make some markings that will help to remind you of the form. If you don't have a part and feel you need one, make yourself a skeleton of the form similar to the following example:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LATIN</th>
<th>SWING</th>
<th>LATIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

If you get a chance to solo on the tune, whether it be trading fours, eights, sixteens, choruses, or an extended solo, try to keep in mind where you are in the form. If you can do it by ear, so much the better. If you can't, use plain old mathematics to keep track until your ear is developed enough to hear the phrasing. Extended drum solos on the form can be difficult at first and it sometimes helps to have the other rhythm players lightly accompany you, throwing in a chord or bass note at crucial spots in the form to help you find your way. Always try to think in musical phrases, the simpler the better at first, and don't get hung up in technical virtuosity. Eventually you will develop a kind of inner harmonic sense that will guide you through the forms and you will find that you have developed the ability to hear and memorize new forms after only one or two playings.

Jazz Tunes and Standards With AABA Form

- "I've Got Rhythm"—Gershwin
- "Oleo"—Sonny Rollins
- "It Don't Mean a Thing"—Duke Ellington
- "Jordu"—Duke Jordan
- "Well, You Needn't"—Thelonius Monk
- "Misty"—Errol Garner
- "Nardis"—Miles Davis
- "Satin Doll"—Duke Ellington
- "So What"—Miles Davis
- "Lazy Bird"—John Coltrane
- "Have You Met Miss Jones?"—Rodgers and Hart
- Gershwin's "I've Got Rhythm" is probably one of the most played tunes in the jazz repertoire because the chord changes and form of the tune have been used as the basis for dozens of jazz compositions. The changes and form are usually referred to as "Rhythm Changes" and the second tune on the list. Sonny Rollins' "Oleo" is an example of a tune based on "Rhythm Changes."
WE NEED OUR HEADS EXAMINED.

We've perfected a process to make heads out of woven Kevlar - the miracle fabric that's revolutionized everything from spacecraft parts to bulletproof vests.

The problem is, when we tell people all the advantages of Duraline heads, they have trouble believing us.

Here are the incredible facts:
1. Two minute break-in, then they'll never stretch again.
2. Tunable over a full octave.
3. Virtually impossible to break. Punctures won't spread like with conventional heads. They'll play just fine even with a hole in them.
4. Rich sound. Plus, the heads are specially treated to suppress unwanted overtones, for a cleaner sound in close miked situations.
5. Textured surface gives a crisp, lively sound to brushes.

Too good to be true? Take a hard look at our heads. Make your next replacement a Duraline. Punish it. Abuse it. Beat the living hell out of it. Record it. Listen to it.

We know that after you've examined our heads, you'd have to be crazy to play anything else.

DURALINE
11300 Rush St., So. El Monte CA 91733
(213) 443-7803
How To Get "That" Drum Sound

Fred Miller has been a recording engineer and producer since 1970 and has over 400 LP’s to his credit. His time is divided between recording dates in New York, Los Angeles and London, and he’s recently been honored with nominations for both Grammy and Emmy Awards.

The following article was reprinted from Mr. Miller’s book, Studio Recording For Musicians courtesy of Consolidated Music Publishers, N.Y.

"That" drum sound is a particular combination of sounds that I’d heard on records for years before I was able to achieve it. It began for me on Carly Simon’s No Secrets album, and continued with Paul Simon’s Still Crazy .... Janis Ian’s records, and on into Barry Manilow’s and many others. It involved a combination of tuning, echo, and drum size. After seven years as a professional recording engineer I was finally able to achieve what I’d been hearing all that time. After reading about it, you may think it’s not "the" sound you were looking for, or you may get it in a different way, but this is what works for me:

The snare drum should be a big one if you want a big sound. The snares should be of moderate tension and the top head tuned a little on the loose side, but not sloppy loose. The bass drum should have only the batter head on it, and should be stuffed with a heavy-density pillow or small blanket, weighted down with the bottom of a mike stand or a good-sized brick. The degree to which the padding is sufficient to damp the bass drum is a matter of preference. Each engineer has developed a selection through his or her own experience. My personal preferences run to Sennheiser MD 421’s for the toms, Electro-Voice RE-20 for snare and bass drum, and AKG 452 condensers for hi-hat and overheads. I’ve used other mikes that were equally suitable, including the Neumann U-87 and U-67 for toms, the Shure SM-57 for snare drum, and the Electro-Voice 666 for bass drum (no longer on the market); but I subscribe to the theory that there are almost no "bad" mikes . . . just bad technique. I generally place my mikes in cardioid pattern and as close to the drum as possible without touching. This allows for some separation between the drums. Sometimes the bass roll-off switch is employed to compensate for the proximity effect of using cardioid patterns at such close range.
resolved: microphones should not stand in the way of your music

fact:

If you're a musician on drums or keyboards you know only too well the difficulties of singing while you play:
- Straining your neck to reach the microphone
- Trying to play and stay "on mic" simultaneously
- Being unable to hear your vocal monitor
- Trying to keep your vocal isolated from the instrument ("leakage")
- And (for drummers) the problem of hitting the microphone boom with your drum sticks

Shure's SM10 and SM12 Microphones solve these problems

Shure's SM10 and SM12 noise-canceling, dynamic Microphones are not only an excellent solution to these problems but offer you top level, professional sound quality in the bargain. Both units are extremely lightweight (less than three ounces) and offer a full-range, smooth frequency response especially tailored for vocals.

Moreover they have an adjustable boom to maintain proper mouth-to-microphone distance and feature a unidirectional pickup pattern to effectively cancel unwanted background noise and control feedback. This gives the sound engineer complete control over the voice-instrument mix. What's more, the SM12 features an in-the-ear receiver for use as a monitor.

If you play the drums, keyboards, or other percussion instruments, Shure's SM10 and SM12 Microphones may be the answer to your problems.

Shure Brothers Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
In Canada: A. C. Simmonds & Sons Limited
Manufacturers of high fidelity components, microphones, sound systems and related circuitry.
Manager continued from page 27

have worked with this manager before. Ask the advice of other managers. The good managers have a lot of respect for each other and will not hesitate to offer recommendations.

It is not always necessary to have a manager who is already established. For an up-and-coming artist, often it is productive to have an up-and-coming manager. This way, you can grow together. (A famous example: Brian Epstein had never managed anyone before he took on the Beatles.) In the early stages of a career, an artist will not necessarily need one of the top managers. You might be more successful with a new manager who is trying just as hard to establish a career as you are.

In situations where the manager is not already established, it is sometimes possible to have a cancellation clause in the contract. Dave Snowden explained: "A cancellation clause would not exist throughout the entire contract—it would only exist during a certain time, say the first 60, 90, or 120 days, something like that. It is sort of a period of getting to know each other. Nobody wants a cancellation clause if it can be worked out. It is somewhat unusual, but it can be done. It is usually done with people who have no track record whatsoever. He could be the greatest manager who ever walked down the road, but he has not had an opportunity to prove himself." The manager agrees to do certain things within a certain time period. If he can do what he says he can do—fine. If not, the cancellation clause gives the artist the right to get out of the contract. It should be noted again that this is not a normal clause to be found in every contract. But if necessary, it can be used.

When dealing with groups, there will usually be one agreement covering the entire group, and it will be signed collectively and individually by each member. Bill Aucoin explained the reason for this: "Sometimes the group will fall apart, while one member will go on to achieve success. In other cases, the group will stay together but one member will leave to pursue a solo career, such as when Peter [Criss] left Kiss."

Beware of a manager who tries to get you to sign the contract FAST. There should be absolutely no high-pressure. Bill Aucoin gave this example: "You should take enough time to know if the artist and the personal manager belong together. I have sometimes worked with an artist over a year before we've signed any papers. We needed time to know if our creative processes were going to work together." Dave Snowden agreed: "I will usually have five to ten meetings with an artist before we sign. The artist should understand everything in the contract before signing it. This is your life.
The manager is just as interested in the artist understanding the contract, because he doesn't want the artist coming back six months later saying, 'I thought so and so.' The manager doesn't need that."

Sometimes it is the artist, rather than the manager, who will be in too much of a hurry to sign something. Paul T. Riddle spoke of this situation: "I think it's so easy for young musicians to get impatient and excited, because they want it so bad. They are worried about throwing away an opportunity. They must remember, though, that if it's legit, the opportunity is going to be there. If the manager is legit, he is not going to be trying to take you to the cleaners; he is going to be interested in your music and your career. So if somebody's trying to push you and trying to hurry you, they're probably not worth worrying about in the first place. The main thing for anybody to remember is please have somebody there who knows exactly what is going on—somebody who you can trust and can help you with legal matters."

As Snowden said, "This is your life." You have spent years learning to play your instrument and developing your talent. Do not be overeager to sign with the first manager that offers a contract. Your relationship with your manager is as important to your professional life as your marriage is to your personal life. Be sure you know what you're getting into.

---

**Round Sound**

When you hear the difference, you'll want the sound. That's why top studio drummers like Russ Kunkel and Jim Keltner are using RIMS.

The RIMS patented suspension system gives any drum—old or new—increased resonance, projection and tuning range. Drums mounted with this unique system vibrate freely with greater clarity and tone.

Put the difference on your drums.

---

**Klic-Trac**

AT LAST...

Until now you've had trouble working with a metronome...why...because you can't hear it.

Well, AXE has solved the problem! We've developed a micro-size headphone metronome you wear on your belt, allowing you complete freedom of movement, and you hear the klicks the way session players do in the studio...thru headphones.

AXE's Klic-Trac is the perfect drummer's metronome, allowing you to use it even when playing a full set of drums...plus you have full control of both tempo and volume, and it's compatible with all stereo headphones.

A clean, tight, precise sound...tone, bass...and hi-quality construction make Klic-Trac a valuable addition to any player's equipment.

AT LAST...A metronome that makes sense.

See AXE's Klic-Trac at your local dealer or for further information, write.

Gauger Percussion, Inc.
15108 Highland Lane/Minnetonka, Minnesota 55343

AXES ARTISTS X-PONENT ENGINEERING
P.O. Box 2331 • Dept. MD • Menlo Park, California 94025
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Scottish Pipe Band Rudiments

by Andy White

Basically the rudiments used in Pipe Band drumming are the same as the American 26, with a few very interesting variations.

**LONG ROLL**

All rolls are played closed or buzzed, although recently the open roll is being employed more.

**FIVE STROKE ROLL**

This roll, apart from its regular form, is used in a unique way. Played hand to hand, the exercise is known as "The Fives" and is the basis of a simple "Strathspey" beating.

Note: The method of writing above and below one line for the snare drum is now widely used. Right hand above the line, left hand below, as in the Swiss style.

The finished effect of this exercise sounds like a continuous roll, with clean accents coming on each of the four beats in the bar.

**FLAM**

Flams are played very closed, in fact, as close as possible without losing the flam sound.

**FLAM PARADIDDLE**

This version uses a reverse paradiddle which makes for greater speed of execution. This is obvious from the metronome marking. It would not be possible to get the same effect with a regular paradiddle.

Another flam movement uses the same sticking, but the feel is that of a triplet, with the first beat of each eighth-note triplet doubled.

**DRAG OR RUFF**

Drags are also played very closed. There is no double-stroke sound, more of a buzz. In fact, really a "jabbed" effect.

**DRAG PARADIDDLE**

Here, the shortness of the buzz will be apparent. The following exercises are the same as in the flam section.

**SINGLE DRAG**

The single drag is used to build up another continuous roll effect, giving the impression of an accented shuffle rhythm. Played hand to hand.

It is started slowly with the drags played open, eventually closed, with the drags buzzed as in "The Fives."

**DOUBLE DRAG**

Employing the double drag, the same roll effect is produced in 6/8 time.

The sound is of a continuous roll with an accented 6/8 rhythm predominant.

Another way of producing the single drag effect is the use of a Four-Stroke Roll played within a triplet rhythm.
Notice in Exercise B, the change in notation. This sound is known as the Scottish cut note.

The ability to play five-stroke rolls long and short is another part of this technique.
In the first example, all rolls are the same length and are used to give a syncopated sound.

Now, by changing the rhythm to a shuffle or dotted feel, it is necessary to play some five-stroke rolls long, and some short. This has a more swinging sound.

Many exercises used would not fit in to the category of one of the 26.
For instance:

The aim, again, is to produce a sound like a continuous roll with a triplet rhythm predominant. This is a very difficult movement.
Finally, an exercise using unusual hand movements to produce a flam accent on the third beat of an eighth-note triplet, finishing with a hand to hand double flam.

Two excellent sources of information regarding Pipe Band drumming are volumes I and II of the Tutor and Textbook of the Scottish Pipe Band Association. 45, Washington Street, Glasgow, G3, Scotland.
For further studies of accented rolls, see Roll Control by the author of this article. It is published by Belwin Mills Music Ltd., 250 Purley Way, Croydon, CR9 4QD, England.
Latin Rock Patterns

In this article I'll deal with a technique popularized by Steve Gadd, that incorporates Latin rhythms with contemporary drumset patterns.

Gadd cowbell rhythm. (Played with right hand.)

Ex. 1

In many of Steve Gadd's cowbell patterns this basic rhythm is used, but often it's disguised by the placement of his left hand

Ex. 3

First, we'll look at the cowbell rhythm used most often by Steve, in comparison to the more frequently played cowbell rhythm.

Most common rhythm.

Ex. 2

and accents. The following patterns are combination parts of these cowbell rhythms and other Latin rhythms.

Notice in the following pattern the same basic rhythm found in Ex. 3.

Ex. 6

Next, let's look at the samba pattern most often used by Gadd.

Ex. 7

Ex. 5 (half time feel)
The following samba patterns are also very effective.

Ex. 8

Ex. 9

Ex. 10

I hope you find these patterns interesting and useful.

MD readers can contact Rick Latham for more information on his book Advanced Funk Studies by writing P.O. Box 12452, Dallas, Texas 75225.
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naturally to me. I just played with music, with people and that was it. That was the fun of it—sitting in a room, smacking away. I mean, I knew, by first names, every police officer in the 34th Precinct in New York City, because they were at my door every day. I was just playing with records and having fun. But advice time, ladies and gentlemen: You cannot play with records too much because then you end up slowing down when you play with a band. Your time gets real raggedy because if you're playing with a record, you're not playing with a metronome. You're playing with a human being who has his own set of emotions and he's approaching that particular music his way and when you start to let him lead your time around, when it's your turn to play with someone, there's no one doing that for you. It's your job to keep that pulse.

Drumming got very interesting. The idea of less is more started happening. Again, the immature can't buy that. The best studio drummers were the guys with the least technique; the guys who had the great feel, evenness in playing, that had a bass drum that wasn't limp, and there was an evenness with all the limbs flailing away at the same intensity. They had a good sound. Every drummer who hits the drum gets a different sound and these elements became essential to successful drumming, where, when I began playing, you got the feeling that you were actually being paid per beat. Now it's very different.

RF: I want to discuss the changes you've seen in a lot of aspects. You've been talking about a group who got together out of a love for music. I'm wondering how much of that you see today.

BC: It happens all the time, but it doesn't happen in L.A. or New York. It happens in Montana and Missouri where people don't have the option of getting a hundred different bands together and deciding which group is going to be the star group. They're playing with a bunch of friends because of logistics; they're close, the parents are friendly, they all kind of get into the same music and decide to be participants in this music by playing instruments. It's important, when you're playing, not to condescend. When you're playing music beneath your talents or desire, you are not transmitting the energy level that is created by the honesty of performance. You need to be scratching at your potential. By scratching, I don't mean mildly dabbling with it, I mean clawing to reach the top of your potential. If you break down the components of a really successful band, often you'll say, "Well, this guy isn't that good and this song isn't that good, they don't sing that well, they don't look that good, why is everyone going crazy?"

RF: Chemistry.

BC: Exactly. It's that intangible that is, in fact, not intangible. It's the honesty, it's a level of intensity and it's the magic that these three, four or ten people together, are able to make. That's really the magic.

RF: Knowing what you know today, would you say the qualities you saw in musicians, or specifically, drummers, have changed? Those things you held in esteem or admired?

BC: They've changed a great deal, but the basic elements are exactly the same. You see, it's changed for me, I guess more than for most people, because I was into a different kind of music and there's just a whole new set of rules as far as playing it. But for me, when I would hear a Philly Joe Jones, I would hear music being played on the drums. When I would hear some of the rockers, I would hear pounding on the drums; reckless abandon. I wouldn't hear the same music. Today, people are enjoying the musical drummers again, the Steve Gadds, the Jeff Porcaros, the drummers who have the ability to play music and enhance the feel at the same time. The feel and the musicality meant nothing in the '60s. It was chops and the way you looked when you played and nothing to do with those other things. It was an entirely different set of values. I once had someone say to me in the '60s, "Man, you've got to hear this drummer." "Why?" "His hair is down to his back." I looked at him and it was, "Oh my God! It's come to that!"

RF: Now you're in a position of putting...
players behind an act.

BC: Sometimes, and hiring drummers to record. It's making marriages. I'll find the right producer or the right drummer when it's called for. It's a very small part of my job, but it is part of my job and it's something I can be helpful with. Again, it's the matching of colors. Everyone has his own little magic and you just have to be lucky enough to find the right combination and there are always things you don't expect.

RF: In 1976 you stopped playing with BS&T. Were you independently producing at that time?

BC: Actually, by around that time, I had a production agreement with CBS Records where I was recording. I built a studio in my house in New York and that definitely made it more fun to record and be on the recording end. This was during the later stages of my being with BS&T, but I was still actively playing with the band.

RF: Were you working exclusively with BS&T?

BC: For the most part. I had little time to do anything else. In '75 I entered into a production agreement with CBS Records where I was recording. I built a studio in my house in New York and that definitely made it more fun to record and be on the recording end. This was during the later stages of my being with BS&T, but I was still actively playing with the band.

RF: Were you working exclusively with BS&T?

BC: For the most part. I had little time to do anything else. In '75 I entered into a production agreement with CBS Records where I was recording. I built a studio in my house in New York and that definitely made it more fun to record and be on the recording end. This was during the later stages of my being with BS&T, but I was still actively playing with the band.

RF: Can you specifically describe the duties within your position?

BC: My responsibilities, because of my background, are rather extensive. As I previously mentioned, I could very easily help organize some musicians to play behind a singer. I also could very easily sign the singer, I could also find the producer for that singer or all the songs that singer is going to sing. Or I could be working a tremendous amount of time with acts that have already been here for many years to kind of help them mature and roll with the changes.

RF: Have you found that your playing background has helped you with your functions, and with the respect of the artist?

BC: With the respect of the artist, undoubtedly. With my functions, as much

continued on next page
as I would like to believe that only a musician can have the ability to find other talent, I don’t believe that for one minute. I think the greatest A&R person in the world is a 15 year-old girl who has to take her disposable income to buy a record. That’s called passionate buying. We don’t do that anymore. We’re spoiled. We get a lot of these records for nothing.

RF: How long were you at Epic?
BC: About a year and a half.

RF: And you’ve been at Capitol how long?
BC: Almost three years. My immediate plans are to stay here. As you can surmise, I am happy here, enjoy the people I’m working with and the acts at this label. I’ll tell you, there’s a noticeable difference in personality between the acts of today and the acts of yesterday. That archetypical stereotype, dumb artist being ripped off wasn’t so far from the truth. There was a lot of that going on. They weren’t what you would call business-minded individuals.

RF: But wasn’t that because the business was so new at the time and the age of the artists at that time was younger?
BC: But I think the level of intelligence has changed.

RF: You don’t think it has to do with the maturation of the industry and the age of its participants?
BC: Well yeah, but Bill Haley and the Comets weren’t teenagers either. The point I’m trying to make is that the intellectual level of the artist today, I believe, is much greater. I also believe that makes it more of a pleasure for record companies, agents and management to deal with them. It’s easier to deal with them. Artists aren’t the bungling idiots you have to direct and it’s more fun. Artists have more fun too.

RF: Do you find that the record companies aren’t taking as many chances with new talent these days?
BC: Definitely. They are not taking as many chances. They can’t.

RF: They’re not allowing for any Beatles, if there could be such a thing, or another Blood, Sweat & Tears?
BC: They’re allowing for all those things and they’re taking chances, but you would not believe the crap we have to listen to. Music has almost grinded to a halt. People are imitating each other and they’re imitating the wrong things—stop. We need a healthy shot in the arm. We have to come up with something, take our chances and gamble. It’s almost a gamble today. It isn’t a matter of $15,000 or $20,000 and even if we screw up, we’ll sell about 15,000 or 20,000 albums and we’ll still recoup. Now, you’re looking at $100,000 to make a record and another $30,000 to put the thing out correctly and if you get lucky, maybe on a first album, you sell 15,000. It’s real scary. Unless you get lucky, you end up selling between 8,000 and 15,000 and the difficulties of breaking a new act today are unbelievable. The consumer knows when he buys a Bob Seger album that there’s going to be very little chance for disappointment and he’s just going to add to a collection of albums he’s very much in love with. Why should he go buy John Smith and the Smiths? Because he heard one single he liked, a $9.00 investment? No thanks. Maybe two singles, then he’ll buy the record. Maybe three, then he will buy the record if he liked all three singles. But then you know what happens? The band comes to town and he’s just bought the album. He won’t go see them and spend another $8.00 or $15.00 unless he’s bought several albums from that band and he’s convinced that the band is worthy of attendance.

RF: So you’re saying the basic difficulty today lies in the financial aspect.
BC: No, the difficulty lies in a combination of elements, and we can’t consider the smallest of which being inflation, because that is a big part of it too. But we’re dealing with higher costs to make records and consequently higher prices, and artist royalties are much higher, so it costs more to buy a record. Also, less interesting marketing approaches. People have kind of run dry in the sales technique, less interesting artists overall, as far as being revolutionary, and the consumer with a disposable income that is limiting itself to his choices in the point of view.
entertainment field which has now expanded to include video games. There are more things to buy, which, as far as I'm concerned, are just as interesting as records. Unless we learn to market these records in a way that is as unique as the artists we are trying to present, this thing is going to lay around a while, suffering.

RF: You're saying not as revolutionary...
BC: By revolutionary, I'm saying evolutionary.
RF: Change, which is what I want to ask you. You mentioned the "slop" you have to listen to. I'm going to ask you to be an authority here... BC: I can't be an authority. I can't tell you why kids are not progressing...
RF: Are they simply trying too hard to confine themselves to a market?
BC: I think music took a big step backwards. I think everyone started to get excited about a certain type, I don't know what you want to call it, punk, or whatever, but I think that it took a giant step backwards, and kids, rather than aspiring to be great talents on their instruments, all decided to be punk rock stars, where the fashion was as important as the music and the absurdity of performance was more important than the essential music. I think it took a big step back because record companies all figured this was next and they ran and stumbled over each other to sign some real rotten music and they're stuck with those bands for a while. It's no surprise that the records that sell three or four million are great records. The consumers are just not buying the junk as much.
RF: Have you seen many changes in drum equipment through the years?
BC: Really, very little. Minute. There are a few things that I marvel at as being time savers; little gadgets. I'm not talking about synthesizers, I'm talking about the actual drum. I think they've made some nice changes, but I would say it would be as easy to recognize a drum set of 1981 as it would be from 1951.
RF: What about the changes you've seen insofar as recording techniques of drums? For instance, they didn't muffle much in the '60s.
BC: Now that's a whole different thing. Not the drums they're making, but what is being done to them, physically, to create a sound that is more palatable for contemporary music. It's a whole different approach.
RF: Did you muffle your drums at all back then?
BC: Yeah, I did, a long time ago. I didn't have a ringing sound at all. Strangely enough, there still is that ringing drum sound for certain kinds of rock and roll, and there is that nice, tight muffled sound for other types of music. But don't let anything limit you. You should be playing drums that are tuned in a way that naturally came from what you heard, from within you, that feel the best to you, so they are relatable. There isn't a drummer out there that will deny the fact that there have been certain drum sets he's sat down at which just sounded so good and felt so good that he could play better. My feeling is that is what you should be going for: the most relatable sound for what's natural to you. Don't worry about recording techniques yet because no matter how good your drums are going to sound, you walk in with an aggressive producer, he asks you to go to lunch and he's tuning your drums anyway.
RF: Have you done that?
BC: I've assisted, yeah, I guess, but only when I'm asked to.
RF: By the artist or the engineer?
BC: By the artist as well. But understand that the reason these sounds have changed is simply because some guy had a hit. Let's imagine all drum sounds were yellow and someone had a hit purely by accident because there was a tiny bit of red on his. So someone heard that and it became off-yellow and someone else heard that and thought he should do that, but of course, added more and it became a little more orange, and all of a sudden, he had a hit and everyone went after orange until it ended up being dark purple and into the blues. That's how it progressed; it wasn't something that could have been predicted.
RF: Do you have some drums set up at your house?
BC: I have about 13 drum sets all over the place. I recently packed my set away to make room for other things. But I've always had drums set up where I would go in there and marvel at how great I am for about five minutes and then what a disaster I am in the first second after the five minutes are up because I'm exhausted. But it's fun for the first few minutes because I haven't stopped growing musically, so I come up with some things that are far more musical than I had been. On occasion, if I'm lucky, or unlucky enough, as the case may be, to hear something I've played on the radio, I usually just shake my head and think, "God, was I lame."
RF: I've been listening to B. S&T Greatest Hits for the past several days, and it still conjures up the same rush.
BC: Because we played with abandon and we played with tremendous enjoyment and that's why you feel that way. We really did enjoy what we were doing. I was in ecstasy, it was so much fun.
RF: But that spark exists so rarely today. For those who grew up in the '60's, it's hard to find comparable excitement in the music since.
BC: I think people are too subtle today. Everyone is trying to be too subtle.
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Consumers, record buyers, concert goers ain't subtle!
RF: But you said the artistry was so primitive and there's a higher intelligence today. Maybe the primitive, cave man approach accounts for that spark.
BC: That's the answer, for sure. It was more fun and less thinking.
RF: Less education and less studio techniques.
BC: That has actually happened. You'll find that many of the records that are out today could have been recorded with immaculate audio and weren't, on purpose, to achieve that almost raggedy, demo sound which kids find themselves able to relate to.
RF: What do you listen for when you receive a tape?
BC: Songs. The quality of the tape, to me, is insignificant. Arranging, or how much went into making that tape, is insignificant. I think it's a waste of money. I like to think that I don't need all those things to hear talent. I need to find conceptually, something interesting: songs that have the basic essential elements that, to me, make for successful careers; good melodies and lyrics and a performance which is impeccably honest, and that's kinda it. It either strikes you or it doesn't. The way I can describe it best is if you're driving in a car and you're having a conversation with someone and the radio is on real soft and all of a sudden you go, "What the hell is this? It's that little thing that jumps out at you. Really, I don't need it to be prepared to a radio level. Just let me hear the changes and what it is you're trying to do. Admittedly, it would be rather difficult today if there were a new Bob Dylan to have that much success with it. I mean, if there were a drummer as great as whoever you want to imagine and he came in with a big band jazz group and said, "See, I'm the best, this is the best band," it would be very difficult for us to do anything with it because the markets have dwindled in certain areas. So it is part of my responsibility to show advances in music and help it get on the right track again, and also, if I can, try to help recoup some of the losses that are taken by companies that do go out on the limb for new artists that don't usually come through for them. It's just a matter of quality. I think if you wait for things to change and imitate it, you're a sucker and you're ordinary and you're like most record companies. But if you take the bull by the horns and decide that is your responsibility to the consumer if he's going to pay $8.98 and you have a good marketing campaign all set, you're probably going to fool a lot of people into buying the record, then make that record good. It should be valid, artistically.
RF: What kind of advice can you give to that drummer who is playing with his friends, getting a rush, but wants to do more?
BC: Here's the advice I'll give, not only to that drummer, but to any musician. The idea of playing an instrument is to participate in something that gives you tremendous enjoyment. To expand that original motivation is simply to share your joy and enthusiasm with other people and that's it. That's really what you're doing and trying to do. Every time you add auxiliary objectives that are further and further away from the core of what made you do what you're doing, you lose your center and you lose your direction. The reason for someone to play an instrument may ultimately be to make money, but that's a lot of steps away. You've got to go one step at a time and you've got to know what your motive is and never lose sight of that original motive. Even if you change direction, you know your motive is the same. Once you lose why you're doing what you're doing, don't bother, because you won't make that money and won't do those other things that you're expecting will happen. It won't happen. It can only happen because you've accomplished those early stages successfully.
RF: Let's talk realities for a second and the realities of your position. A record that comes out, you've got an artist and you have to put players behind him. . .
BC: I very rarely have to do that, intentionally.
RF: My question is, we have a Jeff Porcaro and a Steve Gadd. How does a John Smith get in there? He's every bit as good as Porcaro.
BC: It's a funny world. A Jeff Porcaro and a Steve Gadd are the first guys to compliment other drummers and genuinely adore other players more than themselves. If someone's intention, for example, is to be a studio drummer in New York or Hollywood and he lives in Montana, he's going to be filled with enough frustration from the inception of his drumming career on, to probably be a pretty rotten drummer by the time he would be in a situation where he would be a competitor in that world. That's what I've been trying to say. Play an instrument because you want to and want to enjoy it and the next step is because you want to share the enjoyment with people. Don't worry about being a star yet.
RF: What about making a living?
BC: Don't worry about making a living yet.
RF: Let's stop talking 15 years old and talk about 29.
BC: Once you've reached the age of 29 and you've been playing for 15 years, you already have a real good indication if you're going to make money or not because you have been, hopefully, playing with people. You have been heard by people, hopefully, and a determination will have been pretty much made if you should get on a plane and go out to California or New York or not. If, in fact, you feel that confident that you have the ability, then take the shot. Come out, but before you get on the plane, you figure out where you have to be and who you have to play with to be heard by the proper people to get this type of introduction into the business. There is no set formula, there is no way to do it. Usually people are brought in because of word of mouth. A lot of musicians will hear somebody and say, "God, this guy is something else. He's got to come out here and work." And when he does, everyone will help him because he's that good. It behooves the contractors and bandleaders to hire the best people they can. So you just have to be there and sit in and play with people, and hopefully, you're good enough to get that kind of recognition. Steve Gadd and Jeff Porcaro didn't say at age 15, "I'm going to do this when I grow up and be a top studio guy." They didn't even know what the hell it was. There's simply no set formula.
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Q. Could you tell me if Tama has plans to make power toms?

A. Tama is now offering X-tras in cherry-wine color. The tomtom sizes (double-headed) are: 9 x 8.9, 10 x 11, 12 x 13, 13 x 14 and 14 x 15. Bass drum sizes are: 16 x 22 and 16 x 24.

M.W.

Casa Grande, Arizona

Q. I've recently purchased a drumset, and I'm a thirty-two year old beginner. What publication can I buy that will show me some short-cuts on getting my wrists, body, mind, and speed up?

A. There are no short-cuts for developing wrists, body, mind and speed. It's hard work and practice. I'd recommend getting with a teacher who could direct you, and perhaps save you from wasting time on areas of drumming that might not be relevant to you right now. The key characteristic to develop is "taste" and "originality." Again, these qualities come from learning your craft and from interaction with other musicians in many different situations.

D.T.

Jackson, Mississippi

Q. Many drum companies offer modular tom-tom holders with a metal tube inside the drum. Does this in any way alter the sound or production of overtones of the drum?

A. It depends on who you ask. A good rule of thumb seems to be that the less amount of hardware you attach to a drum shell, the better off you are. Obviously, if the drum companies felt their modular systems were going to seriously hamper the sound of their drums—they wouldn't manufacture them. On the other hand, there are many competent drummers who swear by the "less hardware" theory. If you're considering purchasing a modular tom-tom set-up, I'd suggest playing different ones and buying the one that sounds best to you.

T.H.

Norfolk, Virginia

Q. Is it possible to convert a single-headed tom into a double-headed tom with good results?

A. Yes. It's also possible to convert a single-headed tom with bad results. If you don't have the expertise and/or the equipment, I'd suggest leaving the job to a qualified individual—perhaps at a nearby drum shop. You need to mount tension casings onto the shell, and they must be spaced properly. Next, you need screws, a rim and a drumhead and you're ready to roll.

B.B.

Carlisle, Pennsylvania

Q. What is the purpose of mounting a cymbal upside down?

A. Most cymbals mounted upside down are either Pang cymbals or Swish cymbals. The taper on these cymbals is either flat (Pang) or curved up (Swish) as opposed to most cymbals which taper down. By mounting these cymbals upside down, a drummer can either crash or ride the cymbal without getting hung up in the odd taper. Catching the edge of one of those cymbals on the upswing could easily destroy a drumstick.

Also, the sound is slightly different. I'm sure some drummers mount their cymbals upside down because they think it looks good.

Q. I'm thinking about teaching but I haven't had much experience. What does a person teach a beginning student? What if you're not very proficient on rudiments?

A. You sound as if you're relatively new to drums and drumming. In order to be an effective teacher you have to have knowledge to pass along to students. Teaching is a responsibility. I've seen young players with some horrible habits due to some rotten teachers. Even if your heart is in the right place—you cannot teach what you do not know. Seek knowledge for yourself. Once you've acquired that, then you can think about passing it on to others.

T.P.

Bridgeport, Washington

Q. I have a 1961 Ludwig chrome snare. After two nights of playing, at least three consecutive lugs loosen up. What causes this and what can I do about it?

A. If your challenge is with the lugs (screws) on your drum, I'd suggest thoroughly cleaning them and the inside of the tension casings. Sonor had a system for preventing that problem that you might be able to use on the Ludwig drum. Thread a nut onto the screw itself. After you've tuned the drum, tighten the nut down onto the tension casing. The nut will prevent the lug (screw) from backing out of the tension casing.

If the challenge is with the tension casings coming loose, check and see if they are fastened to the shell by screws or bolts. If they're screws, replace them with bolts. You can better tighten a bolt and it should hold the tension casing more securely.

Q. I would like some information about Tony Oxley. He performed on John McLaughlin's Extrapolation LP. Does he have any other album credits?

A. According to Leonard Feather's Encyclopedia of Jazz in the Seventies, Tony has several of his own LP's: Baptised Traveller; Four Compositions for Sextet (CBS); Inchinos (RCA); Tony Oxley, 71-4; with Howard Riley, Synopsis (Incus). He also worked with George Gruntz on the music for the film Steppenwolf. There's a brand new release on View Records featuring Alan Skidmore, Tony Oxley and AH Haurand playing Coltrane songs and original material.

Q. When I tune my double toms I always have trouble with the second tom, no matter what intervals I use.

A. Basically, the problem is that you need to tune the first tom to a fairly high pitch. Without a second tom, the interval difference between the small tom and floor tom is naturally wide. But, the addition of a second tom might mean that you've got to tune that first tom higher than you're used to. The size of the drums is also an important factor, but if you think of the
three drums (first tom, second tom, floor tom) as high, medium, and low in pitch—then you should be okay.

Q. Why do all drummers play with their left hand on the snare drum while their right hand is on the cymbal or hi-hat? I am a left-handed drummer and I find it easier to play with the opposite hands. Is this okay or should I switch back to the normal way? C.M.

Orleans, MA

A. Not all drummers do play with their left hand on the snare drum and the right hand on cymbals or hi-hat. Billy Cobham and Lenny White are two fine drummers that play in the "opposite" fashion. Owen Hale, house drummer at Muscle Shoals Studios, plays "opposite." So, if you're comfortable playing that way—do it!

Q. In my professional work I am often required to play extremely quiet. For this purpose I used to use a Premier S pencil-slim model. Premier has stopped producing this model. Are there any American companies who produce lightweight sticks of this type?

S.G.

E. Sussex, England

A. The stick you're referring to was the S8A model. The lightest stick offered by Premier is the E model 545 Lancewood. We were unable to come up with a "pencil" model, per se. If any company manufactures them, we welcome their correspondence with us, and we'll let our readers know.

Ask A Pro continued from page 6

JIM KELTNER

Q. I currently use both top and bottom heads on my set. What heads would you suggest for maximum volume and projection?

Bob Bovienzo

Bridgeport, Connecticut

A. It depends on what kind of sound you want. The Pinstripe head can be found in various thicknesses. They're not made that way, but some are thinner than others. I try to pick out the thinnest ones. Tap them with your finger. The ones with a tone that flap a little bit are the thinner heads. The thicker ones seem to die quicker and are too mellow and dull. The thin ones have the strength of the Pinstripe, but they sing out more and they do have a lot of power.

You can try a Pinstripe of equal thickness on the bottom, or you can try a coated Diplomat. For me, the 13" tom always sounds pretty good with that combination, but I can't seem to get that happening with the 12" tom. The 12" might actually be good with Pinstripes on top and bottom.

The shell really has a lot to do with it. There's a difference between wood shells and fiberglass shells, and head combinations work differently on different shells. Coated Ambassadors sound real good—top and bottom—on fiberglass. On my Yamaha wood shells I can't get anything happening with Ambassadors on the toms.

For a 12" tom in the studio I love a clear Ambassador on top and a coated Diplomat on the bottom, tuned kind of high. That gives a nice punch. Some guys use coated Emperors on top. In picking out the Emperor coated heads you should try to pick the thinner ones also. I hesitate to go into tuning specifics because a drummer has to use his own ear to decide what he wants. There's no way around it. Tuning is so individualized. I go by the way I feel at the time, by the way the head looks, and by the sound in my mind.

But, specifically I would say use Pinstripes or Emperor coated. Diplomat heads have a great carrying power for sound. The only problem with them is that they go right away. A lot of drummers doing sessions that require heavy playing, who want a good, clean, big sound, but a real open sound with nice tone, will use a coated Diplomat on the top. Then, after the song's over and the head's been beat to death they put a new head on! That's dedication to sound.

I would prefer to use Diplomats myself because I love them. I love the tone they get and the stick feels good hitting them. You can tune those fairly high and get a deep sound depending on what you do with the bottom head. Whatever combination of heads you use, the R.I.M.S. by Gauger Percussion definitely improves the carrying power and tone of the toms.

A VOLUME OF INSTRUCTION FOR THE DRUM SET is an advanced method. Five different formats to challenge your imagination and co-ordination. Send $5.55 to STEVE FAULKNER, 1165 Robb St., Lakewood, CO 80215. Dealers buy through Chesbro Music.

COUNTRY DRUMMING—A Complete Method. Includes all essentials plus. $4.00 post-paid U.S. Only. THOMAS FREDERICK, 1748 Joy Ave., Ashland, Oregon 97520.

"ATTENTION DRUMMERS" Two challenging drumset books! "Drum Control With Sixteenth Notes" ($3.25), recommended by Jim Chapin. And "Drum Control With Triplets" ($4.50). Send check or M.O. to: Dennis Venuti, 1212 Molbore Terrace, Philadelphia, PA 19148.

LOUIE BELLSON SAYS: "A great book! I'll buy the first copy and woodshed it." Get your copy of "DOUBLEDRUM" A DOUBLE BASS DRUM TEXT by Bill Melgari! Try this original method and improve your coordination whether or not you play double bass! For beginners to advanced. Send $6.50 to Bill Melgari, 16 Railroad Ave., Wayne, NJ 07470.


MONSTER POWER PACKAGE by Denny Kinne, Contains (5) books which cover the entire ROCK field. Solos, Speed endurance studies for hands & feet, Jazz, Latin plus a study in Commercial & Ethnic rhythms. Total value $14.00—YOUR PRICE $10.00. Send check or M.O. to DENNY KINNE, Dept. M-8, 202 Auburn Ave., Staten Island, NY 10314.

HOW DO YOU EXPLAIN SOMETHING THAT'S NEVER EXISTED BEFORE? ............ Presenting a breakthrough rhythmic formula for ALL musical time. ....... No more doubt, now you'll KNOW. GUARANTEED. $7.00 Oxford House, 2400-M3 Grindley Park, Dearborn, Mich. 48124.

ADVANCED FUNK STUDIES by Rick Latham-The New Contemporary Drum Set Book That Everyone is Talking About! A new approach to Funk-Rock techniques in the styles of today's leading players. Including transcriptions of Gadd, Mason, Brown, Gari baldi and more. Currently being used at North Texas State University. Hundreds of patterns that improve technique and build your Funk Drumming vocabulary. Send $6.95 + $1.00 postage for book. $10.00 + $1.00 for two 60 minute cassette tapes. $18.95 for entire package. Rick Latham, P.O. Box 12452, Dallas, Texas 75225.

"CREATIVE DRUMMING" A new book that will develop and intensify your OWN STYLE of drumming. Learn how to become a more creative musician. An excellent book for students and professionals that want to improve their playing. Send $3.75 to DAVID CONTI PUBLICATIONS, 159 MAIN STREET, ANSONIA, CT 06401.

ChoomBook: A drummer's language, resembling Indian Tabla teaching. Efficiently learn 4- limb independence. Gain creative release in all styles. Write: ChoomBook, Box 13064, Station E, Oakland, CA 94661, for free information about this unusual book.

Twenty Popular Rudiment Series, Cassette Package with booklet $4.75. Scott Walker, 30137 Avenida Tranquila, R.P.V., CA 90274.

WINKLER ACCESSORIES—Offers Winker Drum Shells. Hand crafted 6-ply maple shells, all bass drum sizes are 8-ply. Sanded inside and outside, bevelled and lacquered at no extra cost. Dealers welcome. Winker Accessories, 104 Gallatin Road, Madison, Tennessee see 37115 (615) 868-6092.

ROCK A BILLY—I would like to thank everyone for the overwhelming success and positive letters received throughout the world. Rock a Billy Drumming Vol. I will improve speed, power, and endurance. Study polyrhythm, superimposition, counterpoint, and odd meter patterns. Now in its second printing, it's truly an unusual drumming experience. For immediate delivery mail $10.00 check or money order to: Paul Katinas Q.T. Publishing, P.O. Box 457, Fairview, New Jersey 07022.

ATTENTION DRUMMERS! Like to get that great downward falling off sound-live from your tom toms? This method will definitely give your toms that pitch modulated-studio sound with your present drum heads. Not a product or gimmick—but a tried and tested (both heads) procedure. For complete detailed instructions send $2.50 money order to SOUND MODULATION, Box 3618, Glenerie Blvd., Saugerties, NY 12477.

You can learn to read and play Rock's most frequently used drum rhythms using the BASICS OF ROCK DRUMMING Cassette and Book. Special Feature—The Cassette contains 72-rhythm section play along tracks, minus drummer, designed for you to read and play the rhythms contained in the book. Send $11.50 plus $1.50 postage (Outside U.S.A. postage—$3.50) to: Chet Doboe, 427 Uniondale Avenue, Uniondale, NY 11553.

THE FUNK DRUMMING WORKBOOK—Funk out with ideas and concepts of today's leading players. Including transcriptions of Gadd, Mason, Brown, Garibaldi and more. Currently being used at North Texas State University. Hundreds of patterns that improve technique and build your Funk Drumming vocabulary. Send $6.95 + $1.00 postage for book. $10.00 + $1.00 for two 60 minute cassette tapes. $18.95 for entire package. Rick Latham, P.O. Box 12452, Dallas, Texas 75225.

NEW! UNIQUE! A MUST FOR EVERY DRUMMER! Drum-set wristwatch for men and women. Drum-set on face of watch with drumsticks "floating" around the dial! Full color! Write for details: Custom Creation, P.O. Box 859, Goldenrod, FL 32733.

WINKLER ACCESSORIES—Offers Winker Drum Shells. Hand crafted 6-ply maple shells, all bass drum sizes are 8-ply. Sanded inside and outside, bevelled and lacquered at no extra cost. Dealers welcome. Winker Accessories, 104 Gallatin Road, Madison, Tennessee see 37115 (615) 868-6092.

DRUMMERS! NOW NEW AMAZING "TWIRLERS" DRUMSTICKS WITH BUILT-IN REVOLVING DRUMSTICK CONTROL FINGER RINGS. THE ONLY STICKS IN THE WORLD THAT GIVE BETTER CONTROL ALLOWS YOU TO PERFORM TWIRLING ACTS AND SAFEGUARDS FROM DROPPING STICKS WITH THIS AMAZING BUILT-IN INVENTION. MEDIUM 3A FOR ROCK OR NITECLUB DRUMMERS. ONE PAIR "TWIRLERS" COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTIONS $13.95 PPD. TWIRL-A-STIK, P.O. Box 5126, Poland, Ohio 44514.
PRODUCE YOU OWN 12" ALBUM! Pay As You Sell Plan! 12" records from your Tapes, album covers of your OWN DESIGN! Call JSR RECORD MANUFACTURING SERVICE-TON Free 800-631-2252. In New Jersey (201) 870-2843.

RECOVER YOUR DRUMS in classic black or white. A five-piece set costs less than $50. Send 25 for samples, information and prices.

PERCUSSION SERVICES, 2407 Ferguson Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45238.

EAMES HAND-MADE MASTERTONE DRUM SHELLS—Two complete lines of ply shells—one of 9 ply (½") for the lighter acoustic playing and one of 12 ply (¾") for heavy power projection.

EAMES MASTER MODEL SNARE DRUM SHELL—a 15 ply hand-crafted instrument constructed for the maximum projection and durability in a Wood Snare Shell. All Shells are available unfinished, or in Natural Wood Glosses or Oils. Eames Drum Co., 229 Hamilton St., Saugus, Mass. 01906 (617) 233-1404.

SAVE YOUR VALUABLE TIME and TUNE YOUR DRUMS with CONSISTENCY. The DRUM TORQUE is now available for $44.95 plus $2.50 shipping and handling. CALIF. Residents add $2.70 sales tax. NEXT STEP ENTERPRISES, 17331 WALNUT, YORBA LINDA, CALIF. 92686. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OYMB.

DRUMMERS! ANYONE CAN TWIRL DRUMSTICKS WITH THE PATENTED DRUMSTICK CONTROL RING. AMAZING FOUR-IN-ONE TOOL. FOUR CONTROL RINGS COMPLETE WITH INSTRUCTIONS $7.95

SATIN PANTS, etc. for entertainers, etc. Write/call for catalog: enclose $1.00 refundable with order. SATIN SALES, Dept. 22, 7 South 5th Street, Minneapolis, MN 55402 (612) 333-5045.

SHELL—a 15 ply hand-crafted instrument manufactured in the United States. You will be pleased with our high quality and low prices. All popular models available in wood or nylon. All other cymbals. Hardware—parts a prob-

Parts Parts Parts—Thousands of new & used parts in stock. TAMA, LUDWIG, etc. Send for parts manual. $1.25 Refundable. JUST DRUMS, 59 N. Main St., P.O. Box 526, Pittston, PA 18640

Used Marching drums from $35. Snare, bass, toms. Buy, sell, trade, new & used, drums. Just Drums, 59 N. Main St., P.O. Box 526, Pittston, PA 18640

Corder Drum Co. has bought out the Fibes Drum Co. Many parts available. Drums covered, 6 and 8 ply maple shells for do-it-yourselfers, completed drum sets, and marching corps drums. New patented CD-5A and CD-5B sticks. Write for free catalog. CORDER DRUM CO., 2607 Triana Blvd., S.W., Huntsville, AL 35805. (205) 534-8406. See our ad in this issue about drumsticks!

"I'VE GOT RHYTHM" T-Shirts. S-M-L-XL. $8.50 (includes postage). DRUM HEADCO., 2607 Triana Blvd., S.W., Huntsville, AL 35805. (205) 534-8406. See our ad in this issue about drumsticks!

INSTRUCTION


CHEECH IERO DRUM LESSONS ON VIDEO. All styles of drumming. Beginning to advanced. Emphasis on studio session playing, reading, improvisation, constructing solos, and the creative development of ideas. 3 convenient locations! New York, North and Central Jersey. Instructions available on Vid- eo Cassette (VHS). Call 201 759-4545.

DRUMMERS: Learn ALL styles of drumming on ALL the percussion instruments, including mallets. Call for appointment. JOHN BOCK DRUM STUDIO, 914-592-9593.

"Have your company or store name imprinted on the finest handmade hickory drumsticks manufactured in the United States. You will be pleased with our high quality and low prices. All popular models available in wood or nylon. Seconds also offered. Send $3.00 for a post-

BILL BRUFRD SAYS: "THE ART OF ROCK DRUMMING by CHUCK KERRIGAN is an interesting and valuable book." At Music stores or Send $5.50: 221 Emerald St., Johns-town, Pa. 15902.

BOSTON AREA including Quincy, Marshfield, Waltham—John Homrig School of Drumming—Beginners to Professional. 472-6672.

Drummers: Be gigging in your area within four weeks. Send $3.00 to C.L.J. Publications, 5278 Kesling St. San Diego, Ca 92117.

DRUM INSTRUCTION! Beginners, Intermedi-
develop all aspects of drum technique.

CHARLES DAVIDMAN (212) 242-0465.

In the S.F. Bay Area JOHN XEPOLEAS au-

New Jersey School of Percussion. Register now for Summer Semester. Private Lessons, Latin Percussion Workshop, Contemporary drum set Workshop, Traditional Percussion ensemble. Visit our drum shop. Obtain infor-

WANT TO BE NEXT? Call Toll Free 1-800-

HAWAII: Study at CHUCK JAMES PERCUSSION STUDIO. Teaching on Snare, Drumset, Mallets & Latin Instruments. Learn from charts of: RICH, BELLSON, GADD, MASON, COBHAM & NEAL PEART. Practise Rooms Available. Call 808-734-6444 or 732-3032.

WANTED

JOBS OVERSEAS-Big money fast, $20,000 to $50,000 plus per year. Call 1-716-842-6000, Ext. 227

MUSICIANS! GET WITH IT! FED UP with waiting for the right group or right musicians to find you? Then Call US! The music industry's largest source of Qualified national talent. PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS' REFERRAL. We are putting more musicians in contact with each other than ANYONE in the business. WANT TO BE NEXT? Call Toll Free 1-800-328-8660. GET THINGS ROLLING NOW!

WANTED: METAL CAMCO SNARE DRUM 10 lugs, Oak Lawn Vintage with key holder on side. 312-749-4952 after five.

$100 Per Week Part Time at Home. Webster, America's foremost dictionary company needs home workers to update local mailing lists. All ages, experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-842-6000, Ext. 7290
Q. I'm a college grad with a BA in music. I spent three years on the road with rock and show bands playing the hotel chain. I quit because nothing was happening with the group. I swore off doing another top-40 gig, but to get into something else has been tough. I'm studying with Joe Cusatis and I pick up occasional club dates. I'm in a recording session. If you've been playing top-40 for years, what you enjoy, your personal background, some of your hobbies, and outlooks. You've got to let people know that you're responsible and reliable; that you're a non-drinker, that you won't come to work late, that you want to take care of that business like it was your own. You want to feel a part of a family. That's just using a little incentive, a little creativity showing them that you're not just saying you want the job to make some bucks. You want to be part of that family. That's what I think is important.

Start going around studios, meeting people. See what studios are all about. Find out if you could watch a session or two. See what the musicians are doing. Get into where you can watch actual sessions going on. I don't think it's that difficult. I know if you were ever in California, I'd be happy to take you to one or two. There have to be some drummers in New York or maybe around your town who would be nice enough to invite you. It's very important for you to actually see a session, see what's going on, and in that way learn an awful lot. That's how you meet people. Eventually they'll want you to do demos. Eventually you will be doing what we've all done, doing demos under scale, for just a few bucks just to get your foot in the door, just to play, just to hear yourself back. If you have any recording equipment, even just a mic or two, start listening to yourself. Tape yourself. Listen to other records and compare your stuff with the other records.

Most colleges have their own studio. That could be a great advantage to you. You get in there, meet other musicians, and people interested in studios. It won't hurt. You'll get in there and before you know it you'll be doing some of that studio stuff yourself. Eventually, you'll be getting one of these letters saying, "How do I get in the studio?"

Q. When writing up a resume, what should be included?

A. Generally, resumes are submitted to contractors; the guys that hire musicians especially for the studio. Of course, your resume could be for anything. Absolutely include education and experiences. You might also include a little outline about yourself: what you've been doing for years, what you enjoy, your personal background, some of your hobbies, and outlooks. You've got to let people know that you're responsible and reliable; that you're a non-drinker, that you won't come to work late, that you want to take care of that business like it was your own. You want to feel a part of a family. That's just using a little incentive, a little creativity showing them that you're not just saying you want the job to make some bucks. You want to be part of that family. That's what I think is important.

All the accolades in the world are not going to work. Telling people all of the wonderful jobs you've had—people say, "Well, if you've worked that many jobs how come you're not working now?" You don't have to tell people how great you are. You have to tell people where
SIX CYMBAL SOUNDS WITH ONLY ONE THING IN COMMON ... PAISTE.

Each Paiste cymbal line, indeed each individual cymbal, possesses its own feeling and sound color. The full range of Paiste cymbals offers you the opportunity to personalize your music and expand your creative horizons.

The Rude
It's raw. It's powerful. You don't play it...you tame it.

The 2002
Forceful and brilliant...a favorite of the world's top rock drummers.

The 505
For range and flexibility, the 505 is the best value on the market.

The 404
Provides professional sound characteristics at an economical price.

The Formula 602
Crisp, cool and mellow sounds...perfect for jazz or studio work.

Sound Creation
The essence of cymbal perfection spotlighting a multitude of tonal colors.

Write us today for our 296-page Profile III book featuring the set-ups of the world's famous drummers and a 60-page full color Cymbal Manual.
Just send $3.00 in cash or money order for postage and handling to:
Paiste America, PO. Box 1027, Dept. DM-1,
Brea, CA 92621.
In Canada: Paiste Canada Ltd./Ltee,
7750 Route Transcanadienne, St. Laurent,
Quebec H4T 1A5.

PAISTE
you're at, that you've had the experience, you've played those kind of jobs and you want to be part of their organization for whatever reason.

I think "enthusiasm" is a very important word, too. Instead of a piece of paper that says, "I've done this and I'm capable of this," show a little enthusiasm. Show some happiness. Show the positive sides of where you've been and what you've been doing and how much you enjoy it. I think that'll be very important.

Q. I'm twenty years old and have been playing for nine years. For the past three years I've been with a wedding band. The other members are twenty-five to thirty. One's married and has a child. They don't want to do music full-time because they have full-time day jobs. They say there's more money doing weddings. I'm considering enlisting in the Army band to save the money to buy a good drumset, microphones, and cases. What advice can you give?

A. What a perfect age to go into the service—if you want—and get some terrific band experience, if they guarantee you that you can get into the band. Half the guys I work with in the studios were in the military service, playing in military bands, and got a lot of their training there.

The guys that you are working with—it sounds to me like they are responsible people. They have responsibilities to their wives and children. As far as their wedding work—I think it's great. They have to make that money to take care of their families which is really their first responsibility.

There are studios in the service. There's the Armed Forces radio, television, and it's a perfect opportunity to get some terrific experience playing with bands. Playing with a little group at a wedding is a lot different than playing with a big orchestra. It's something that you have to experience. Not everyone gets that experience. They have a good savings schedule in the service. You will have some pretty good money, you will be able to get a good set, microphones and the good cases. It sounds like you've got your head on straight and that's very important. I think the service will do you a lot of good if you go in with a good attitude. Don't go into the Army with the attitude of hating being given orders.

Military is one of those things where if you can take orders from your sergeants, you will be able to take orders from great bandleaders someday—or even give orders as a bandleader. That's very important.

Q. I'm the typical English pro drummer who came up through the "Beat Boom" of the early Sixties. I'm self taught and working a large holiday center every summer, and running my own pop combo in the winter. My father lives in Los Angeles. I'm getting married at the end of this summer and my wife and I would love to join my father in L.A. and start to find some club/studio work. Would I run into a big hassle with the Musician's Union? I have virtually no money for such hassles due to the very bad financial climate over here.

T.W.

SOMERSET, ENGLAND

A. I often receive letters from drummers who want to come to L.A. I'm not sure about the work permit laws with you coming from England. That's something you have to find out from immigration. Each time I've been to England or played other countries throughout Europe, there's always been a work permit that was gotten through the business management people.

It sounds to me like you would work. It takes time. You have to meet people. You have to hang around and let it be known that you are available. People have to get to know you. Let's face it, it takes some bucks. You can't just go sit on your duff and not pay your bills. If you're going to come, be sure to come with something you can fall back on.

Work is very scarce now in the U.S. Not everyone is working the way they used to, the economy being the way it is. There would maybe be thirty or forty sessions a day going on—maybe nowadays there are only three or four—if that many!

Q. I've listened to you on The Carpenter's Close To You album. You really touched my innermost feelings with your playing; a very important experience on my drumming journey. I would very much like to send you a cassette of my feelings in thanks. I feel you're the kind ofman that likes to sharefeelings. When God helps me cry because of your inspiration and other musicians' inspiration—that's life all in one big musical stage, to me. I finally felt the courage to express myself to you. I know God's given me the talent to play for a reason, and that I don't have the ability to express myself correctly on paper . . . but, I hear you!

C.E.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

A. It's a pleasure to hear from people who are so truly honest in their caring and their feelings, and their sharings with others. I appreciate what you've been sharing with me. It's really a big man who can say that he can sit and listen to music and cry. That's fantastic. It shows that you really are full of feeling. I also think that you'll always be a happy person because I think that your touching others with your expressions of love and self-love—I think that's very important. I get the feeling that you're very poetical and very profic. I think that's very important. So, it's not strange at all. As far as your tape—by all means—I'd love to hear your tape. I think you should absolutely send it along just like you sent the letter to MD, and they'll be sure to forward it to me. I'll look forward to hearing it.

Q. Regarding the "Staying In Tune" column (Aug./Sept. '81): Karen Carpenter's a great drummer? Mr. Blaine, what then would you call a drummer of Max Roach's calibre? As far as I'm concerned, there are no great female drummers around today. There would be ifall the women out there would stop complaining and start practicing.

R.G.

SUSQUEHANNA, PENNSYLVANIA

A. I must say "yes," Karen Carpenter is a great drummer. She's great because she's had the guts to get up in front of the audience and do what she does. She's had the guts to sit and practice. She's had the guts to do a lot of things that a lot of guys I know won't do. They think they're too good. You say if all the women out there would stop complaining and start practicing—it's not only the women! It's also the guys. I've traveled all over the world and I've listened to the grips, the screams, the hollering.

When you talk about Max Roach's calibre—are you kidding? He's the top of the pile, man! Max Roach is his own thing. Karen Carpenter is her own thing. And you are your own thing. You've got to try to understand that. Everyone has their own thing. You will never please all of the people all of the time. There are a lot of people that really love my drumming and a lot of people that think I am absolutely the worst! That's why I think you will find in life that there is no one who is the absolute greatest or ultimate. You will never find a best. There are so many greats! Karen Carpenter is great. Max Roach is great. I think you're great. You have to start looking at it that way.

Q. I'm a great fan of yours and John Lennon. In your MD interview you said you recorded with him. What song or album was that?

D.G.

UNION, NJ

A. I was a great fan of John's, of course. We did the West Coast rock and roll album that Phil Spector produced, and I don't know that it was ever released. I was a great fan of his music, and I was totally shocked about his death. I can only say that through his music he does live on, and he will live forever. When we're all gone, they will still be playing his music. Keep in mind that we all must go on and continue.
Feel A Pair.

Dean Markley Stix feel good. Rolled and rubbed all by hand. A natural finish (not lacquer) gives Dean Markley Stix the perfect feel. If you can find them. Buy them. Once sold only to professionals, now they can be yours. Dean Markley Stix. Feel them. You'll never want to let go.

*Due to the limited number of exclusive dealerships, you may have trouble finding Dean Markley Stix. If so, call toll free 800-558-8350.

Dean Markley
STIX

DEAN MARKLEY, INC. 3350 SCOTT BLVD., #29, SANTA CLARA, CA 95051 (408) 988-7456
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Mr. Hooker is pursuing free-form drumming that incorporates elements from spirituals to the avant-garde. This is a concept album meant to be listened to in one sitting.


This is a live recording of one of the most inventive bands around today. For those who’ve never heard Blackwell, this is a good place to start. For those who have heard Blackwell, there’s no excuse for not owning this record.


R&B based music with some solid, no nonsense drumming from Lord Shepherd.


Good musicians playing good music! Friedman has a fine melodic sense, and this is enhanced by his sensitivity to the wide range of colors available from his mallet and percussion instruments.

Bloom, Swartz and Humair are equally gifted, and the four musicians truly function as a group.

JACK DEJOHNETTE w/ Terje Rypdal and Miroslav Vitous—To Be Continued. ECM-1-1192. Rypdal: electric guitar, flute. Vitous: acoustic and electric bass, piano. DeJohnette: drums, voice. Maya I Mountain In The Clouds I Morning Lake I To Be Continued I This Morning I Topple, Votter & Sjerf I Uncomposed Appendix.

An interesting trio date with three of today's most inventive musicians. DeJohnette, as always, shows how to combine good chops with good taste.


I don't understand all of this record—but it is some of the best original music in either pop or jazz I’ve heard in a long time.


This is a serious record of Caribbean-based music. Gonzalez says: “This is a collection of realized dreams . . . of music that I could only feel being a Nuyorican, living in New York.” Excellent percussion.


It isn’t really important to mention that Terri Lyne is sixteen years old. What is important is that she swings like crazy on this LP! This album is going to make some heads turn.


This album was originally released on Time Records as Sonny Clark’s date. It features some excellent brushwork by Max, and an excellent study of trio playing and accompaniment by a master drummer.


Another Time Records reissue. This particular band was one of Max's most creative. Booker Little was a genius and
John Panozzo’s Favorite Traveling Companions... Tama Hardware

"Styx is on the road for the better part of the year and dependable equipment becomes one main consideration. Thanks to Yaz Mataz, I get dependability plus versatility and outstanding performance. Thanks, Tama. Thanks, Yaz."

"PARADISE THEATER"

The Strongest Name in Hardware

For a full-color catalog send $2.00 to TAMA Dept. MD
P.O. Box 459, Bensalem, PA 19020 • 327 Broadway, Idaho Falls, ID 83401 • In Canada • 6355 Park Ave., Montreal, P.Q. H2V4H5
by Dave Levine

The drum industry is presently in a period of rapid and substantial change. Drum companies are having to make hard choices and take large risks in guessing where the drum market will be six months from now. Those who are complacent are lost in the shuffle. On the other hand, reputations and long-term sales are built over years—not months. Companies who resort to expediency will lose their share of the market. The Anaheim show offered some solutions and a few of them may take some getting used to.

There have always been two related, but different, areas of drum sales: the top-of-the-line equipment, and the low-end, student models. For as long as any of us can recall, the top end was the larger area of sales. But because of skyrocketing labor and material costs (and the general economic climate), top-end drum sales have been lagging. Today, the drum market is the low end, and drum companies are searching for ways to capture their share of it.

The great success of the CB700 line showed a way to elevate the low end in terms of value, quality and sales. According to an industry source, CB700 is now one of the top three drum companies. CB700 and LP's Cosmic Percussion offer quality at a low price (about $700 for a 5-piece set) and complete catalogs of drums, hardware, accessories, and even mallet instruments.

This success has not gone unnoticed by the major manufacturers. Over a dozen booths were exhibiting economy-level drum kits. Slingerland (Spirit), Gretsch (Nighthawk), Tama (Swingstar and Royalstar) and Premier (Club) all offer such sets. Still, some serious questions need to be answered.

How do the new student model drums differ from professional drums? Less expensive materials and processes are used. The drums are not finished as well and will go out of round more easily. Also, the hardware isn’t as versatile or as heavy duty.

What about the quality of sound? In reality, the sound is little affected. Versatility and durability are what is sacrificed.

What effect will the low end have on the high end? First, the manufacturers, because of competition, will have to find ways to make less expensive, quality instruments. Some companies have already incorporated less costly Japanese hardware with American-made shells in an effort to reduce costs. Finishing costs can be cut by painting the interior and covering the exterior surfaces of the drums instead of enhancing the natural wood finish.

Unfortunately, lower labor and material costs from overseas will create an even further eastern shift in the center of the industry. Additionally, use of "crossover" hardware will limit the choices available and similarities between different manufacturer's products will appear.

A new market for low-end cymbals and accessories will occur. But the money and energy that once was put into developing top-of-the-line products will have to be diverted to do so. The great percussion instrument advances of the last 25 years may not be so great in the future.

Will these trends result in the greater number of drumming participants the industry expects?

How many guitar players start off on a Les Paul or Telecaster? How many clarinet or violin students have the opportunity to practice on a top quality, professional instrument? Not many. But how many drummers started on a Ludwig or Rogers snare drum? Until now, most. Drummers have been fortunate over the years in being able to learn on professional instruments. They can no longer afford to do that.

More importantly, have student model guitars or wind instruments changed the quality of sound or level of musicianship we expect from professional players? No. Have they dampened the enthusiasm of youngsters to learn music? No. Have they made participation in music more accessible to more people? Yes. The same logic should apply to drumming.

Then, just when the market is getting used to the under $1000 drum set, along comes Remo with their PTS (Pre-Tuned System) 5-piece drum set for under $400. This was one of the most discussed products of the entire show. Remo discovered a way to shrink a mylar drum head so it becomes tensioned and remains that way. This eliminates the need for lugs, tension screws, counterhoops, and thick drum shells to support such hardware.

What Remo described as "a major evolutionary step" has almost unlimited implications. "More kids will be able to participate in drumming," said Remo Belli at a press conference. "Some who get in on this level will go on to a higher level."

Remo is presently involved in three areas of PTS drum development: toy, educational, and amateur percussion. Tambourines, hand drums, bongos, ethnic drums, snare drums, and drum sets with replaceable and non-replaceable heads, are available.

Although there were not many new products introduced in the professional category, two continuing trends should be mentioned. The marching percussion area, which has been responsible for many of the technological advances of the recent past, continues to be strong and innovative. Premier's marching xylophone, Ludwig's slotted shell snare drum, and Pearl's entry into the drum corps market are examples from this year's show.

The major activity in professional sets is in shell sizes. The trend towards deeper snare drums, tom-toms, and bass drums continues, along with new interest in extended collars. Gretsch and Tama unveiled their deep-shell tom-toms; Premier introduced undersized drums; Pearl showed full-size drums with oversized heads and hardware.

This year's NAMM Winter Market was an education in economics. It was also a lesson in history and a view of the future. The changes in the drum industry are reflections of economic and musical realities. Perhaps they are overdue. In the future, drum students, like their classmates, will start on a student drum or drumset and then, hopefully, move up. Most, if not all the drum manufacturers are beginning to realize this, and deal with it.

But rapid change doesn't necessarily mean rapid advancement. There will always be a need for artist-quality instruments made from the finest materials and workmanship. The art of drum making must not be lost in the rush to satisfy the growing low-end market. Without a doubt, the name of the game in today's drum industry is "survival." At what level do we wish to survive? That's one question that we will have to answer together.
DRUMS

PREMIER: The complete line of Premier tuned, marching, concert and drumset percussion is once again available in the United States. MTI (Music Technology, Inc.) will be handling U.S. sales. Premier's new products include Soundwave drums, which have new tension casings and undersized shells, two-ply drum heads, square-head tension rods on all drums except parade models, and a new synthetic-bar xylophone on a lightweight, marching frame.

LUDWIG: die-cast hoops are available in all sizes (6-18'), new slotted (split) shell 12 x 14 field drum, and 8 x 14 snare drums; hammered bronze, brass and stainless steel snare drums. SONOR: new parallel-action snare strainer (on Artist series only) and, for different size drums, two different sizes of internal and external drum mufflers.

TAMA: in addition to their new catalog, Tama introduced their X-Tras deep-shell tom-toms and bass drums (Super Star line only). Tama has also changed the angle of the legs on their floor stands so the feet make greater floor contact. Also producing a high stand with stroke height adjustment. SLINGERLAND: Spence Aloisio has been named acting president of Slingerland, who displayed their new Magnum hardware with color-coded cymbal stands and an expanding line of percussion accessory instruments including bongos, maracas, and tambourines. ROGERS: Heritage 5- and 7-piece drum sets featuring smaller diameter, deeper shell toms and bass drums, Memri-

PEARL: Extender tom-toms and snare drums with full-size shells and oversize heads and hardware, available in standard and deep-shell sizes. Pearl has also jumped into the marching percussion field with a new snare on their 5-ply field drum, Sonic Cut and Thunderhead timpm-toms, and specially designed, high-strength hardware. YA-

LO: five-piece pre-tuned drumset, featuring new "membrane" drum heads that need no tensioning or tuning, has been introduced by Remo. Inc. Designed for the amateur drum performer, the set has a suggested list price of $390.00, including pedal and stands, and comes in white finish with separate decorating kit of decals. Three- and four-piece drumsets also available from $275.00.

MALLETT-TIP: Quantum drum sticks with a heavier, thicker neck, and a rounded tip in four models; the Calabar stick/brush. HI-SKILL: Newly improved synthetic drum sticks. PRO-MARK: New, 22,000 square-foot plant in Houston is in full operation turning out eight wood and six nylon-tip models of the hicko-

ROSS: Economy-priced line of bells, chimes and Pro-

AQUARIAN: X-10's with new black finish and two graphite models.

PAISTE: Paiste America has recently opened a ware-

spashes and china-type cymbals. ZILDJIAN: A. Zildjian introduced their new China Boy cymbals which feature an authentic Chinese sound, higher flare around the edge, and a squared-off bell. Robert Zildjian has left the company and will be forming his own cymbal manufacturing and sales company in Canada. Look for cymbal prices to remain stable for the next year.

continued on page 116
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I learned a lot from your article on Philly Joe Jones. In regards to what Philly said about rock drummers putting too much movement into their playing: I am mostly a rock drummer, but I love jazz and I play it whenever I can. From playing both styles, I feel that rock drumming needs that movement and physical energy, but jazz comes from a spiritual-type energy, more from within, not needing so much physical movement. It seems a lot of rock drummers are put down by jazz drummers for this extra movement.

I respect Philly Joe for giving some rock drummers credit. It’s a sad thing that a lot of rock drumming is noise. That noise tarnishes the art. I am 18 and I feel it’s within me to somehow capture the spirit in the music that forerunners like Philly Joe produced and relate it to today’s music. I feel a lot of today’s music lacks the heart and love that was put into music of the past, and I believe it’s not the music’s fault totally. Maybe the players have grown cold.

JOHN CONVERTINO
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA
Per-Del

"ONLY QUALITY WILL TELL"
Manufacturing the World’s Largest Selection of Triangles with over 50 Sizes, Shapes, and Musical Sounds

Percussion Development Company

TRIANGULA - PER-DEL’S WORLD of TRIANGLES

Please write for free brochure and get your name on our mailing list.

Contact your local Drum Shop or Music Dealer concerning all purchases.

PER-DEL CO. 6617 Satsuma Ave., No. Hollywood, CA 91606
ACCESSORIES

The Mark Tree is fast becoming a standard percussion accessory instrument. No less than nine different booths were exhibiting different versions of the wind chime instrument: Slingerland, CB700, Carroll Sound, Planet Percussion, Spectrasound, Dan-Mar, Latin Percussion, Nail Road, and Camber. Brass and aluminum tubing and rod is being used on instruments, with from 24 to 144 chimes. Quite a selection and price range available. LATIN PERCUSSION: LP is expanding their Cosmic Percussion line and is also importing gongs and cymbals directly from mainland China. SPECTRASOUND: new, value-priced leather and padded-vinyl stick and cymbal bags; the Trap Rak accessory rack. DAN MAR: new hoop-mounted bass drum muffler and temple block holder.

ELECTRONICS

Randy May (inventor of the Vari-Pitch) has developed an internal drum miking system that is being offered on Slingerland drums. The Lectro-Acoustic set-up features sophisticated microphones and mounting apparatus with 180-degree rotation adjustment capability, internally mounted on the drum shell.

ALSO EXHIBITING

Deadringer
Dragon Drums
Duraline/Syndrum
Evans
Kori Percussion
Gon Bops
Linn Electronics
Dean Markley
C. Meisel
Mid-East Mfg.
Music Sales Corp.
North Drums (MTI)
World Percussion (Pennino)
Peripole-Bergerault
Sound Concepts

NEW FROM LATIN PERCUSSION

The Jingle Cane by LP is a percussion accessory originally used in American music by Dizzy Gillespie and borrows from a traditional Indian instrument. It also serves as a valuable percussion addition in just about any musical setting.

SUPER OVERTONE TRIANGLE

Grover Enterprises is proud to introduce the only triangle designed to produce a full spectrum of overtones. Tooled from a special alloy, this unique triangle will add a new sound dimension to any percussion set up. The expanded dynamic range coupled with the audible overtones permit this triangle to cut through the largest ensemble. The sound of this instrument will blend with any instrumental combination and when recorded will sound live and vibrant. Available in two sizes, 6" and 9".

For more information write to: Grover Enterprises, 78 Hibbert St., Arlington, MA 02174.

WORLD’S MOST COMPLETE PERCUSSIONISTS CATALOG

Frank "Mickey" Toperzer, President of Drums Unlimited, Inc., Bethesda, Maryland, has released the newest, most up-to-date compilation of percussion publications ever available. The Percussion Publications Catalog features more than 2100 conveniently organized individual listings of graded methods, studies, textbooks, solos and ensembles. Some 300 publishers are represented in this most valuable catalog.

For further information contact: Frank Toperzer, President, Drums Unlimited, Inc., 4928 St. Elmo Avenue, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.

NEW FROM LATIN PERCUSSION

The Jingle Cane by LP is a percussion accessory originally used in American music by Dizzy Gillespie and borrows from a traditional Indian instrument. It also serves as a valuable percussion addition in just about any musical setting.

JUNE’S MD

MAX ROACH
KEITH MOON
VIC FIRTH

AND MUCH MORE
DON’T MISS IT!

Plus:
The History of Rock Drumming: Part 1
Readers Poll
Results
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HOT DAMN!

GREAT GRETCH! IT'S MARK HERNDON & ALABAMA!

Let's hear it for Alabama! Two CMA awards: Instrumental Group of the Year and Vocal Group of the Year... these guys are hotter than a baker's buckle, and so is The Power Drum by Gretsch, the most explosive entry in the muscle-drum field. Gretsch Power Drum... resonance and tonal power that rolls out over the crowd like a draught of hot, liquid thunder. Alabama drummer Mark Herndon combines superb timing and talent with Gretsch's competition-thumper, and Hot Damn, it's a country rocket! Congratulations, Alabama... more power to you from Gretsch!
Enclosed in a booth you hear the tracks in your cans. The band’s pulling in the right direction. So far you’ve been laying down the basic tracks, and now it’s time for a little sweetening. You strengthen the groove and you bring in those quick chippy highs off your cymbals and start to savor the sound.

Your Zildjian Quick Beat Hi-Hats with a flat 4-holed bottom cymbal spin out a short tight compact sound. Incredibly controlled and still just plain incredible. And your Zildjian Thin Crash comes on with quick bright high-end accents that keep it all nice and tasty.

Because we put our best into a dozen Hi-Hats and 29 different Crashes, you get your best out of all of them. No matter how long you’ve been savoring the highs from your cymbals. And that same sharp clarity and super strength are handcrafted into all 120 different Zildjian models and sizes for every kind of drummer in every kind of music.

See for yourself how over 200 of the world’s most famous performers savor the high from their Zildjians. In our new Cymbal Set-Up Book, the most comprehensive reference guide for drummers ever published. For your copy, see your Zildjian dealer or send us $4 to cover postage and handling.

Avedis Zildjian Company, Cymbal Makers Since 1623, Longwater Drive, Norwell, MA 02061

Zildjian
The only serious choice.